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Abstract of Behavioural
Macro-Financial Cycles
Alfred Fitzgerald Lake
In the first chapter I study the optimal inflation expectations that it is possible
for agents to estimate and the difference between these and rational expectations. It
is typically not feasible for an agent with a macroeconomic sample of realistic length
to estimate a conditionally unbiased predictor of future variables, such as rational
expectations. It is also often not optimal, in terms of forecast error, to minimise
the conditional biases imposed, as using statistically simple expectations will often
reduce forecast variance sufficiently to outweigh forecast bias. I therefore introduce
optimal feasible expectations, the expectations that are predicted to minimise the
relevant measure of forecast error out of the set of expectations that agents can esti-
mate, as a realistic alternative to infeasible rational expectations. I then empirically
estimate the optimal conditional biases when forecasting US inflation using a factor
weighted ridge approach. I find it is optimal to impose large conditional biases:
one should essentially only use information on past changes in price indices, despite
several other variables and factors having economically and statistically significant
associations with future inflation. I then compare these to the conditional biases in
US household forecast surveys. I find that many of the conditional biases are sim-
ilar, although households also make errors that reduce their forecast performance
compared to feasible empirical alternatives. Therefore a combination of optimal fea-
sible expectations and behavioural errors appear to explain US household inflation
forecasts.
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In the second chapter I study whether increases in asset price convergence and
the quantity of cross-border asset holdings, common measures of financial integra-
tion, imply high quality changes in financial integration, i.e. changes that are likely
to produce the largest net economic benefits. I use a new methodology based on
a Bayesian FAVAR to overcome the econometrically challenging setting and test
three aspects of the quality of changes in financial integration measures. I apply
this methodology to the EU in the 21st century and find that there is a common
factor that drives a wide range of price and quantity integration measures. However
the changes in financial integration are primarily cyclical, as long-term cyclicality
strongly outweighs deterministic and stochastic trends, and dependent on macroe-
conomic conditions, as virtually all sign identified economic shocks cause large cor-
responding effects on financial integration. This suggests that increases in financial
integration have not been high quality: they actually appear most closely related
to cyclical changes in the underlying risks of European assets and aversion to these
risks.
In the third chapter I introduce a new test of whether house prices are always
equal to their fundamental value, adjusted to account for contractual rigidities and
search frictions, based on the speed of their reaction to monetary shocks. I justify
this test with two conceptual frameworks and references to existing empirical work
on the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. I then apply this test to house
prices in the US using narrative monetary shocks in a local projections approach.
I find that real house prices do not react to monetary shocks when contractual
rigidities stop binding, however they have economically and statistically significant
reactions at horizons over a year. This result is inconsistent with house prices always
being equal to their fundamental value, but is consistent with agents either not fully
observing monetary shocks or not incorporating these shocks into their expectations
rationally. I also use a sign decomposition based on the conceptual frameworks to
identify the relative importance of proximal drivers of house price cycles: I find
that consumption demand is the most important driver but asset demand is also
relatively important. Therefore housing cycles are likely to arise from the partially
behavioural reactions to changes in housing demand.
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Thesis introduction
This thesis studies behavioural macro-financial cycles. Financial cycles and their
links to the macroeconomy are an important topic, as information on financial cy-
cles can help to detect financial crises in real time (Borio, 2014) and the downturns
of financial cycles are associated with serious recessions (Claessens et al., 2012).
A behavioural approach to this topic is needed, as it is not appropriate to believe
that all agents make financial decisions by maximising utility functions with rational
expectations when most individuals cannot correctly answer basic questions on eco-
nomic and financial literacy (Lusardi and Mitchell, 2014). This thesis is primarily
made up of three self-contained chapters, each of which analyses topics which are
related to macro-financial cycles and either explicitly analyses behavioural insights
or suggests them as a potential underlying cause of the results. The three main
chapters are followed by four appendices and a bibliography.
The first chapter is titled ‘Optimal feasible expectations in our uncertain econ-
omy’. In this chapter I analyse the optimal macroeconomic expectations that agents
could feasibly estimate and any differences between these optimal feasible expecta-
tions and their actual expectations. It particularly focuses on inflation expectations
due to their importance in macroeconomics.
There is a large macroeconomic learning literature, surveyed in Evans and Honkapo-
hja (2012), that models how agents estimate inflation expectations. Papers in this
survey often implicitly assume that agents have access to extremely large quantities
of relevant data. In this case using rational expectations given the data available
to agents is feasible and, since rational expectations are the true conditional expec-
tation (Sheffrin, 1996), optimal in terms of minimising measures of forecast error.
Some papers in this literature acknowledge that in reality structural change over
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time means that limited samples are available (Orphanides and Williams, 2007),
however they usually use models with so few variables that it is still possible to
estimate conditionally unbiased estimators. The first contribution of this chapter
is to discuss clearly why estimating conditionally unbiased expectations, such as
rational expectations, will usually be impossible in reality. It is usually statistically
impossible as there are a a far greater number of potentially relevant macroeconomic
variables than there are relevant time series observations of each of these variables.
This seems very unlikely to change in the foreseeable future, as the rise of big data
makes even more variables available and the economy undergoes structural change
as a result of the response to Covid-19. It also clearly discusses why it may often
not be optimal to try and limit the degree of conditional biases imposed. This is
because it may often be worth shrinking expectations towards those that are sta-
tistically simpler to reduce the conditional variance of forecasts even if it imposes
greater conditional biases in forecasts. This insight is at the heart of many modern
machine learning approaches to forecasting, such as those in Medeiros et al. (2020).
It therefore introduces optimal feasible expectations, namely the expectations that
are predicted to minimise the relevant measure of forecast error out of the set of
expectations that agents can estimate.
The econometric optimal inflation forecasting literature finds that very simple
inflation forecasts perform best in forecasting horse races (Faust and Wright, 2013).
Therefore the optimal forecasts suggested by this literature do not incorporate any
associations between the vast majority of macroeconomic variables and future infla-
tion. However this literature does not typically try to estimate the true associations
between macroeconomic predictors and future inflation and so does not examine
the conditional biases in optimal econometric inflation forecasts. The second con-
tribution of this chapter is to estimate both the true associations between a set of
macroeconomic variables and future inflation and the associations that it is optimal
to use in forecasting. The difference between the two is the conditional bias that is
applied to the macroeconomic variables by using optimal forecasts.
There is, however, a literature that estimates the conditional biases in surveys
of agents forecasts (Coibion et al., 2018). The third contribution of this chapter
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is to estimate the conditional biases in surveyed US household expectations but to
also assess the extent to which these conditional biases are similar to the estimated
optimal conditional biases. This offers insights into how similar household forecasts
are to optimal feasible expectations. I also assess whether household forecasts match
the forecasting performance of feasible empirical alternatives to complement this
analysis.
The baseline specification for inflation forecasting that I start with is an ex-
tremely simple direct model which only includes lagged inflation. I then consider
adding different macroeconomic variables to this specification in turn. The macroe-
conomic variables that I use include monthly measures of inflation cycles, business
cycles and financial cycles; all of which are factors estimated with principal compo-
nents from many underlying indicators. They also include information on exchange
rates, wages and monetary shocks. They therefore include equivalents of all of the
variables traditionally used for forecasting discussed by Stock and Watson (2008)
and cover many of the main series typically used in macroeconomic models.
I estimate the true association between each variable and future inflation by
adding each variable to the baseline case in turn and estimating the model with
ordinary least squares (OLS). I estimate the association between each variable and
future inflation that is optimal to use in forecasting as follows. I split the sample into
many overlapping training sets and in each of them consider the model with each
variable included in turn. However in each case I estimate the model many times
using weighted ridge and applying different levels of shrinkage. The most shrunken
case corresponds to estimating the baseline case with OLS and the least shrunken
case corresponds to estimating the model with a specific variable included with OLS.
I then take the optimal association between each variable and future inflation to use
in forecasting as the one given by the level of shrinkage that minimises measures of
forecast error in the test sets. The difference between the estimated optimal asso-
ciation for forecasting and the estimated true association for each macroeconomic
variable is the estimate of the conditional bias applied to that variable by using
optimal forecasts.
The results show it is optimal in terms of forecast error to apply very high levels of
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shrinkage to many macroeconomic variables. Indeed, it is essentially optimal to only
use information on past price changes when producing inflation forecasts, although in
a non-naive manner that incorporates partial shrinkage. The results also show that
several of the macroeconomic variables analysed have statistically and economically
significant associations with future inflation. Together these results suggest that
optimal inflation forecasts incorporate large conditional biases with respect to the
information in common macroeconomic variables.
I then estimate the conditional biases in surveyed household inflation expecta-
tions. I do this by comparing the estimated associations between each macroeco-
nomic variable and future inflation produced using the method described above and
the equivalent association between each macroeconomic variable and household fore-
casts of future inflation. This involves adding each variable to the baseline case in
turn and estimating the model with OLS but comparing the results produced when
using future inflation or household forecasts of future inflation as the dependent
variable. I find that most conditional biases in household forecasts are very simi-
lar to the equivalent conditional biases in optimal expectations. However some are
clearly mistaken: for instance households forecasts of inflation significantly rise with
a fall in the financial cycle indicator, when they should fall. Household forecasts are
also clearly beaten in terms of pseudo out of sample forecasting performance by the
baseline empirical model, suggesting that they are not optimal feasible expectations.
Therefore these results suggest that the optimal feasible inflation expectations,
which are statistically simple, contain large conditional biases with respect to a set
of major macroeconomic variables. They therefore appear to be very different to
rational expectations given available macroeconomic data. Household inflation fore-
casts appear to be well explained by a combination of optimal feasible expectations
and behavioural errors that decrease forecast performance.
These empirical results and the underlying discussions suggest that important
conditional biases are likely to be present in the optimal feasible expectations of
many macroeconomic variables. This implies that agents learning optimally from
macroeconomic data are generally likely to estimate expectations that are very dif-
ferent from rational expectations. This is a very important result, as it undermines
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one of the major arguments used to try and justify the rational expectations revolu-
tion. This implies that we should generally conceive of macroeconomic expectations
as optimal feasible inflation expectations with the addition of behavioural errors in
settings in which agents don’t act optimally. This suggests that the many current
models based on rational expectations or very minor deviations from them are likely
to be seriously mis-specified. It also suggests promising areas for future research,
such as examining whether optimal feasible expectations vary between individuals
and applying this new type of expectations to different areas of macroeconomics.
For instance, the supplement to this thesis contained in the first appendix suggests
how optimal feasible expectations could contribute to cycles in asset prices.
The second chapter is titled ‘Asset price convergence, international asset holdings
and the quality of financial integration’. In it I assess the quality of recent changes
in financial integration between EU countries.
This chapter builds on the existing empirical financial integration literature.
Many papers in this literature produce measures of financial integration in Europe
based on the unconditional convergence of asset prices and/or the proportion of
international assets held in portfolios: see Hoffmann et al. (2019) for an overview.
However increases in these measures do not just capture increases in the policy
definition of financial integration, i.e. reductions in international financial frictions
that cause differences in access to or investment of capital on the basis of location
(Coeure, 2013), they also capture changes in the different underlying risks factors
of assets and aversion to them. Increases in policy financial integration are usually
suggested to have economic benefits by improving the efficiency of capital alloca-
tion and risk sharing (Baele et al., 2004). However, since empirical measures of
financial integration do not just capture changes in policy financial integration, in-
creases in them they may not indicate capital allocation and risk sharing benefits.
Additionally, increases in measured financial integration, whether driven by policy
financial integration or underlying risk components, might impose economic costs
by increasing the risks of financial contagion and instability (Stiglitz, 2010).
As a result most policy papers that update financial integration measures have
also begun to discuss the quality of changes in financial integration measures, i.e.
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the extent to which financial integration is likely to have net economic benefits
(European Central Bank, 2016; European Investment Bank, 2017). The chapter
contributes to the existing literature by providing a methodology for statistically
analysing three aspects of the quality of changes in financial integration measures
that are discussed in the existing literature. These are: whether there are jointly
driven changes in price and quantity measures of integration (Coeure, 2013), whether
the changes in financial integration are permanent (European Investment Bank,
2019) and whether the changes in financial integration are robust to shocks that
affect macroeconomic conditions (European Central Bank, 2018). It also contributes
by applying this methodology to analyse the three aspects of the quality of financial
integration changes in the EU since 2000 and so provides indirect evidence of the
extent to which this integration is likely to have produced economic benefits.
To analyse whether price and quantity integration measures have a joint driver
I need to construct a financial integration factor from both price and quantity in-
dicators of integration. This is econometrically challenging, as I also need to allow
for permanent changes in the factor that may cause non-stationarity and insert
the factor into a system with macroeconomic and financial variables to analyse its
response to shocks to macroeconomic conditions. Therefore I cannot use typical
principal components methods, which require stationary variables. Maximum like-
lihood methods, such as the Kalman filter, could overcome this issue but are com-
putationally challenging given the number of parameters used, so I use a Bayesian
approach. Specifically I jointly estimate a Bayesian financial integration factor from
many price and quantity integration indicators and the dynamics of a vector auto-
regressive system that includes macroeconomic and financial variables as well as
the factor. This estimation is achieved using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods:
specifically a Gibbs sampler with a Carter-Kohn step to generate the factor. Ap-
plying this method to data for the EU yields a measure of financial integration that
has large increases in the early 2000s but then plateaus and has primarily decreased
since 2008, although has recovered a little in the last few years.
I then test the sign of the factor loadings on price and quantity integration indi-
cators to assess whether there is a joint driver, test the size of the deterministic and
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stochastic trend changes to assess the permanence of any increases in the indicator
and use sign restrictions to test the extent to which shocks that affect macroeco-
nomic conditions also affect integration. I find that the financial integration factor
is a strong joint driver of a wide range of price and quantity measures of integra-
tion. The factor loads particularly positively on virtually all integration measures in
the bank lending, corporate bond and government bond markets, but loads far less
strongly on indicators in equity markets. However the changes in the financial inte-
gration factor are virtually all cyclical, as long-term cyclicality strongly outweighs
deterministic and stochastic trends, and vulnerable to shocks to macroeconomic
conditions, as virtually all sign identified economic shocks cause large corresponding
effects on financial integration.
Therefore it appears that changes in financial integration are primarily cyclical
and vulnerable to macroeconomic shocks. As a result, most changes in financial in-
tegration in the EU since 2000 appear unlikely to have provided large net economic
benefits: they actually appear most closely related to cyclical changes in the under-
lying risks of European assets and aversion to these risks. These results only covers
the relatively short period of time since the millennium, so it would be interesting
to update the results in the future when the effects of major recent events such as
Brexit and Covid-19 can be studied.
The third chapter is titled ‘Behavioural finance at home: house price cycles in
the USA’. In it I primarily assess whether US aggregate house prices are equal to
their fundamental value, allowing for the effect of search frictions and contractual
rigidities in housing markets. I also analyse the proximal drivers of housing market
cycles.
This chapter partly builds on the existing literature testing whether house prices
are equal to their fundamental value i.e. the rationally expected discounted sum
of their rents given the state of the macroeconomy (Glaeser and Nathanson, 2015),
and hence whether they are efficient in incorporating information. The patterns
of strong correlations and persistence in house price changes and excess housing
returns, dating to at least Case and Shiller (1989) with updates surveyed in Ghysels
et al. (2013), suggests that housing markets are not efficient, even given time-varying
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risk aversion. Therefore house prices do not appear to always be given by their
fundamental value. The literature also suggests that housing market frictions may
struggle to explain the size and cyclicality of these correlations and behavioural
explanations may be needed (Glaeser and Nathanson, 2015), although this is hard
to prove absolutely.
This chapter contributes to this literature by introducing a test for whether house
prices are consistent with always being equal to the fundamental value of housing,
adjusted to account for contractual rigidities and search frictions in housing markets,
based on the speed of the reaction of house prices to monetary shocks. Monetary
shocks should have a clearly signed impact on the fundamental value of housing,
even allowing for rigidities and frictions, as soon as contractual rigidities no longer
bind. Survey data from Ellie May indicates that this should be at horizons of one
to two months. I support this concept with two conceptual frameworks and refer-
ences to existing empirical work on the relevant transmission channels of monetary
shocks and the frictions in housing markets. Therefore reacting significantly to mon-
etary shocks within two months is a necessary, although not sufficient, condition for
changes in house prices to be entirely caused by changes in the fundamental value
of housing. Whereas if house prices deviate from their fundamental values, for in-
stance because agents either do not observe monetary shocks or do not incorporate
information on monetary shocks into their expectations rationally, then house prices
may react to monetary shocks far more slowly. This is because they would only re-
act once easily observable, noticeable and understandable information on monetary
shocks becomes available, possibly as the macroeconomic effects of the shock are
felt. This chapter also has a secondary contribution, as it also uses a sign decom-
position based on the conceptual frameworks to identify the relative importance of
proximal drivers of housing market cycles.
The approach used in this test is closely linked to the empirical monetary policy
literature that attempts to produce impulse response functions of variables, such
as house prices, to monetary shocks. This chapter uses methods similar to those
in Coibion et al. (2017) to implement the test but additionally contributes to this
literature by focusing on the particular horizon of interest and by using controls,
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both in the generation of the shocks and in the production of the impulse response
functions, that are specific to housing markets.
Specifically I implement the test using narrative shocks in the style of Romer and
Romer (2004). However I include financial controls in the generation of the shocks
to avoid any remaining endogeneity from central bank reactions to the strength of
policy transmission as a result of financial conditions, which might be particularly
important for an asset price like real house prices. I then use these shocks in a
local projections approach that also includes housing specific controls, to obtain
more accurate estimates. The local projection approach also means that the timing
of responses can be directly estimated and so more accurately assessed than in
indirect auto-regressive models.
The results show that there is no statistically or economically significant reac-
tions of aggregate US real house prices to monetary shocks at either one or two
month horizons. However impulse response functions show that there are significant
reactions with plausible signs at horizons greater than a year. In particular a one
percentage point reduction in the base rate is estimated to cause an increase in real
house prices of approximately three percent after two years, but virtually no effect
at long horizons. Therefore these results show that aggregate real house prices in
the US fail the test of consistency.
I also implement a sign decomposition based on the conceptual frameworks to
identify the relative importance of proximal drivers of the cyclical component of
house prices. Empirically I use band-pass filters to identify the cyclical components
of house price variables and then calculate the linear and rank correlations between
them. There are strong positive correlations between the cyclical components of
real house prices and housing starts, but only limited associations between either of
these variables and the cyclical component of real rents. Therefore the frameworks
suggest that changes in consumption demand are the most important proximal driver
of house price changes, changes in asset demand are also relatively important and
changes in housing supply are the least important.
The slowness of the response of real house prices to monetary shocks suggests
that house prices are not consistent with always being equal to the fundamental
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value of housing, even after this is adjusted for search frictions and contractual
rigidities. Therefore this suggests that either agents do not observe information on
shocks well or that they do not use this information rationally. Both are plausible, as
even experts struggle to measure macroeconomic shocks and understand their effects
(Ramey, 2016). On the basis of these results investors and policymakers should con-
ceive of housing cycles as being the partly behavioural response of housing markets
to shifts in housing demand. This suggests that current macroeconomic models of
housing markets based on the actions of agents using rational expectations with full
information on macroeconomic shocks may be seriously mis-specified. Future work
should instead focus on incorporating the behavioural nature of housing markets
into macroeconomics.
The first appendix is titled ‘Behavioural financial cycles as the cause of perpetual
business cycles’ and is a supplement to the three main chapters. In it I draw on the
ideas from the chapters and the wider behavioural finance literature to produce a
conceptual framework showing how a realistic financial cycle that is hard to predict
can cause a perpetual business cycle. This behavioural financial cycle is caused by
agents who use optimal feasible expectations, as introduced in Chapter 1, and have
time-dependent fear-based preferences over risk, which Guiso et al. (2018) provides
evidence for. The behavioural financial cycle permanently fluctuates in a stochastic
way and, through its effects on aggregate demand, causes a perpetual business cycle.
The other three appendices contain additional information and robustness checks
for each of the three main chapters.
The three chapters are linked by a subject area and a methodological approach.
The methodological approach I use in this thesis is based on the fundamental sci-
entific and statistical principles outlined in Box (1976). Firstly, scientific models
typically have to be simplified versions of reality and so should seek to be at the
efficient frontier of the trade-off between simplicity and realism. Secondly, the more
approximations the model makes, the more approximate its conclusions must be:
a highly realistic model can offer precise conclusions, whereas a stylised simplified
model should only offer approximate ones.
In this thesis I use simple conceptual frameworks that are very general, so are
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realistic for their level of simplicity. However, since they are relatively simple, they
can only offer approximate conclusions which, in turn, can provide a framework
for empirical work. This empirical work is based on a range of methods including
natural experiments, surveys, sign restrictions, forecasting analysis and informative
associations. This work is conducted with the aim of providing more precise quan-
titative answers to the questions addressed and therefore makes up the majority of
the thesis.
This approach contrasts dramatically with the dynamic stochastic general equi-
librium approach that dominates macroeconomic research in most academic institu-
tions (Stiglitz, 2018). The dynamic stochastic general equilibrium approach uses far
more complex and opaque models than my conceptual frameworks: typically taking
many pages of calculus to derive and requiring software to solve. However these
models are still very unrealistic, as they are based on very specific behaviour that
contravenes important facts: a phenomenon which leads Romer (2016) to describe
them as ‘post-real’ models. The clearest, but by no means only, example of this is
that these models are built on the assumption that agents perfectly maximise util-
ity functions using rational expectations, or minor deviations from such behaviour.
This is despite the fact that the majority of people cannot correctly answer three
extremely basic questions on economic and financial literacy: for instance in the
United States only 34.3% of surveyed individuals were able to do so (Lusardi and
Mitchell, 2014). Therefore, despite their complexity, these models are sufficiently
unrealistic in important ways that one cannot be confident in either their precise or
their approximate conclusions.
The three chapters also all analyse topics related to behavioural macro-financial
cycles. More precisely, they each examine an aspect of the cyclical behaviour in
an entire financial market, or group of markets, and its interaction with macroe-
conomic variables. These interactions can either concern the effects of macroeco-
nomic variables on financial cycles or the effect of financial market cyclicality on the
macroeconomy. In either case there is also typically a focus on analysing the role of
behavioural phenomena.
Therefore there are several common elements between the three chapters. Firstly,
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they all involve the measurement of financial cycles. In Chapter 1 I combine many
indicators to develop financial cycle and business cycle indices using principal compo-
nents; in Chapter 2 I combine many indicators to create an EU financial integration
index and analyse its cyclical component in a Bayesian setting and in Chapter 3 I use
band-pass filters to obtain the cyclical components of US housing market variables.
Secondly, they all concern either the effect of financial cycles on macroeconomic
variables or the effect of macroeconomic variables on financial cycles. In Chapter
1 I analyse the effects of financial cycles, amongst other variables, on inflation ex-
pectations; in Chapter 2 I estimate the effect of shocks that affect macroeconomic
conditions on cyclical financial integration and in Chapter 3 I estimate the effects
of monetary shocks on real house prices and estimate the relative importance of
the proximal economic drivers of housing cycles. Thirdly, they all focus, at least
partially, on the role of behavioural phenomena, in particular expectations and risk
aversion. In Chapter 1 I show that optimal feasible inflation expectations in the
real world are substantially different from rational expectations and examine the
rationality of household inflation forecasts. Chapter 2 does not directly analyse
behavioural phenomena, but cyclical behavioural risk aversion is suggested as one
of the drivers of cyclical changes in European financial integration. In Chapter 3
I show that the effects of monetary shocks on real house prices are not consistent
with house prices being equal to their fundamental value, even allowing for housing
market frictions, in a way that suggests that agents do not have full information
rational house price expectations.
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Chapter 1
Optimal feasible expectations in
our uncertain economy
1.1 Introduction
Understanding inflation expectations is central to macroeconomics. Inflation ex-
pectations drive inflation itself through wage bargaining and price setting, so affect
nominal rigidities and the response of the real economy to aggregate demand shocks.
Therefore the responsiveness of inflation expectations to available information on
macroeconomic shocks affects the answer to crucial questions such as the reaction
of unemployment to financial crises or the ability of government spending to boost
output.
Rational expectations have been the most common approach to modelling how
inflation forecasts are formed in academic economics in recent years, although em-
pirical and theoretical work has suggested behavioural alternatives (Coibion et al.,
2018). They are defined as agents’ expectations being the conditional expectation of
future variables, conditioning on available information1. Sheffrin (1996) provides a
full mathematical definition of this while the original definition is available in Muth
(1961). They imply that agents’ expectations should react to publicly available
1Full information rational expectations, as described by Coibion et al. (2018) and commonly
used in academic macroeconomics, also require that complete knowledge of the economy is avail-
able.
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information in the same manner as future realised inflation reacts (Lovell, 1986).
Rational expectations given available information will not always be the optimal
feasible expectations for agents when forecasting a variable. If rational expectations
are feasible then they will be the optimal feasible expectations for an agent, using
mean square forecast error to define optimality (Diebold, 2017). However they will
only be feasible if the agent can either deduce or perfectly estimate the relevant
parameters of the conditional distribution of the variable being forecasted. Given
the complexity of modern economies it is simply not possible to deduce rational
expectations without estimation from data in the vast majority of circumstances.
Therefore estimation from data must be used to form expectations. This has driven
a large learning literature studying whether expectations based on learning from
data converge to rational expectations, which is surveyed by Evans and Honkapohja
(2012). Since papers in this literature are primarily interested in convergence, they
often assume agents have access to infinite observations of data. With infinite data
an agent can use a conditionally unbiased and consistent estimate as the conditional
expectation, such as that formed by approaches similar to regressing realised values
of the variable being forecast on all available past information. Such an approach
would converge to the conditional expectation, i.e. rational expectations, so rational
expectations are feasible with infinite data.
However with a finite series of data rational expectations are not generally feasi-
ble, as conditionally unbiased estimators, such as those produced by regressing the
variable being forecast on past information, will vary slightly around the conditional
expectation as a result of estimation error. Any conditionally biased estimator will
also contain clear deviations from rational expectations. Therefore rational expecta-
tions will not be the optimal feasible expectations in most settings. It also may not
be optimal to try to limit the conditional biases that one imposes in expectations to
make estimating them feasible. This is because it may be worth shrinking estimated
expectations towards statistically simple expectations to reduce forecast variance,
even though this introduces greater conditional biases. This insight is at the heart
of modern machine learning (Ahmed et al., 2010) and Bayesian approaches to fore-
casting (De Mol et al., 2008) and is also present in frequentist forecasting approaches
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(Bai and Ng, 2008).
I begin this chapter by discussing why some shrinkage is likely to be needed
when forming expectations for the vast majority of macroeconomic variables, as a
result of the large number of potentially relevant data series available relative to
the number of observations of each series2. I also discuss why it is very often likely
that additional shrinkage towards statistically simpler specifications will improve the
bias-variance trade-off of forecasts as a result of reducing estimation error and so
reduce measures of forecast error. However the precise level of shrinkage in optimal
feasible expectations in a particular setting is ultimately an empirical issue, so I then
analyse the empirical importance of this shrinkage when forecasting US inflation.
Specifically I consider adding a number of different potential predictors of infla-
tion to a baseline auto-regressive forecast of inflation. I estimate these forecasts in
a number of training sets using weighted ridge specifications with different levels of
statistical shrinkage applied to each additional predictor and then take the optimal
degree of shrinkage as the one which minimises measures of forecast errors in test
sets. The results suggest that a large degree of shrinkage should be applied to most
variables3; indeed the optimal forecast virtually only uses information on past infla-
tion and components of inflation. These results are closely linked to those from the
empirical inflation forecasting literature, which show that univariate inflation fore-
casts are hard to beat in forecasting horse-races (Stock and Watson, 2008). However,
unlike this literature, I also estimate equivalent specifications without shrinkage and
find that inflation does have economically and statistically significant associations
with some of the predictors. This implies that the high levels of optimal shrinkage
do not just come from inflation being uncorrelated with past information, they also
come from it being worth conditionally biasing inflation forecasts towards statisti-
cally simpler forecasts to reduce conditional forecast error. Therefore the optimal
feasible inflation expectations are very different from rational expectations.
Finally I analyse the conditional biases in surveys of actual US household in-
2A phenomenon known as fat data (Koop, 2017)
3The results only consider the linear effects of the variables, but given the number of potential
non-linear effects far more shrinkage would be needed to even make estimation with a wide range
of non-linear effects feasible.
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flation forecasts using an approach similar to that in the existing literature. I find
that there are significant biases, particularly in the response to changes in past
broad inflation and to financial cycle indicators. Many of these conditional biases
appear to arise from using the same conditional biases as estimated optimal feasible
expectations, such as the limited response to broad changes in past inflation. How-
ever household forecasts are shown not to be the optimal feasible expectations, as
they perform worse in pseudo out of sample forecast comparisons than feasible em-
pirical alternatives4. Therefore both optimal feasible expectations and behavioural
mistakes are likely to have a role in explaining US household inflation forecasts.
I also suggest optimal feasible expectations as a new general class of expec-
tations, formally defined as the expectations that are predicted to minimise the
relevant measure of forecast error out of the set of expectations that it is feasible
for agents in the real world to estimate. Optimal feasible expectations are likely
to differ materially from rational expectations in most circumstances as they are
likely to incorporate conditional biases associated with being statistically simple.
Indeed, given the importance of parsimony in forecasting many variables (Kim and
Swanson, 2018), despite their no doubt numerous true links to one another, optimal
shrinkage is likely to cause optimal feasible expectations to be dramatically differ-
ent to rational expectations in a large number of macroeconomic settings. I suggest
that we should generally conceive of macroeconomic expectations as optimal feasible
inflation expectations with the addition of behavioural errors in settings in which
agents do not act optimally.
Work on how inflation expectations are formed has a long and important history
in the macroeconomic literature that includes the discussions of money illusion in
Keynes (1936), the adaptive inflation expectations in Friedman (1977), the model-
specific rational price expectations in Lucas (1996) and the behavioural pricing in
Akerlof (2002). However the work in this chapter is most closely related to, and
contributes to, three relatively distinct branches of the existing literature.
Firstly, this chapter relates to the literature studying learning and expectations
4This is unsurprising given the clear evidence that many people have a poor understanding of
inflation (Del Giovane et al., 2008)
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in macroeconomics, as surveyed in Evans and Honkapohja (2012). In this literature
work tends to investigate the implications of agents learning expectations from data
in theoretical macroeconomic models. As the majority of this literature tends to
focus on whether such learning behaviour leads to models converging to rational
expectations equilibria, it is common practice to assume that agents have access to
an infinite series of relevant data (Evans and Honkapohja, 2012). However, as de-
scribed above, in this case it is feasible and optimal to use a conditionally unbiased
and consistent estimate of rational expectations, such as that given by approaches
based on least squares, which then simply implies that agents use rational expecta-
tions5. When agents have finite data it is not feasible to use rational expectations, as
consistent estimators will not converge to the true conditional expectations. How-
ever it may be possible to use a conditionally unbiased estimator, such as approaches
based on least squares similar to that in Orphanides and Williams (2007), which im-
plies that agents use rational expectations plus noise. However the papers that are
most closely related to this chapter are those in which agents with finite data use
methods that give conditionally biased expectations. For instance Hommes et al.
(2019) assume agents use least squares but only applied to an auto-regressive rule
while Chung and Xiao (2013) assume that agents use a vector auto-regression with
a subset of relevant variables.
The justification for these learning methods is that the authors are looking for
a method that balances tractability in the theoretical model considered with being
a good approximation for what some forecasters do in practice. I contribute to this
literature by studying the optimal expectations that are feasible for an agent to use,
rather than the feasible expectations that some agents may use in practice. My em-
pirical approach frees me to do this and has the advantage of allowing me to study
shrinkage in the real world. I demonstrate that in the case of US inflation forecast-
ing the optimal feasible expectations contain large conditional biases, conditioning
on important macroeconomic series and series that are often used as predictors of
5Note I am discussing whether an approach implies that agents use rational expectations from
an infinite sample of relevant data, not whether an approach leads to a specific model converging
to a rational expectations equilibria of that model.
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inflation. This is because shrinking expectations towards simpler forecasts reduces
conditional forecast variance sufficiently to more than offset the conditional forecast
bias imparted. I also suggest why similar shrinkage is also likely to be used in the
optimal feasible expectations in the vast majority of macroeconomic settings. This
is hugely important as it implies that agents learning optimally will use expectations
that are often very different from rational expectations, despite this being a funda-
mental justification of the rational expectations revolution (Coibion et al., 2018). I
therefore suggest optimal feasible expectations as a new general class of expectations
that are defined as the expectations that have the lowest predictable forecast error
out of the set of expectations that agents in the real world could actually estimate.
These are likely to be conditionally biased towards statistically simple specifications,
so will usually be much statistically simpler than rational expectations.
Secondly, this chapter relates to the econometric literature on forecasting infla-
tion. There are a very large number of papers that analyse different approaches for
forecasting inflation, in terms of method and/or predictive variables, and compare
pseudo out of sample forecast error measures. Reviews of this literature are pro-
vided for traditional econometric methods in Stock and Watson (2008) and Faust and
Wright (2013), while Medeiros et al. (2020) extend this analysis to machine learning
methods. A key message that emerges from these reviews is the importance of par-
simony. Simple auto-regressive benchmarks forecast extremely well: they are hard
to consistently out-perform and effectively impossible to consistently out-perform
by a large margin at horizons less than two years. Those methods that do appear
to out-perform them minimise and constrain additional estimation. These include
factor models with a very limited number of macroeconomic factors (Stock and Wat-
son, 2002), extensions to benchmark models that still only use price data but allow
different components of inflation to have different effects (Stock and Watson, 2016)
and very heavily pruned random forests that allow some heavily constrained effects
of employment variables (Medeiros et al., 2020). Theoretical restrictions derived
from DSGE models are not useful for improving forecasting performance (Giaco-
mini, 2015), however central banks targets, or proxies for them, become the optimal
forecasts at horizons much beyond two years (Faust and Wright, 2013). This ap-
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pears sensible, as central banks aim to target inflation in the medium term, however
at horizons of two years or less lags in the effects of monetary policy (Havranek
and Rusnak, 2013) and central banks’ preferences for gradual adjustment of interest
rates (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2012b) suggest that inflation deviations from
targets are forecastable.
This literature currently does not address precisely why it is not optimal to add
information on particular variables to auto-regressive benchmarks and I contribute
to this literature by studying why this is the case. I initially assess how much
shrinkage is optimal to apply to a series of macroeconomic variables, that include
the main variables often used in macroeconomic models and variables commonly
used in inflation forecasting. In line with the existing literature I find that the
majority of variables should have total shrinkage applied to them, implying that
one should virtually only use information on price series to form inflation forecasts.
This information should not be used naively though, as different types of inflation
should be allowed to have effects that differ but are constrained to limit estimation
error. However I go on to provide the first comparisons of the shrunken estimates
of the association between each variable and future inflation that is optimal for
forecasting and consistent OLS estimates of the equivalent actual association. This
allows me to analyse whether the high optimal degree of shrinkage comes from the
variables simply not having much of an association with future inflation or from the
benefits of reducing the variance of the forecast despite this imposing conditional
biases because the variables having strong associations with future inflation. The
results suggest that for many variables, such as broad inflation and measures of
business and financial cycles it is the former, although for variables like wages it is
the latter. This is important as it suggests that it is primarily the high degree of
uncertainty over the associations between some variables and future inflation that
prevents them from being useful in forecasting inflation, rather than the variables
simply not having much association with future inflation.
Thirdly, this chapter relates to the literature which tests for conditional biases,
and hence deviations from rational expectations, in surveys of agents inflation ex-
pectations. The main method of testing this in the literature, and the approach
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used in this chapter, is to test whether inflation forecasts and future realised infla-
tion react differently to information that was publicly available at the time of the
forecast. Coibion et al. (2018) surveys papers that take this approach. Variables
that have been suggested to cause a different response in forecast and realised in-
flation include lagged forecast errors (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2015a), lagged
changes in exchange rates (Pesaran and Weale, 2006), narrative shocks (Coibion
and Gorodnichenko, 2012a) and lagged energy components of inflation (Coibion and
Gorodnichenko, 2015b). Understanding which variables there is a conditionally bi-
ased reaction to is important, as this determines which nominal rigidities occur and
so helps us to understand how large the nominal rigidities are for the transmission
mechanisms of different macroeconomic shocks.
Suggested explanations usually focus on non-optimal behaviour6, often result-
ing from some combination of rational inattention or imperfect understandings of
the economy (Coibion et al., 2018). This must be at least partly true, as Berge
(2018) shows that agent’s inflation forecasts can be beaten in pseudo out of sample
forecasting by simple auto-regressive moving average models that would have been
feasible for agents to use. However it is very important to understand whether some
of the specific conditional biases actually arise from optimal feasible behaviour, and
so could not be corrected, or if they all arise from potentially correctable behavioural
errors. I contribute to this literature by providing what, to my knowledge, is the
first evidence on this issue. Using methods similar to the existing literature I es-
timate the conditional biases in surveys of US household inflation forecasts with
respect to a set of macroeconomic variables and show that household forecasts are
not optimal feasible expectations as they can be beaten by simple auto-regressive
benchmarks. However unlike the existing literature, I then go on to compare the
conditional biases in household forecasts to the conditional biases in estimated opti-
mal feasible expectations. I find that the conditional biases in the reaction to many
variables, such as broad and narrow inflation, business cycles and exchange rates,
6Explanations for some variables, such as aggregate forecast revisions, also include that infor-
mation on them might not be available in real time, but this is not an issue in this chapter as we
only consider variables that are publicly available.
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are consistent with suggested optimal feasible behaviour. However the reaction to
financial cycle information and the amount of noise in household inflation forecasts
do not appear to be consistent with optimal feasible behaviour and instead sug-
gest behavioural mistakes. Therefore optimal feasible expectations and behavioural
mistakes are each likely to explain part of US households’ inflation forecasts.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 1.2 lays out my conceptual
and econometric framework, Section 1.3 describes the macroeconomic information
used and how I combine some of this information into factors, Section 1.4 presents
the estimates of the conditional biases in optimal feasible inflation expectations,
Section 1.5 estimates the conditional biases in surveys of household inflation expec-
tations and compares these to the estimated optimal conditional biases and Section
1.6 offers some concluding remarks.
1.2 Conceptual and econometric setup
To clarify the definitions that follow I begin by decomposing future inflation into a
component based on public information that is currently available and a component
that is unrelated to this information. I then also express forecast inflation in terms
of public information that is currently available, as follows:
pirt+h = xtβ
r + t+h (1.1)
pift+h = xtβ
f (1.2)
where pirt+h is inflation at time t+h, pi
f
t+h is an agent’s forecast at time t of inflation
at time t + h, xt is a vector of information that is publicly available at time t, β
r
is a vector of true coefficients, βf is a vector of coefficients that agents use in their
forecasts and t+h is the component of inflation at time t + h that is unpredictable
a time t with public information.
This expression is very general, as xt could include lagged information or informa-
tion which is non-linear in underlying indicators. It could also include information
that is unrelated to future inflation, so that some of the values in βr could be zero.
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The definitions of the terms used are then as follows. I define the set of feasible
expectations as expectations based on choices of βf that agents can actually use
in realistic settings. For instance it would be feasible to use OLS to estimate the
values based on past observations. It would also be feasible to choose to set the
value on lagged inflation to one and all other values to zero. I define optimal feasible
expectations as the specific expectations in the set of feasible expectations that ex
ante can be predicted to minimise the relevant measure of out of sample forecast
error. Rational expectations are defined following Sheffrin (1996), and originally
Muth (1961), as expectations that are equal to the true conditional expectation
of future variables, conditioning on available information. Applying this definition
in this settings yields that rational expectations are the expectations given when
βf = βr.
I now consider whether rational expectations will be the optimal feasible expec-
tations in realistic settings. First it is important to note that if rational expectations
are feasible then they will be optimal, as defined by the mean square forecast error7,
since the conditional expectation statistically minimises mean squared forecast error
(Granger and Newbold, 1986). If an agent had infinite relevant data to learn from
then they could use any consistent estimator of βr to obtain an estimate essentially
equal to βr that could then be used to construct rational expectations8. For in-
stance one could use past observations to estimate Equation 1.1 using OLS with all
potential predictors of inflation in xt to obtain an estimate of β
r that is statistically
perfect. The agent could then use this perfect estimate of βr as βf , so rational ex-
pectations are feasible in this scenario and hence they are also the optimal feasible
expectation.
However in reality, agents clearly only have a finite sample of data available to
them. Forecasts often need to be constructed at horizons of at least a year, however
samples of relevant data are usually short relative to these horizons and will not
7A single point forecast can only generally minimise a single forecast accuracy measure and the
mean square forecast error is one of the most common measures Diebold (2017).
8Technically this applies to stationary variables. One would need to difference non-stationary
variables until stationarity was achieved before applying this process. Then the results of this
process and the current values of the variables could then be used to construct rational expectations.
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necessarily increase over time, as economies experience huge structural changes that
decrease the relevance of older data. For instance, formal tests (Stock and Watson,
1996) and institutional change suggest that the economic dynamics of countries
now are very different from the dynamics in the period before the 1980s, when most
policymakers were fully Keynesian and the internet had not yet been invented. They
are likely to be even more different to the dynamics from earlier periods when many
of these countries engaged in active global wars with one another. Therefore data
from previous structural eras is unlikely to be of significant quantitative relevance
for an agent seriously engaged in inflation forecasting (Stock and Watson, 2008).
There are also strong reasons to believe that this phenomenon will continue in the
future. For instance it seems extremely likely that there will be significant structural
economic change as a result of the rise of artificial intelligence, new shocks such as
Covid-19 and the increased economic importance of countries like China.
In reality there are huge number of potential predictors that are likely to have
some effects on inflation relative to samples of data of these lengths9, as any variable
that affects how firms set prices will have some effect on future inflation at shorter
horizons. Combining similar variables may reduce the number of series that could
be used but lags and non-linear transformations will increase this number and it will
remain very large in practice. For instance Refinitiv Datastream and similar services
provides millions of macroeconomic data series yet even samples dating to World
War 2 only contains hundreds of months of observations. Therefore using condi-
tionally unbiased approaches is simply not feasible. For instance, OLS estimates
of Equation 1.1 cannot be estimated while including many of the macroeconomic
series that are available. Therefore agents will generally need to use an estimation
approach that shrinks forecasts, partially or even absolutely, towards statistically
simpler specifications for estimation to be feasible. This implies that in practice all
feasible expectations are likely to contain conditional biases, so rational expectations
will not be feasible.
Even if one had incorporated enough shrinkage to make estimation feasible it
9A phenomenon that has been more broadly been described as big data in macroeconomics
being ‘fat’ data, with many series but relatively few observations of each series (Koop, 2017)
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may well be optimal to include more shrinkage. The optimal feasible approach
needs to optimally balance conditional forecast bias against conditional forecast
variance, conditioning on the information available. This can be seen most clearly
when using the mean squared forecast error as the measure of forecast performance.
Consider the following decomposition of the mean squared forecast error, where all
expectations are conditional on the information in xt and the decomposition uses
Equation 1.1, into the components that contribute to it:
MSFE = E (pift+h − pirt+h)2
= E (t+h)
2 + E (xtβ
f − xtβr)2 − 2E (t+h(xtβf − xtβr))
= E (t+h)
2 + E (xtβ
f − E (xtβf ) + E (xtβf )− xtβr)2
= E (t+h)
2 + E (xtβ
f − E (xtβf ))2 + (E (xtβf )− xtβr)2
= unpredictable component + forecast′s variance + (forecast′s bias)2
(1.3)
The choice of the parameters, βf cannot change the unpredictable component but
they will affect the conditional variance and the conditional bias. An approach that
is just feasible, such as using OLS estimates of Equation 1.1 with as many series in xt
as observations may minimise conditional biases, but is also very likely to impart a
large amount of estimation error that contributes to conditional variance. Whereas
using an approach that did not involve estimation, such as assuming a random walk,
would minimise conditional variance but is very likely to impart conditional bias.
Therefore there is typically a bias-variance trade-off to consider in the choice of how
much shrinkage an agent should use when choosing βf .
The statistically simple specifications that it is optimal to shrink forecasts to-
wards will not usually be given by theoretical macroeconomic models. On a purely
empirical level this is currently true, as the literature survey in Giacomini (2015)
shows that the full results of quantitative macroeconomic models are not useful for
improving the forecasts of typical macroeconomic variables given by purely statisti-
cal approaches. Giacomini (2015) suggests that the limited results to the contrary
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are a product of the data mining that is fundamental in creating a theoretical model
of an economy based on recent experience and then testing its ability to forecast in
a sample that includes the periods on which recent experience is based. On a more
fundamental level it is likely to continue to be true as theoretical macroeconomic
models usually only offer predictions conditional on structural shocks and state vari-
ables that are not well observed in practice (Chung and Xiao, 2013), so proxies for
them may not have the predicted effects.
There are a limited number of cases where useful guesses of coefficients in βf
can be deduced without data10, some of which are discussed in Giacomini (2015).
In a very limited number of cases these may even allow expectations that are close
to rational to be used: for instance heavily shrinking long-term inflation forecasts
in some countries towards the countries inflation target. However in the vast ma-
jority of cases where there is no such information available the natural choice to
shrink coefficients in βf towards is zero. The optimal degree of shrinkage can then
be based on a combination of how relevant an agent thinks a variable is likely to
be, for instance ruling out variables that are likely to have little association with
the macroeconomy in question so are unlikely to have large effects, and empirical
methods, such as pseudo out of sample tests or Bayesian model averaging.
I therefore suggest a new class of expectations: optimal feasible expectations.
These are formally defined as the point expectations that are ex ante predicted to
minimise the relevant measure of forecast error out of the set of expectations that
it is feasible for agents to use in practice11. Based on the above discussion I suggest
that in the vast majority of macroeconomic settings optimal feasible expectations
are likely to be statistically simpler than rational expectations, as many variables
effects will be shrunk significantly towards zero, so they will generally incorporate
10However shrinking coefficient towards these values may actually increase the degree of shrinkage
in optimal feasible expectations relative to shrinking them towards zero, as the same reduction in
conditional forecast variance from absolute shrinkage could then be achieved with less conditional
bias.
11Optimal feasible expectations could therefore vary for different agents if they aim to minimise
sufficiently different measures of forecast error in the same setting. However this is partly a product
of analysing point forecasts and is not the focus of this paper, so is not explored here.
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conditional biases. However the exact size of the conditional biases in optimal
feasible expectations, and hence their differences with rational expectations, is an
empirical question. It depends on the degree of shrinkage that is optimal to apply
to variables that have large associations with future inflation. I therefore now turn
to examining the degree of optimal shrinkage to apply to variables in US inflation
forecasting. The specific variables I choose are ones that are thought to transmit
shocks to inflation in many macroeconomic models and so have long been suggested
in the literature as potentially having associations with future inflation.
It is worth noting however that even if empirically observed shrinkage is rela-
tively small this could imply large deviations from rational expectations equilibria,
as it may represent the endpoint of a feedback loop. For instance, consider agents
applying shrinkage with regards to information on a macroeconomic shock, so that
their expectations responded less than rational expectations would to information
on the shock. This could in turn reduce the response of realised inflation itself to the
shock, relative to rational expectations equilibria, which could lead to even greater
differences between expectations and those in rational expectations equilibria, cre-
ating a feedback loop. Therefore actual data may be generated by the end point
of such a feedback loop and relatively limited empirical shrinkage could still imply
large nominal rigidities relative to comparable rational expectations equilibria.
Since estimating without shrinkage is infeasible in reality, as discussed above, I
start with an extremely parsimonious specification and then consider how much it
is worth shrinking the effects of additional macroeconomic variables that are added
to this benchmark12. As well as estimating the degree of shrinkage that is optimal
to apply to the predictive associations of each of these variables when forecasting
future inflation, I also estimate the true association between each variable and future
inflation. This lets me analyse the size of the conditional biases present in the
estimated optimal feasible inflation expectations.
The baseline specification that I start with is an extremely simple direct auto-
regressive model estimated by OLS. It simply expresses inflation at time t+h, pirt+h,
12This also seems sensible given the importance placed on extreme parsimony by the inflation
forecasting literature discussed in Section 1.1.
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in terms of inflation at time t, pirt , and a constant:
pirt+h = γ0 + γ1pi
r
t + εt+h (1.4)
I can then consider the optimal level of shrinkage to apply to additional macroe-
conomic variables13 using pseudo out of sample inflation forecasting performance.
To do this I take many overlapping sub-samples from my sample and then in each
of these training sub-samples calculate estimates of the coefficients on these addi-
tional variables with different levels of shrinkage. The optimal level of shrinkage
can then be taken as the one which minimises the pseudo out of sample forecasting
error from the remaining test datasets. The approach is therefore a conservative
one for estimating the optimal degree of shrinkage, as a new test set is not used for
every variable. This pseudo out of sample approach is a common method of setting
the level of shrinkage in machine learning approaches such as those in Medeiros
et al. (2020). Note that the optimal level of shrinkage will become very small as the
sample becomes very large, so this approach can still produce a consistent forecast.
I implement the shrunken estimates using weighted ridge regression14, which can
shrink different coefficients by different quantities and can be expressed as a linear
transformation of OLS so can be calculated analytically. I only apply shrinkage to
the additional variable that is included. Weighted ridge regression minimises a loss
function which combines the OLS loss function with a quadratic penalisation term,
so the WR loss function and the OLS loss function can be expressed as follows:
Loss FunctionWR = (Π−Xβ)′(Π−Xβ) + β′Λβ (1.5)
Loss FunctionOLS = (Π−Xβ)′(Π−Xβ) (1.6)
13These variables are only included in linear form, which is conservative as there are so many
potential non-linear transformations of variables that attempting to include all of them would
require the use of significant shrinkage for estimation to be feasible.
14Given the maximum number of variables considered is low, there is little difference between
the forecasts produced with this method and alternatives such as lasso or elastic net shrinkage.
However there is an analytical solution for weighted ridge, unlike for lasso or elastic net penalisation,
making the bootstrapping process used dramatically faster.
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where Λ is a diagonal shrinkage matrix in which the values corresponding to the con-
stant and lagged inflation are zero while the value corresponding to the additional
variable considered is positive or zero, Π is the vector formed by stacking the de-
pendent realised inflation variable, X is the matrix formed by stacking independent
variables and β is the vector formed by stacking coefficients.
Therefore, for each additional variable considered, I estimate the following speci-
fication by OLS for the whole period and by a series of weighted ridges with multiple
levels of shrinkage over each of a series of training periods for each additional variable
vi:
pirt+h = γ0 + γ1pi
r
t + αv
i
t + εt+h (1.7)
In all specifications I shrink the coefficient on the additional variable included
towards zero as a neutral choice and apply no shrinkage to the mean and auto-
regressive term. The out of sample forecasting results with different levels of shrunken
coefficients then provide estimates of the optimal level of shrinkage to be applied to
different key variables. Comparing these optimal shrunken coefficients to the OLS
coefficients is then an estimate of the conditional biases imposed on the informa-
tion contained in these variables15. The greater the difference between the optimal
shrunken coefficients and the OLS coefficients the greater the conditional biases in
estimated optimal feasible expectations. Larger conditional biases imply larger de-
viations of optimal feasible expectations from rational expectations and so larger
nominal rigidities that arise from inflation expectations.
The deviation of optimal feasible expectations from rational expectations implies
that any conditional biases in agent’s forecasts are not necessarily a deviation from
optimal behaviour in the real world. Therefore in the second part of my analysis I
estimate if there are conditional biases in household inflation forecasts with respect
to the variables considered above and compare these conditional biases to those in
the estimated optimal feasible expectations. To do this, I compare the OLS and
weighted ridge estimates from the previous specification with OLS estimates of the
15Note they will include both the direct information included in the variable itself and the
information included through its correlations with all other variables that have not been included.
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equivalent specification with household inflation forecasts as the dependent variable
as follows:
pift+h = γ0 + γ1pi
r
t + αv
i
t + εt+h (1.8)
Differences between the estimated OLS coefficients with realised inflation and
household inflation forecasts as the dependent variables imply that there are condi-
tional biases in household forecasts16, so household forecasts deviate from rational
expectations. Note that this is true even if one includes a subset of the data available
to agents (Sheffrin, 1996). I formally test the differences between these coefficients
from Equations 1.7 and 1.8 and obtain confidence intervals for the difference using
a joint block-bootstrap. Specifically, I use a bias-corrected version of Hall’s em-
pirical bootstrap approach, which allows for auto-correlated errors and parameter
distributions which are skewed and incorrectly centered.
I also compare the similarities between the OLS coefficients with household in-
flation forecasts as the dependent variables and the estimated optimal weighted
ridge coefficients. This is because similarities suggest that the conditional biases
considered are consistent with the conditional biases in estimated optimal feasible
expectations, whereas differences suggest they are not. Finally, I also check whether
households’ forecasts are consistent with being optimal feasible expectations by com-
paring their out of sample forecast performance with that given by my parsimonious
benchmark, as this benchmark is feasible and approaches like this have long been
known to forecast reasonably well (Gordon, 1982). If the household forecast per-
formance is as good as or better than the estimated forecast performance of this
benchmark then this is consistent with households using optimal feasible expecta-
tions. Although one should remember that there clearly may be better feasible
alternatives to my benchmark available, so this a necessary and not sufficient con-
16It is theoretically possible that ‘peso problems’ could explain such differences in short samples,
however this seems unlikely to be important in a sample which includes the financial crisis, the dot-
com bubble and many other extreme events. Additionally the effects of large infrequent events seem
especially unlikely to be something that households could estimate perfectly and so incorporate in
line with rational expectations.
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dition. However if households’ forecast perform worse than my benchmark then
this strongly implies that households make behavioural mistakes that cause their
expectations to deviate from optimal feasible expectations.
1.3 Macroeconomic data and factors
My two primary dependent variables are household inflation forecasts and realised
inflation. The household inflation forecasts are taken from the Michigan Survey
of Consumers: they are one year ahead inflation forecasts and the questionnaire
aims for quantitative responses with prompts provided if necessary17. I choose an
annual horizon as this is long enough for many shocks to have some inflationary
effects, but is not long enough for the Federal Reserve to have resolved these effects,
due to lags in the effect of monetary policy (Havranek and Rusnak, 2013) and a
preference for gradual monetary policy action (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2012b).
The household forecasts are usually based on a sample of approximately 500 people,
of which up to 20% give non-quantitative answers. These non-quantitative answers
are hard to reconcile with rational expectations or optimal feasible expectations,
so strongly suggest that household forecasts may not be optimal even before any
formal analysis is conducted.
I take the consumer price index as my measure of realised inflation. This is
because its definition is methodologically most suitable, as it aims to capture the
experienced inflation of consumers, which is not true of alternatives such as the
personalised consumption expenditures index. Its mean level is also closer to the
mean household inflation forecast than the mean level of alternatives such as the
personalised consumption expenditures index, which supports it being the appro-
priate inflation index. Inflation is widely considered to be stationary in the absence
of structural breaks, as it does not seem feasible that the central bank would allow
significant deviations from its goals and its long-term mean has remained similar
over recent decades. Breitung and Eickmeier (2011) find that there is a structural
break in inflation at the start of Paul Volcker’s chairmanship of the Federal Reserve
17The specific questionnaire can be accessed online through http://www.sca.isr.umich.edu/
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and several of the variables in my sample are only available from close to this point
onwards, so I begin my sample near this point. If there is any additional structural
change over time this should be picked up by the inflation factor, so will not cause
spurious results.
The main sample for inflation as a dependent variable therefore runs from the
annual price growth up to January 1983 to the annual price growth up to Decem-
ber 2017. The sample for dependent inflation expectations necessarily covers the
expectations for the same period and the sample for control variables is lagged by a
year.
Figure 1.1: Realised inflation and household inflation forecasts
Notes: Plots of the median household annual inflation forecast for the past year and annual
consumer price index inflation. The vertical axis is in percentage points and the horizontal
axis is in years.
Figure 1.1 plots household inflation forecasts and realised inflation over the sam-
ple. Household forecasts are generally of a similar approximate level to realised
inflation, however there are several features which may seem surprising if one were
expecting inflation forecasts to be formed by rational expectations. Spikes in house-
hold forecasts often follow, instead of precede, spikes in realised inflation and there
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are long periods of divergence between forecasts and realised inflation. These fea-
tures suggest that inflation expectations are not formed rationally, although this
will be examined in much more detail in Section 1.5.
The additional macroeconomic variables I consider adding to the forecasting
procedure include some of the most important potential transmitters of shocks to
inflation and a narrative measure of aggregate demand shocks available in real time.
These potential predictors include six series: corresponding to business cycles, finan-
cial cycles, broad inflation, wages, exchange rates and real-time narrative monetary
shocks. They therefore include equivalents of the macroeconomic variables sug-
gested as potential predictors of inflation in Stock and Watson (2008) as well as one
of very few narrative measures of shocks available in real time. I do not include
the measures from specific financial markets that Stock and Watson (2008) suggest
including as proxies for expectations themselves, as in this chapter the expectations
being formed are viewed as the dependent variable to be explained, so including
proxies for them as an independent variable would not be helpful. In all cases I take
the variables from the Fred MD database or the broader FRED database except for
the monetary shocks which are taken from Gertler and Karadi (2015).
In the case of the first three series (business cycles, financial cycles and broad
inflation) many monthly measures are available so I combine them using a factor
approach, whereas for the latter three series (wages, exchange rates and real-time
narrative monetary shocks) there are few series available so I simply use the cor-
responding series in Fred MD or Gertler and Karadi (2015). I produce the factors
using the principal components approach of Stock and Watson (2002). This is ap-
plied separately to different groups of variables, so each variable only loads on one
factor, as suggested by Bernanke et al. (2005). This ensures statistical identification
and also gives each factor a clear economic interpretation. Bai and Ng (2006) show
that the factors converge at rate min(N, T ), whereas if the factors were known then
the coefficients would converge at rate
√
T . Therefore it is a reasonable approxima-
tion to treat the factors as known if N is reasonably large compared to
√
T , which
is the case here. Indeed, it may well still be an improvement over using specific
variables to proxy for each factor, which would remove the estimation issue but
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potentially introduce significant measurement error.
I take the majority of the variables from the Fred MD database. For the business
cycle factor I take 15 variables from the output and income section and 21 variables
from the labour market section, which are all in real terms. For the price factor
I take 19 variables from the prices section and add 16 extra price series from the
broader FRED database. For the financial cycle factor I take 7 credit series from the
money and credit section and add 2 extra credit series and 31 house price series from
the broader FRED database. For the exchange rate series I take the trade weighted
US Dollar index against major currencies, where a rise implies an appreciation of the
dollar, and for the wage series I take the average hourly earnings of goods producing
workers. This gives 36 business cycle series, 35 inflation series and 40 financial cycle
variables in a sample where
√
T is approximately 20. Therefore in each case
√
T/N
is small, so any estimation error in the factors will be limited relative to estimation
error of the coefficients.
The narrative monetary shocks are taken from Gertler and Karadi (2015). They
are constructed as the high frequency changes in federal funds futures markets
around federal reserve announcements and are discussed and contrasted to other
shocks in Ramey (2016). It is important to note that I do not necessarily give the
narrative shocks a causal interpretation, as Miranda-Agrippino (2016) shows that
they respond to Federal Reserve forecasts. I instead simply view them as one of the
most widely-used and reliable measures of monetary shocks available in real time.
The sample period is shorter when monetary policy shocks are used, as data is not
available for the earlier part of the sample and not usable for the latter part of
the sample due to the zero lower bound (Gertler and Karadi, 2015). The sample
for inflation as a dependent variable when monetary shocks are used runs from the
annual price growth up to July 1990 to the annual price growth up to June 2012.
The sample for dependent inflation expectations necessarily covers the expectations
for the same period and the sample for control variables is lagged by a year.
All variables are transformed to stationarity, which is primarily by using the
FRED MD recommended transformations expressed in annual terms. However in-
flation is considered stationary over my sample, as discussed above, since it is shorter
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than the FRED MD sample, so I do not take the second difference of nominal series.
All the variables used in the factors are normalised to have zero mean and unit vari-
ance before factors are extracted from them. While this uses data from the whole
sample in a forecasting exercise it does not change any variable substantially, but
just makes them easier to combine and compare. They are also normalised to load
positively on a measure of employment, inflation and house prices respectively. I
also transform all six additional series that shrinkage is applied to so they have zero
mean and unit variance for comparability. A full table of the variables used and the
transformations applied is available in Appendix B.
Figure 1.2 plots the inflation, business cycle and financial cycle factor over the
sample. For the inflation cycle, the early parts of the sample contains the large effects
of the supply side crises which the Federal Reserve was starting to control, such as
the oil price surge at the end of the 1970s. The latter part of the sample has more
short-term volatility, although one can see the dip associated with the aftermath
of the financial crisis and the subsequent dip associated with the global economic
slowdown in 2015 to 2016. The four recessions in the sample are all clearly visible in
the business cycle factor and are marked by increases in growth in the recovery after
each one. Indeed, this factor could proxy fairly well for the NBER business cycle
dating. The financial cycle factor is loosely similar, however the effects of the first
two recessions are small and the third is virtually absent, whereas the latter part
of the sample is dominated by the huge effects associated with the global financial
crisis.
The three factors all load sensibly on their underlying features. In fact, every
single variable loads on its factor with the expected sign: all positive for the inflation
factor, all positive for the financial cycle factor, negative for the unemployment
series and positive for all other series for the business cycle factor. The magnitudes
of the factor loadings are also sensible: most are between 0.2 and 0.8 and none
are dramatically outside this range18. Therefore the factors appear to capture the
information in the inflation, business cycle and financial cycle indicators well.
18Note that this does not imply that the underlying variables move less in absolute terms than
the factor, as they have been normalised to have unit variance.
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Figure 1.2: Inflation factor, business cycle factor and financial cycle factor
Notes: Plots of the factors extracted with the principal components method from trans-
formed data. The vertical axis is in units and the horizontal axis is in years. Since the
underlying series are transformed to have zero mean and unit variance and most factor
loadings are between 0.2 and 0.8, a one unit change in each factor causes changes in most
of its underlying series of between 0.2 and 0.8 standard deviations.
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Figure 1.3: Exchange rates, wages and narrative futures markets monetary shocks
Notes: Plots of the transformed trade weighted exchange rate index, transformed average
hourly earnings and transformed narrative futures markets monetary shocks. The vertical
axis is in standard deviations of each variable units and the horizontal axis is in years.
Exchange rates, wages and narrative monetary shocks are plotted in Figure 1.3.
There are few clear patterns in the exchange rate graph, as its movements are quite
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volatile. However one can pick out certain large movements, such as the large
depreciation in the latter part of the 1980s following the Plaza Accord and the
large appreciation in 2014/2015 following monetary divergence between the Federal
Reserve and many other developed market central banks. The wage series is also
relatively volatile, although one can again notice several large movements, such as
the very high wages at the start of the sample as the inflation-wage spiral was being
brought under control and the large and sustained declines in wages that occurred
in the period following the global financial crisis. The narrative futures market
monetary shocks series is the most volatile of all. However one can see especially
high volatility in the earlier part of the sample, as well as in the period around the
9/11 attacks and in the period around the global financial crisis.
1.4 Conditional biases in optimal feasible infla-
tion expectations
I now turn to estimating the optimal degree of shrinkage to apply to each additional
variable in inflation forecasts. As discussed in Section 1.2, I do this using pseudo
out of sample inflation forecasting performance. For each variable considered I take
many overlapping sub-samples from my sample and then in each of these train-
ing sub-samples calculate estimates of Equation 1.7 with many different levels of
shrinkage. I only apply shrinkage to the additional variable added to the baseline
specification in each case, so the most shrunken specification corresponds to OLS es-
timation of the auto-regressive specification in Equation 1.4 while the least shrunken
case corresponds to OLS estimation of the specification in Equation 1.7, with other
levels of shrinkage giving estimates between the two. The estimated optimal level
of shrinkage to apply to each variable can then be taken as the one which minimises
measures of pseudo out of sample forecasting error from the remaining test data.
The training sample sizes are set to 70% of the total sample size in the baseline
case, which is relatively typical19 and ensures the financial crisis period can be in
19This gives approximately the same probability of any one observation being in the sample as
would be the case if one took a sample with replacement of the same size as the original sample.
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both types of sub-sample. However robustness checks based on increasing or de-
creasing this sample size are available in Appendix B and the results do not change
dramatically in either case.
Figures 1.4 and 1.5 plot the out of sample forecast performance for different levels
of shrinkage applied to each variable. The forecast performance measure used is
mean absolute forecast error, although analysis which uses the mean square forecast
error is also available in Appendix B and is very similar20. The forecast performance
is expressed relative to the forecast error using no shrinkage, i.e. that obtained
using OLS with the additional variable in question. Therefore values lower than one
imply superior performance and values above one imply inferior performance. The
optimum shrunken value of each coefficient is reported and compared to the OLS
estimate of each coefficient in Table 1.1.
The first variable I consider is the inflation factor, which captures simultaneous
changes in a broad range of the price components of inflation. Therefore including
information on this variable allows broad price changes, such as caused by rising
consumer confidence, to have different effects on the forecasts produced than the
effects of a change in inflation driven by large changes in a small number of prices,
such as change in the price of food or oil. The results in the top graph of Figure
1.4 make it clear that using some shrinkage improves forecast performance: it can
reduce the forecast error measure by over 5%. The figures in Table 1.1 actually show
that partial shrinkage is optimal: this is also plotted in the top graph of Figure 1.4
but is hard to see clearly. This implies that the optimal coefficient on broad inflation
when forecasting should be lower than the OLS coefficient of its association with
future inflation, but should not necessarily to zero. Although using complete shrink-
age and setting the coefficient equal to zero barely reduces the forecast performance
from its optimal level. The OLS estimates of the true association between broad
inflation and future inflation shows is positive and both economically and statisti-
cally significant. Therefore this strongly suggests that optimal feasible expectations
should incorporate large conditional biases with respect to information of broad vs
20These are chosen as they are two of the most common forecast measures (Diebold, 2017) and
because the mean square forecast error is the equivalent measure for rational expectations.
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Figure 1.4: Relative forecast error from shrinking information on inflation cycles,
business cycles and financial cycles
Notes: Plots of the out of sample mean absolute forecast error of the shrunken estimates of
Equation 1.7 with an additional variable included, presented relative to the out of sample
mean absolute forecast error of the equivalent OLS estimate of Equation 1.7. The inflation
factor (top), the business cycle factor (middle) and the financial cycle factor (bottom) are
considered. Estimates are based on training sample of 70% of the total dataset. The
vertical axis is in relative units, so higher values imply worse performance relative to to
the OLS case. The horizontal axis is in values of λ, where higher values of λ imply more
shrinkage. When λ→∞ the specification tends to Equation 1.4.
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narrow inflation, as a result of shrinkage.
The next variables I consider are the business cycle and financial cycle factors.
These first of these captures the movements of a set of macroeconomic indicators
while the second captures the movements of longer term variables in financial mar-
kets. The results in the bottom two graphs in Figure 1.4 and in Table 1.1 suggest that
absolute shrinkage should be applied to these factors, as this reduces the forecast
error measure by around 3% and 8% respectively, so optimal feasible expectations
should not incorporate information on these variables at all. This suggests that
optimal feasible expectations incorporate conditional biases with respect to infor-
mation on business and financial cycles, as the OLS estimates of their associations
with future inflation are positive and economically meaningful, albeit just short of
statistical significance.
The variables considered in the upper two graphs in Figure 1.5 and also in Table
1.1 are the exchange rate and wage series, which are changes in the trade weighted
value of the dollar and hourly earnings respectively. The results again indicate that
absolute shrinkage should be applied to these series, as this reduces the forecast error
measure meaningfully, so optimal feasible expectations should not incorporate them
at all. In the case of wages this appears to be because they have little association
with future inflation21. However exchange rates have a negative and economically
meaningful association with future inflation that is just short of statistical signifi-
cance, suggesting that optimal feasible expectations contain conditional biases with
respect to exchange rate information.
Finally I consider the narrative monetary shock measure taken from federal funds
futures markets, which is only available over a shorter sample. The results for
this series in the bottom graph of Figure 1.5 and in Table 1.1 indicate that it is
technically optimal not to apply shrinkage to the effects of this series, so optimal
feasible expectations could include this information. However the results also show
that the associations of these shocks with future inflation is very small, so that using
information on the shocks does not significantly change the forecasts produced and
21A result which holds even if one removes the high initial values of the wage series at the very
start of the sample.
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Figure 1.5: Relative forecast error from shrinking information on exchange rates,
wages and narrative federal funds market monetary shocks
Notes: Plots of the out of sample mean absolute forecast error of the shrunken estimates of
Equation 1.7 with an additional variable included, presented relative to the out of sample
mean absolute forecast error of the equivalent OLS estimate of Equation 1.7. Exchange
rates (top), wage (middle) and monetary shocks (bottom) are considered. Estimates are
based on training sample of 70% of the total dataset. The vertical axis is in relative units,
so higher values imply worse performance relative to to the OLS case. The horizontal
axis is in values of λ, where higher values of λ imply more shrinkage. When λ → ∞ the
specification tends to Equation 1.4.
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Table 1.1: Estimated true association and optimal associations for forecasting be-
tween variables and future inflation
OLS Optimal WR
γ0 1.91*
(1.32 to 2.46)
γ1 0.27*
(0.06 to 0.50)
αinf 2.08* 0.69
(1.28 to 2.80) (0.05 to 1.42)
αbc 0.24 0.00
(-0.07 to 0.50) (0.00 to 0.21)
αfc 0.30 0.00
(-0.07 to 0.69) (0.00 to 0.17)
αer -0.18 0.00
(-0.44 to 0.03) (-0.13 to 0.00)
αw 0.07 0.00
(-0.26 to 0.35) (0.00 to 0.06)
αnms 0.03 0.03
(-0.11 to 0.21) (0.00 to 0.03)
Notes: Column 1 shows the OLS estimates of the coefficients from Equation 1.4 for the
baseline variables and the OLS estimates of the coefficient on each new variable from its
version of Equation 1.7. 95% confidence intervals are displayed in standard text beneath
OLS estimates. * = statistically significant at the 10% level. Column 2 shows the WR
estimate of the coefficient on each new variable from its version of Equation 1.7 that
minimises out of sample error. Bands of shrunken estimates where the forecast error
is within 1% of the optimal forecast error are displayed in italicized text beneath WR
estimates. By definition these bands are always non-negative or non-positive.
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has hardly any effect on forecast performance. Indeed any level of shrinkage produces
forecasts with values of the forecast error measure within 1% of each other. It is also
interesting to note that the association between the shocks and future inflation is
positive, not negative as typically suggested by theory. This may be a result of the
fact that these series may capture signals of the Federal Reserve’s private economic
information as much as they capture true monetary shocks (Miranda-Agrippino,
2016). Therefore this does not appear to suggest that optimal feasible expectations
respond to true monetary shocks.
These results have important consequences. Firstly consider how optimal feasible
expectations respond to macroeconomic shocks: in particular consider the case of a
contractionary monetary shock, i.e. an exogenous increase in interest rates. The re-
sponse to narrative monetary shocks would imply that inflation expectations would
initially rise and there would be no reaction to any change in exchange rates. Infla-
tion expectations would then also not respond to any change in financial cycle and
business cycle variables as a result of the shock. They would only start to fall after
inflation itself had fallen and even then this response would still be constrained. If
higher inflation expectations cause higher future inflation, as seems very likely, then
this strongly suggests that optimal feasible expectations would cause large nominal
rigidites in the response to such shocks.
Secondly these results provide evidence that optimal feasible inflation expecta-
tions contain large conditional biases with respect to some of the most important
variables in many macroeconomic models. Therefore they suggest that agents who
learn optimally from data will use expectations of key macroeconomic variables that
are very different from rational expectations. This undermines one of the major ar-
guments used to try and justify the rational expectations revolution and suggests
that macroeconomic models based on rational expectations may be seriously mis-
specified.
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1.5 Conditional biases in household inflation fore-
casts
I now turn to estimating the condition biases in household inflation forecasts and
assessing whether these are similar to those in optimal feasible inflation expecta-
tions. As discussed in Section 1.2, testing for conditional biases with respect to a
given variable is achieved by testing if there are significant differences in the OLS
estimates of coefficients from Equation 1.7 and 1.8 with that variable is included.
Any significant differences would imply different systematic reactions of forecast and
realised inflation to the variable and so would suggest conditional biases and hence
deviations of household forecasts from rational expectations. I then also analyse
whether these conditional biases are the same as those in estimated optimal feasi-
ble inflation expectations from the previous section and hence whether household
forecasts appear to be similar to estimated optimal feasible expectations.
As discussed in Section 1.2, I estimate Equations 1.7 and 1.8 multiple times, once
with each of the six additional variables as vit and once in the baseline case without
vit. In all cases I also calculate the difference between each equivalent coefficient
from Equation 1.7 and Equation 1.8 and bootstrap confidence intervals. Table 1.2
shows the abridged results of this analysis. The left column shows the results with
realised future inflation as the dependent variable, the middle column shows the
results with household forecasts of inflation as the dependent variable and the right
column shows the difference between the two. The first two parameters are taken
from the estimations in the baseline case without any additional variables. Each of
the other six parameters are taken from the estimations in the case in which the
corresponding variable is vit.
The response to the baseline variables is similar for realised and forecast inflation
with no significant or important differences. In both cases inflation has a sensible
average value22 and a positive but low auto-correlation. Therefore there do not ap-
pear to be important conditional biases in the responses to the baseline information.
The response to the three factors is much more interesting. Realised inflation reacts
22Note that the average value is not just equal to the constant.
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significantly and positively to realised inflation, suggesting that broad price rises are
more sustained than narrow price increases. However forecast inflation reacts far
less strongly to broad inflation, so there is a significant difference between the two,
implying a large conditional bias. Comparing these coefficients to the equivalent
estimated optimal coefficients from Table 1.1 also suggests that this bias in house-
hold forecasts is very sensible, as it is well within the band of the optimal shrunken
coefficients.
The response of realised inflation to the business cycle and financial cycle fac-
tors is positive. However the household forecasts barely respond to the business
cycle factor and actually respond negatively to the financial cycle factor. There
are therefore meaningful differences in the reactions to both factors, although only
the financial cycle difference in statistically significant, implying conditional biases
in the household forecasts. The lack of response to business cycle information is
completely consistent with the optimal feasible expectation estimates in Table 1.1.
However the response to financial cycle information is actually overly negative, sug-
gesting that it may arise from a behavioural mistake23, that leads to an even greater
reduction in the coefficient than that required for optimal feasible expectations.
The response of realised inflation to exchange rates is clearly negative whereas
household forecasts barely respond to exchange rates, suggesting a conditional bias
although the difference between the two is just short of statistical significance. This
conditional bias is completely in line with the conditional bias in optimal feasible
expectations, as complete shrinkage is optimal in this case. Both wages and narrative
federal funds futures markets monetary shocks only have very small associations
with future inflation. They also have small associations with household forecasts,
so there are no large conditional biases, although it is hard to comment on whether
there are any conditional biases as the scale of their associations is too small to
statistically detect biases with any confidence. Both very small coefficients are close
to the equivalent coefficients in optimal feasible expectations, so are consistent with
optimal feasible expectations.
23It could also be a small sample effect driven by mistaken expectations around the global
financial crisis as this event was so important for this variable.
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Table 1.2: Conditional biases in household inflation forecasts
pirt+h pi
f
t+h Difference
γ0 1.91* 2.30* 0.39
(1.32 to 2.46) (2.08 to 2.54) (-0.26 to 1.12)
γ1 0.27* 0.29* 0.02
(0.06 to 0.50) (0.21 to 0.37) (-0.26 to 0.28)
αinf 2.08* 0.43 -1.64*
(1.28 to 2.80) (-0.07 to 0.80) (-2.65 to -0.81)
αbc 0.24 -0.04 -0.28
(-0.07 to 0.50) (-0.18 to 0.06) (-0.61 to 0.07)
αfc 0.30 -0.14* -0.44*
(-0.07 to 0.69) (-0.23 to -0.07) (-0.89 to -0.02)
αer -0.18 0.03 0.21
(-0.44 to 0.03) (-0.05 to 0.11) (-0.03 to 0.51)
αw 0.07 -0.01 -0.08
(-0.26 to 0.35) (-0.12 to 0.12) (-0.41 to 0.34)
αnms 0.03 0.04 0.02
(-0.11 to 0.21) (-0.02 to 0.09) (-0.20 to 0.18)
Notes: Column 1 shows the OLS estimates of Equation 1.7 with realised inflation as the
dependent variable, Column 2 shows the OLS estimates of Equation 1.8 with household
inflation forecasts as the dependent variable and Column 3 shows the difference between
the two coefficients. 90% block bootstrapped confidence intervals are in brackets and * =
statistically significant at the 10% level.
These results suggest that the conditional biases in household inflation forecasts
are very similar to the conditional biases in optimal feasible inflation expectations.
In fact the only conditional bias that appears to be meaningfully different is that
with respect to the financial cycle factor. Therefore many of the important nominal
rigidities in the response of actual household inflation expectations to shocks will
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be the same as those in the response of optimal feasible inflation expectations.
For instance the response of household inflation expectations to a contractionary
monetary shock is likely to be similar to the response of optimal feasible expectations
discussed at the end of Section 1.4. Indeed, it may actually be more rigid as a result
of household inflation expectations possibly reacting positively to any decline in
financial cycle indicators.
Household expectations are not consistent with being entirely formed by optimal
feasible expectations however, as they are clearly beaten in forecast performance
by a feasible alternative. I show this by comparing the forecast performance of the
forecasts produced by estimating my baseline auto-regressive forecasts on each of the
training sets of data used in Section 1.3 with the equivalent household forecasts made
at the end of each training set. The results show that the mean absolute forecast
error of the household forecasts is 132% of that of the auto-regressive forecasts and
the mean square forecast error of the household forecasts is 160% of that of the auto-
regressive forecasts. This seems sensible as Figure 1.1 suggests that the household
forecasts sometimes deviate persistently from realised inflation for years at a time.
Therefore both optimal feasible inflation expectations and behavioural errors that
reduce forecast performance seem to be important in explaining household inflation
forecasts.
1.6 Conclusion
Inflation expectations have a particular importance in macroeconomics, as they af-
fect the degree of nominal rigidities to macroeconomic shocks and so the size of their
real effects. The existing empirical literature has suggested that inflation expecta-
tions contain conditional biases with respect to publicly available macroeconomic
information, causing nominal rigidities. However this is usually justified by be-
havioural factors, such as limited attention or imperfect cognitive abilities. While
I do not deny the importance of these factors, in this chapter I primarily study
whether rational expectations are the optimal feasible expectations for agents, i.e.
are they the expectations that are predicted to minimise a measure of forecast error
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out of the set of expectations that are feasible for agents to use.
I discuss that, with data samples of realistic length, agents will have to intro-
duce conditional biases into their forecast in the vast majority of macroeconomic
settings, due to the limited number of relevant monthly observations available rela-
tive to variables that can affect how prices are set. They can do this by shrinking
their forecasts towards those given by a simpler specifications. However even if an
agent had included sufficient shrinkage to make estimation feasible, it may well still
be worth including additional shrinkage, as this may reduce the conditional forecast
variance sufficiently to outweigh the increased conditional biases. Macroeconomic
theory is unlikely to typically help to set the simpler specifications used in expec-
tations formation, as its predictions are usually conditioned on state variables such
as macroeconomic shocks and output gaps that are not well observed in real time.
The importance placed on parsimony by the empirical forecasting literature and
the degree to which auto-regressive benchmarks are hard to substantially beat in
forecasting horse races, despite the no doubt numerous effects of many macroeco-
nomic variables on each other, suggests that the extent of this optimal shrinkage
and the conditional biases it causes could be very large in most applications. There-
fore rational expectations do not typically appear to be feasible for agents to learn
from data and the optimal feasible expectations may be very different to rational
expectations in the vast majority of macroeconomic settings. As a result I suggest
optimal feasible expectations as a new class of expectations.
The precise size of the conditional biases in optimal feasible expectations in any
particular setting is, however, ultimately an empirical question. I therefore em-
pirically examine the size of the conditional biases in estimated optimal feasible
expectations of US inflation. I do this by starting with a sensible auto-regressive
benchmark and then consider the degree of shrinkage that it is optimal to apply to
information on six important macroeconomic variables using pseudo out of sample
forecast performance. The variables I consider are a combined business cycle indi-
cator, a combined financial cycle indicator, a combined indicator of broad inflation,
trade-weighted exchange rates, hourly wages and narrative monetary shocks. I find
that it is optimal to apply a very high degree of shrinkage to the most of these
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variables. Indeed it is optimal to apply absolute shrinkage to the business cycle
indicator, the financial cycle indicator, exchange rates and wages, so this informa-
tion is not included in the forecasts produced. It is also optimal to apply partial
shrinkage to the broad inflation series but none to the narrative monetary shocks, al-
though the shocks only have small associations with future inflation and the sign on
these is not that implied by theory for true monetary shocks. However some of the
macroeconomic variables having economically and statistically significant associa-
tions with future inflation, so the results imply that there are large conditional biases
in optimal feasible expectations. Optimal feasible inflation expectations therefore
appear to be very far from rational inflation expectations and are likely to contain
large conditional biases that cause significant nominal rigidities in the reactions to
macroeconomic shocks.
I also examine the conditional biases in surveys of US households’ inflation fore-
casts and compare them to the conditional biases in estimated optimal feasible
expectations. I find that household forecasts have a much smaller association with
the broad inflation index than future realised inflation does and barely react to
most of the other variables, although they do have a statistically significant but
incorrect association with the financial cycle indicator. Therefore their conditional
biases appear to be very similar to the conditional biases in optimal feasible expec-
tations, except with regards to financial cycles. As a result the household inflation
expectations are likely to produce similar, or even greater, levels of nominal rigidi-
ties in response to macroeconomic shocks than optimal feasible expectations would.
However I also confirm that household expectations are not consistent with being
entirely formed by optimal feasible expectations by showing that they are clearly
beaten in a pseudo out of sample forecasting horse race by a feasible alternative: my
auto-regressive benchmark. This may be caused by several persistent and seemingly
unjustified deviations of household inflation forecasts from realised inflation that can
last for years at a time as well as a mistaken reaction to financial cycle information.
Therefore household forecasts of inflation expectations appear to be well explained
by a combination of optimal feasible inflation expectations and behavioural mistakes
that reduce forecast performance.
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Optimal feasible expectations are therefore likely to cause important nominal
rigidities, however they may also have important implications for many areas of
economics that could be explored in interesting future research. For instance, they
may imply that agents forecasts of future asset returns are conditionally biased
towards the long-term average return of similar assets and hence suggest why agents
fail to adjust asset demand to remove small associations between current variables
and future risk-adjusted returns, providing an empirically optimal justification of
bubbles. They may also imply that agents forecasts of the probabilities of being the
pivotal voter between each combination of two plausible candidates in an election are
biased towards a single probability in electoral systems that make these probabilities
hard to predict, limiting the applicability of Arrow’s impossibility theorem.
Optimal feasible expectations also strongly suggest that agents learning opti-
mally from data will not use rational expectations in the vast majority of macroe-
conomic settings, contradicting one of the arguments often put forward for the use
of rational expectations. Since agents’ expectations in the real world may often be
formed by a combination of optimal feasible expectations and behavioural deviations
from optimal behaviour they will often contain large conditional biases, suggesting
models based on rational expectations may be fundamentally mis-specified.
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Chapter 2
Asset price convergence,
international asset holdings and
the quality of financial integration
2.1 Introduction
Financial integration matters. At its best it has the potential to channel capital to
where it is most productive and enable greater diversification in asset holdings, but
at its worst it can drive financial instability by enabling rapid capital flight after
negative shocks. It is therefore highly important to understand changes in financial
integration as well as to measure them.
The benefits of financial integration are usually suggested as occurring due to
increases in the policy definition of increased financial integration, i.e. a removal
of frictions on the basis of location, nationality or other irrelevant characteristics
which affect agents’ access to and investment of capital (Coeure, 2013). These
suggested benefits have their roots in the general microeconomic suggestion that
the permanent removal of frictions from markets leads to more efficient market
outcomes. Specifically, the removal of such frictions has been suggested to channel
capital to where it is most productive and so lead to more efficient capital allocation,
as well as to diversify investors’ risk exposures and so increase risk sharing (Baele
et al., 2004).
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It is extremely hard to measure financial integration as defined in its policy
definition. Certain frictions, such as current de jure capital controls, can be measured
but many others, such as the probability of future exchange rate controls, cannot,
so it is not generally possible to measure the level of frictions directly. It is also
not generally possible to measure if access to and investment of capital varies due
to differences in location, as there are many unobserved differences in assets and
investors that are correlated with nationality and different countries have many
unobserved underlying differences that are correlated with location.
Therefore, in practice, empirical measures of financial integration are made with-
out controlling for underlying characteristics. The two most common types of mea-
sure are price based measures, based on the spread of returns on assets between
different countries, and quantity based measures, based on the percentage of over-
seas assets in investors’ portfolios. These measures capture concepts that are closer
to the dictionary definition of financial integration, which is simply closer links be-
tween international financial markets. These measures of financial integration will
capture differences in the underlying characteristics of different assets and aversion
to these characteristics as well as the effect of international frictions. Therefore
increases in these measures do not necessarily stem from reductions in financial fric-
tions. They may instead stem from changes in underlying asset risks and aversion
to them that vary over economic cycles and in response to shocks. As a result,
increases in these measures that are not driven by reductions in financial frictions
will not necessarily cause benefits from improved capital allocation or risk sharing.
However even changes in policy financial integration might also have economic
costs. Stiglitz (2010) explains that, given there are other imperfections in financial
markets relating to financial contagion, reducing international frictions may increase
the probability of financial contagion and instability, causing economic harm from
exposing countries to more severe financial shocks. This is a specific application of
the microeconomic principle that removing one friction may exacerbate the effects
of others. Changes in underlying asset risks and aversion to them that increases
measured integration may also increase the probability of financial contagion and
instability in a similar way, especially if the changes are cyclical and unsustainable.
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These issues have led policymakers to begin discussing the quality of financial
integration, i.e. whether integration is having the potential economic benefits and
whether it is also avoids economic costs, as well as simply measuring the level of
empirical financial integration indicators (European Central Bank, 2016; European
Investment Bank, 2017). We therefore use the quality of financial integration to
mean the extent to which financial integration is likely to have net economic benefits.
The main aim of this chapter is to statistically analyse several features that the
literature suggests are associated with the quality of financial integration in the case
of the EU in the 21st Century. We focus on analysing three features.
Firstly we test whether increases in financial integration jointly affect both price
and quantity indicators of integration, as discussed in European Investment Bank
(2017). This is because reductions in financial frictions should lead to increases in
both price and quantity integration and increases in both will be needed to obtain
the full economic benefits: quantity integration to improve risk sharing and price
integration to encourage new capital investment (Coeure, 2013). On the other hand,
convergence in underlying asset risks may increase measured price integration, as
risks are priced into assets, but may have little effect on either the efficiency of
capital allocation or risk sharing.
Secondly we test the permanence of increases in financial integration, as discussed
in European Investment Bank (2019). This is because temporary and unsustainable
increases in financial integration create a danger of becoming risks to financial stabil-
ity when they unwind, despite only having the potential to offer short-term benefits.
On the other hand, permanent changes in financial integration will not, in them-
selves, create a financial instability risk and have the potential for perpetual risk
sharing and capital efficiency benefits, the latter of which can often only be obtained
over the long term as real capital formation can be a very slow process (European
Investment Bank, 2017).
Thirdly we test how robust financial integration is to shocks which affect macroe-
conomic conditions, as discussed in European Central Bank (2018). This is because
financial integration that is very vulnerable to shocks may decline dramatically af-
ter macroeconomic shocks and become an additional transmission mechanism for
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the shock, whereas resilient financial integration will not. Additionally individuals
and companies are most vulnerable after negative shocks, so it is important that
financial integration enables risk sharing in these periods of vulnerability1.
To perform this analysis we want to produce a financial integration index that
captures the primary changes in financial integration and allows us to test the three
features associated with the quality of financial integration. Constructing such an
index is not econometrically easy. Approaches based on the cross-sectional means of
indicators, such as those in Hoffmann et al. (2019), imply the result of the first test
based on the weights chosen for price and quantity indicators in the construction
of the index, so cannot be used to test whether there are joint movements in price
and quantity integration measures. Factor approaches resolve this issue. However
simple factor approaches, such as those based on the principal components analysis
used in European Investment Bank (2017), are only valid with stationary data and
so are constructed to give a stationary factor. Therefore they imply an answer to
the second test, so cannot be used to test the permanence of changes in the financial
integration index. Maximum likelihood factor approaches, such as those based on
the Kalman filter, avoid these issues, but are computationally challenging given the
number of parameters involved.
Therefore we use a Bayesian approach based on Markov chain Monte Carlo that
is both theoretically valid and computationally feasible. Specifically we generate a
financial integration factor in a Bayesian factor-augmented vector auto-regression
(FAVAR) that also includes macroeconomic and financial variables. We then test
whether this factor jointly drives changes in price and quantity integration by testing
the signs of price and quantity factor loadings, whether the changes in the factor are
permanent by analysing if there are deterministic or stochastic trend movements in
the factor and whether financial integration is robust to macroeconomic shocks by
using the results of the second test and testing the response of financial integration
1Note that it is possible to share the risks of shocks that are large enough to have aggregate
European effects, as well as idiosyncratic shocks. This is because large shocks have heterogeneous
effects across different countries, which can be seen by considering the effect of the financial crisis
on Ireland relative to its effect on Poland, or the effect of the Eurozone Debt crisis on Greece
relative to its effect on the UK.
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to sign identified shocks that affect macroeconomic conditions.
Applying this approach yields a financial integration factor for the EU that shows
clear increases in the early 2000s, large but uneven falls in the latter 2000s and 2010s
and has recently begun to recover, albeit at a relatively slow rate. The results of
the first test indicate that both price and quantity measures of integration tends
to load positively on this factor, so there are important joint movements in price
and quantity integration. However the results of the second and third tests indicate
that the movements in the factor are primarily cyclical and vulnerable to shocks
that affect macroeconomic conditions. Therefore the primary changes in financial
integration in Europe in the 20th Century do not appear to have been high quality
changes that caused large net economic benefits. Indeed the changes in financial
integration measures appear most related to cyclical changes in the underlying risks
of European assets and aversion to these risks. This contrasts with the description
of the changes in financial integration the 1990s accompanying the preparation for
European Monetary Union and the enlargement of the EU provided by the existing
literature (Lane, 2008).
This chapter builds on the existing empirical financial integration literature, par-
ticularly the part of the literature that focuses on financial integration in Europe.
Several papers have produced empirical measures of financial integration in Eu-
rope based on the unconditional convergence of asset prices (Abascal et al., 2015)
and/or unconditional increases in the proportion of internal assets held in portfolios
(Hoffmann et al., 2019). These measures are constructed using the weighted cross-
sectional means of underlying factors or principal component factors taken from
the underlying series, or both, and are regularly updated by European institutions
(European Central Bank, 2018; European Investment Bank, 2019)2.
There have also been attempts to measure policy financial integration more di-
rectly in specific settings. Baele et al. (2004) attempts to measure price conver-
gence conditional on the underlying characteristics of particular assets and Schindler
(2009) measures the underlying frictions caused by de jure capital controls. Other
2Parts of the analysis from a preliminary version of this Chapter were referenced and repeated
in European Investment Bank (2019).
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strands of the literature focus on measuring potential benefits of financial integra-
tion, such as risk sharing, and correlating them with changes in financial integration.
For instance Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2014) take this approach to the financial crisis
and Ferrari and Rogantini Picco (2017) take this approach to the adoption of the
Euro. These approaches are potentially interesting in specific settings but cannot
be used more generally, as typically many characteristics of assets, financial frictions
and that affect the benefits of financial integration cannot be observed. Therefore
policy papers typically limit themselves to discussing the extent to which they be-
lieve changes in empirical financial integration measures are driven by high quality
changes in financial integration (European Central Bank, 2016; European Invest-
ment Bank, 2017).
This chapter contributes to this literature in two ways. Firstly we introduce
a Bayesian methodology for testing three aspects of the quality of financial inte-
gration changes that are discussed in the existing policy literature: whether there
are jointly driven movements in price and quantity financial integration, whether
financial integration is long-term and whether financial integration is resilient to
negative macroeconomic shocks. This approach yields a financial integration factor
that is not automatically stationary and does not automatically load on particular
indicators as a result of its construction. Secondly we apply this methodology to
test the quality of financial integration changes in the EU in the 21st century. In
doing so we also provide new stylised facts on EU financial integration. We find that
changes in empirical financial integration are driven by joint changes in price and
quantity integration, however we also find that they are primarily cyclical and the
majority of their changes are vulnerable to shocks that affect macroeconomic condi-
tions. Therefore increases in financial integration in the EU in the 21st Century do
not appear to have been particularly high quality: they seem more likely to result
from cyclical changes in the underlying risk of assets and aversion to them, rather
than genuine reductions in international financial frictions.
The rest of the Chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.2 sets out our econo-
metric methodology, Section 2.3 describes our dataset and presents the financial
integration factor we produce, Section 2.4 presents the results of the three tests of
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the quality of financial integration changes and Section 2.5 offers some concluding
remarks.
2.2 Econometric methodology
The econometric setup we use for our analysis is a Bayesian FAVAR. We define yt as
the dataset at period t, which can be split into an auxiliary and a main dataset, so
yt = (y
a′
t y
m′
t )
′. yat is an n x 1 vector containing variables which contain information
about financial integration at period t and ymt is an (m−1) x 1 vector containing key
macroeconomic and financial variables at period t. We define ft as the unobserved
level of financial integration at period t, zt = (ft y
m′
t )
′ and Zt = (z
′
t · · · z′t+1−L)′,
where L is the maximum lag. The measurement equation is then given by:
yt = Γ + ΛZt + Ut (2.1)
Γ =
γ
0
 ,Λ =
λ 0 0
0 I 0
 , Ut =
ut
0
 , ut ∼ N(0, ω),Ω =
ω 0
0 0

where γ is a vector of constants, λ is a vector of factor loadings and ut s a set of
idiosyncratic errors, so ω is diagonal and Ω is the measurement equation covariance
matrix. Note that one factor loading will have to be set to one to ensure uniqueness
of the factor, however with one factor this simply becomes a scaling constant.
The state equation is given by:
Zt = Θ + ΦZt−1 + Vt (2.2)
Θ =
θ
0
 ,Φ =
 φ
I 0
 , Vt =
vt
0
 , vt ∼ N(0, σ),Σ =
σ 0
0 0

where θ is a vector of constants, φ is a matrix of VAR coefficients and vt s a set of
reduced form VAR errors so σ is a non-diagonal matrix and Σ is the state equation
covariance matrix.
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The structural errors are given by:
ηt = chol(σ)Qvt = Dvt (2.3)
ηt ∼ N(0, I)
where chol = cholesky decomposition, Q is an orthogonal rotation matrix and ηt is
a vector of structural errors.
Minnesota style priors are used for Θ and Φ so their prior distribution is jointly
multivariate normal, with a mean which implies a univariate random walk for each
variable and a diagonal variance-covariance matrix with hyperparameters similar
to typical values in the VAR literature reported by Canova (2007). These are a
hyperparameter of 0.2 on own variable lags, a hyperparameter of 1 on other variable
lags, a hyperparameter of 2 on lags greater than 1 and a hyperparameter of 100 on
constants.The prior distribution for σ is inverse-wishart, with a mean set by taking
the covariance of the residuals from random walks for each variable and a very low
degrees of freedom: 9, which is one more than the dimension of sigma.
The prior distribution for Γ and Λ is jointly multivariate normal. The mean is
set by regressing each indicator on the cross sectional mean of the indicators after
normalising so the identification condition is met. The variance-covariance matrix is
diagonal and set by bootstrapping the above regression, to allow for the possibility
that financial integration is non-stationary. The prior distribution for each diagonal
element of ω is inverse gamma, with a mean set as the variance of the residuals from
each of the above regressions and a very low degrees of freedom: 2. The prior for the
initial lagged values of the financial integration factor, F0, is normally distributed
with the mean set as the value of the lagged cross sectional means of the indicators
after normalising so the identification condition is met and the variance-covariance
matrix diagonal with values given by the cross-sectional variance of the normalised
mean at each lagged value.
These independent conjugate priors ensure that the conditional distribution of
each group of parameters has a known distribution. Therefore one can construct
a Gibbs sampler where at each step we draw one group of parameters from their
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posterior distribution, conditional on all parameters not in their group. The steps are
as follows: draw f from its multivariate normal distribution using the algorithm of
Carter and Kohn (1994), draw Θ and Φ from their multivariate normal distributions,
draw σ from its inverse-wishart distribution, draw Γ and Λ from their multivariate
normal distribution and draw each element of γ from its inverse-gamma distribution.
See Appendix C for details of this procedure. We set the lag length to two: since
we work with variables in levels this ensures that the model can capture cyclical
behaviour in a parsimonious way.
We initialise the sampler using the prior means of the parameters and take 30,000
draws from this distribution then burn the first 10,000. We also then discard those
draws which give explosive estimates3. This leaves sufficient draws for excellent
convergence of the statistics, which is confirmed in Appendix C by showing that the
same results are obtained using an arbitrary initialisation and a greater number of
draws.
We can then test the three aspects of the quality of changes in the financial
integration factor as follows. We test whether there are joint movements of price
and quantity financial integration by testing whether price and quantity indicators
load on the financial integration factor with the same sign. Specifically, since there
are many indicators, we compare the sign of the mean factor loading on the price
indicators with the sign of the mean factor loading on the quantity indicators. We
also compare the mean factor loading on the price indicators within each market
to the mean factor loading on the quantity indicator within that market. If the
signs of the mean factor loadings on price indicators and quantity indicators are the
same then this suggests that there is an important joint driver. However if the mean
factor loadings on price indicators and quantity indicators either have opposite signs
or only one of them is non-zero then this suggests that there is not an important
joint driver.
We test whether the movements in the financial integration factor have been
driven by permanent components as follows. We take the value of Z in a period p as
3This implies that we are actually using restricted versions of the above priors which place zero
weight on explosive solutions.
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given, Z˜p = Zp, and then iterate forwards but only using lagged variables and linear
trend components, i.e. without including future shocks: Z˜t = Θ+ΦZ˜t−1. This gives
a series Z˜ which only includes the effects of shocks which occurred up to period p.
Since we ensure that the estimated parameters are such that the time series they
generate are either I(1) or I(0), the changes in these series ultimately converges,
so the series themselves converge to grow along a linear trend4 for any plausible
parameter values. We can therefore test whether there is a positive linear trend, i.e.
deterministic trend growth in financial integration, and whether any shocks cause
permanent increases in the level of the linear trend, i.e. stochastic trend growth.
Either of these implies permanent increases in the financial integration factor.
Table 2.1: Sign classifications
Financial
integration
Output Other
variables
Joint shocks - -
Separating shocks + -
Notes: Sign classifications used to classify the reduced form shocks in Equation 2.3 into
two types of structural shock, based on their effects on the variables on impact. There are
eight variables in the FAVAR, so in each Gibbs draw there must be more than one of at
least one type of shock.
We test how vulnerable financial integration is to shocks that affect macroeco-
nomic conditions as follows. First we note that any deterministic trend changes in
financial integration indicated by the second test will be independent of macroeco-
nomic shocks, so part of this test is conducted in the test above. However we also
test if other movements in financial integration are vulnerable to shocks that affect
macroeconomic conditions. We begin by calculating the correlation between the
annual changes in financial integration and output caused by shocks in the sample.
4Where the variables are included in log form this implies that the underlying variable converges
to grow exponentially.
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If this correlation is positive and large then this implies that financial integration is
generally high after shocks that cause positive macroeconomic conditions and vice
versa. However, since the overall correlation might be driven partly by the response
of macroeconomic conditions to changes that increase policy financial integration,
we also test if there is a meaningful subset of shocks to macroeconomic conditions
to which financial integration is not vulnerable. We do this by splitting the shocks
into those that are very likely and those which are not very likely to produce highly
positively correlated effects on financial integration and output. We identify the
first category as shocks that move output and financial integration in the same di-
rection on impact, which we call ‘joint shocks’, and the second category as shocks
that move output and financial integration in opposite directions on impact, which
we call ‘separating shocks’. We can then test the correlations between the annual
changes in financial integration and output caused by each type of shock and test if
both are meaningfully positive.
We obtain the sign-restricted structural form using the approach of Rubio-
Ramı´rez et al. (2010)5. This usually involves repeatedly drawing Q matrices using
the qr decomposition of a normal matrix for each Gibbs draw until the instanta-
neous responses satisfy the sign restrictions. However here the sign restrictions are
automatically met so only one Q matrix is needed. We can then test the correla-
tion between the non-trend changes in financial integration and output caused by
separating shocks. If even the correlation produced by separating shocks is positive
then this implies that the vast majority of increases in financial integration occur
with improvements in macroeconomic conditions.
5This implies a prior on Q which is not diffuse for structural analysis, as Baumeister and
Hamilton (2015) show, however it is technically agnostic in the sense that it only depends on the
reduced form parameters, as Kilian and Helmut (2017) discuss.
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2.3 Dataset and estimated financial integration
factor
The dataset we use covers the first quarter of 19996 to the second quarter of 2018
and consists of an auxiliary dataset and a main dataset. The auxiliary dataset in-
cludes both price (asset price convergence) and quantity (cross-border asset holding)
measures of financial integration and was constructed at the European Investment
Bank (EIB) based on data from European Union institutions. The countries covered
are Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, Ireland,
Greece, Finland, UK, Sweden, Denmark, Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary. The
data included per country consists of up to one bank quantity series, one corporate
bond quantity series, one equity quantity series, one government bond quantity se-
ries, two bank lending price series (one to households and one to businesses), two
equity price series (one of financial businesses and one of non-financial businesses)
and one government bond price series. However not all series are available for all
countries, so in total the dataset consists of 11 bank quantity series, 11 corporate
bond quantity series, 11 equity quantity series, 11 government bond quantity series,
16 bank price series, 28 equity price series and 14 government bond price series7.
This gives 44 quantity series and 58 price series, so a total of 102 series.
The quantity series are the shares of non-domestic bank debt, corporate debt,
government debt and equity, held by domestic monetary financial institutions in
different EU countries, measured monthly. We then process these by taking the
three month moving average of the underlying series to transform them to quar-
terly frequency, then subtract the mean and divide by the standard deviation of
each series to make them more easily comparable and give the resulting indicators.
The price series are based on the price to book ratio for the equity series and the
implied interest rate for other series. Each underlying series is the negative of the
6There is limited data available before the is period, however a longer but much less rich dataset
is considered in Appendix C. Extending the dataset forward into the 2020s once data is available
on the effects of Brexit and Covid-19 would be an interesting area for future research.
7Corporate bond price series cannot be used as there is no available data source on regular
corporate bond rates in the EU over the sample.
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Figure 2.1: Mean auxiliary indicators
Notes: Plots of the mean values of the transformed auxiliary indicators in each category:
see the text for the definitions of the auxiliary indicators. The vertical axes are in units and
the horizontal axes are in years. Q denotes quantity indicators, P denotes price indicators,
bank denotes the bank lending market, corp denotes the corporate debt market, eq denotes
the equity market and gov denotes the government bond market.
squared deviation of the ratio or rate from its cross-sectional average. The squared
deviation captures dispersion and we use the negative so a higher value corresponds
to more financial integration. We then also process these series by taking the three
month moving average of monthly underlying series to transform them to quarterly
frequency, then subtract the mean and divide by standard deviation to make their
more easily comparable and give the resulting indicators. The cross-sectional mean
value of the indicators in each market segment is plotted in Figure 2.1.
The main dataset is constructed from the following sources and is plotted in
Figure 2.2. Output is the seasonal and calendar adjusted chain-linked GDP volume
for the EU 28 in log form from Eurostat. The price level is calculated by dividing
the seasonal and calendar adjusted GDP volume by the equivalent figure in euros for
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Figure 2.2: Main variables
Notes: Plots of the values of each of the main variables included directly in the VAR. The
horizontal axes are in years and the vertical axes are in various units: see the text for
details of the variables and their units.
the EU 28 from Eurostat and is in log form. The weighted 3 month rate (‘EUbor’)
is constructed as 80% the 3 month Euro libor rate and 20% the 3 month GDP libor
rate from IBE bench-marking8. Loan volumes are the loan liabilities of non-financial
corporations in EU28 countries that have data available over the whole sample from
Eurostat. It is deflated with the GDP deflator and in log form. Cross-border
gross flows are the sum of financial inflows and financial outflows from the financial
account for the EU28. It is based on EIB internal calculations from IMF data and
is expressed as a percentage of GDP. The equity price index is the weighted average
of non-financial equity indicies for EU28 countries. It is based on EIB internal
calculations from Thomson-Reuters data. It is deflated with the GDP deflator and
in log form. The 10 year rate index is the weighted average of 10 year government
bonds for EU28 countries. It is based on ECB internal calculations with ECB data.
8These proportions are approximately equivalent to the size of the relative economic areas.
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It is not generally possible to perform robustness checks using different data sources,
as there are far fewer data series available for the whole EU than there are for a
typical developed country, however many of these series are widely used across the
EU institutions.
Figure 2.3: Financial integration factor
Notes: Plot of the posterior median of the baseline financial integration factor, with
the area between the 5th and 95th posterior percentiles shaded. The vertical axis is in
units and the horizontal axis is in years. The factor is normalised such that a one unit
change implies a one standard deviation change in the first auxiliary series, which is an
approximately 7.7 percentage point increase in the Austrian banking quantity series.
The posterior median of the estimated financial integration factor is plotted and
the area between the 5th and 95th percentiles shaded in Figure 2.3. The factor is
defined so that an increase implies greater integration and is normalised to the bank-
ing quantity indicator for Austria, the first series in the auxiliary dataset, however
normalising to another variable would simply scale the indicator by a different con-
stant. Therefore a one unit increase in the factor causes a one standard deviation,
which is a 7.7 percentage point, increase in the share of non-domestic bank loans
held by Austrian monetary and financial institutions. This value is not unusual. A
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one unit increase in the factor also increases the share of non-domestic bank loans
held by monetary and financial institutions in most countries by between 5 and 15
percentage points.
The factor broadly rose through the early 2000s, before approximately plateauing
around 2006 and then starting to decline early in the financial crisis. This decline
continued unevenly for several years: it was rapid just after the financial crisis
but then appeared to be slowing before becoming rapid again in the period of the
Eurozone debt crisis. Since 2013 there has been a slow and slightly uneven period
of recovery. The decline during the period associated with the financial crisis and
sovereign debt crisis is very large relative to the gains before and after, so that
financial integration in the EU at the end of the sample is only just higher than its
level in 2000. The movements of the factor and its relationship with the underlying
indicators and the macroeconomic series are discussed in much more detail in Section
2.4 when the tests of quality are conducted. The percentile bands are also usually
fairly tight around the factor, showing that it is reasonably well observed but that
there is some uncertainty in the level of the factor in parts of the sample.
2.4 The quality of EU financial integration
We now turn to conducting the three tests of the quality of financial integration in
the EU in the 21st Century. We begin by testing whether there is a joint driver
of price and quantity financial integration indicators by studying whether price and
quantity indicators load with the same sign on the financial integration factor. To
do this we plot the posterior median, 5th percentile and 95th percentile of the mean
factor loading on price indicators and the mean factor loading on quantity indicators
in the upper panel of Figure 2.4. To break down these results further we also plot
the posterior median, 5th percentile and 95th percentile of the mean factor loading
on price and quantity indicators in each of the market segments in the lower panel
of Figure 2.4. This ensures that the results are not just driven by a few large factor
loadings and lets us compare the signs of the factor loadings on price and quantity
indicators within each market.
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Figure 2.4: Mean factor loadings
Notes: The upper panel plots the posterior median of the mean factor loading on price and
quantity indicators with error bands showing the 5th and 95th posterior percentiles. The
lower panel plots the posterior median of the mean factor loading in each market category
with error bands showing the 5th and 95th posterior percentiles. The vertical axis is in
units and the loading on the first indicator, the Austrian banking quantity indicator, is
constrained to be one. Q denotes quantity indicators, P denotes price indicators, bank
denotes the bank debt market, corp denotes the corporate debt market, eq denotes the
equity market and gov denotes the government bond market.
The mean factor loadings on price and quantity indicators are both clearly pos-
itive, with even their 5th percentiles above zero. This is not just driven by a small
subset of the average factor loadings, as the mean factor loadings by market seg-
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ment show. The mean factor loadings on quantity indicators are strongly positive in
three out of four market segments and the mean factor loadings on price indicators
are strongly positive in two out of three market segments. The factor also appears
to load slightly more positively on quantity indicators than price indicators. The
only market segments in which the mean factor loading is negative are the equity
quantity and equity price segments, although in both cases the size of the mean
negative factor loading is small. Therefore this implies that the results of the first
test of the quality of financial integration in the EU are broadly positive: there are
strong joint drivers of price and quantity measures of financial integration. These
results also show that the financial integration factor captures most developments in
EU financial integration well in a parsimonious manner. However it is important to
remember that the factor does not capture most improvements in equity market in-
tegration, as changes in integration in this market appear to be statistically distinct,
or in some cases even opposite, from other changes in EU financial integration.
We now move on to testing the permanence of changes in financial integration.
We test whether there is a positive linear trend in financial integration and whether
shocks in the sample cause permanent increases in the level of the linear trend to
which the financial integration factor converges to. To do this we calculate the
impact of these shocks by comparing the linear trends to which the standard series
and the series cleaned of shocks, as described in Section 2.2, converge to. The series
cleaned of different sets of shocks are plotted in Figure 2.5, with the uncleaned
shocks always plotted for comparison. The sets of shocks we strip out include all
shocks in the sample and all shocks from 2007 onward. The latter date was chosen
as it is around the period where one might intuitively expect a financial cycle to
peak.
The empirical results are very clear, although their interpretation is less absolute.
All the series converge to have a growth rate that is close to zero and have reasonable
posterior probabilities of being either positive or negative. Therefore there does not
appear to be any substantial deterministic trend growth in the financial integration
factor. The two series with different sets of shocks removed also converge to a level
which is extremely similar to, and with reasonable posterior probabilities of being
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Figure 2.5: Extrapolated financial integration with different sets of shocks
Notes: Plots of the posterior median of the estimated financial integration factor during
the sample and the extrapolated financial integration factor after the sample. Both panels
show the standard case and the case where shocks between the dashed lines have been
removed. In the upper panel this corresponds to all shocks in the sample and in the
lower panel this corresponds to all shocks after 2007. The vertical axes are in units
and the horizontal axes are in years. See Figure 2.3 and the accompanying text for the
interpretation of the factor’s units.
either above or below, the level to which the standard factor converges. Therefore
there does not appear to be any substantial stochastic trend growth in the financial
integration factor either. As a result there are virtually no permanent increases
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in the financial integration factor in the sample. This suggests that there were
not large permanent changes in financial integration in the sample. However one
cannot conclude that there were no permanent changes in financial integration in
the sample, as the factor either does not load or loads with negative signs on the vast
majority of equity integration indicators. Since Figure 2.1 shows that there appear
to be positive trends in this series this suggests that there may have been some
trend increases in financial integration in the sample, but that these were small in
comparison to the scale of the cyclical changes. Therefore the results of the second
test of the quality of financial integration in the EU are negative, but not necessarily
totally negative.
It is also interesting that there appear to be long-lasting cyclical effects in finan-
cial integration. Our evidence suggests that pre-sample shocks explain a meaningful
proportion of the build-up and decline in financial integration in the 2000s. Also
shocks before 2008 can explain a reasonably large proportion of the subsequent
decline and recovery of financial integration up to the end of the sample. These
long-term cycles appear to be the equivalent for financial integration of the long-
term cycles in credit and other macrofinancial variables that have previously been
reported in the literature (Borio, 2014). The conclusion that long-lasting cyclical
effects, rather than permanent changes, explain most of the movements of European
financial integration since 2000 also contrasts with the description of the events of
the 1990s, the period in which much of the activity accompanying the process of
European Monetary Union was undertaken, given by Lane (2008).
We now move on to testing whether financial integration is robust to shocks
that affect macroeconomic conditions. Part of this test is contained in the test
of the permanence of changes in financial integration, as any deterministic trend
changes in financial integration will by definition be robust to shocks. However any
deterministic trend changes in the sample are relatively small compared to other
changes, as explained in the discussion of the results of the previous test, so we
can focus on testing the robustness of other changes in financial integration. We
calculate the correlation between the annual changes in financial integration and
output caused by all shocks and the correlations caused just by either joint shocks or
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separating shocks, which are particularly likely and unlikely respectively to produce
changes in financial integration that are positively correlated with changes in output.
The results are displayed in Table 2.2. Impulse response functions (IRFs) for the
two types of shocks are also available in Appendix C, however these are not very
informative in this setting. This is because we classify the eight structural shocks
into two types of shocks, rather than into individual specific shocks, so the IRFs do
not necessarily represent how the effects of specific shocks on different variables are
related.
Table 2.2: Correlations between annual changes in financial integration and output
driven by shocks
Shocks Correlation
All 0.53
(0.30 to 0.72)
Joint shocks 0.62
(0.19 to 0.86)
Separating shocks 0.34
(-0.32 to 0.75)
Notes: Posterior median correlations between the annual changes in financial integration
and output around their initial predicted paths. Row 1 shows the correlations driven by
all shocks, Row 2 shows the correlations driven by joint shocks only and Row 3 shows the
correlations driven by separating shocks only. Posterior 5% and 95% percentiles are also
shown.
The results show positive correlations between the changes in financial integra-
tion and output in all three cases. The correlation coefficient of 0.53 resulting from
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all shocks is high for macroeconomic series in growth rates and the correlation coef-
ficient of 0.34 resulting from only separating shocks is still relatively high given that
the shocks are defined to try to capture potentially negative correlations. Figure
2.3 also shows that changes in the financial integration factor correspond to fairly
large changes in the underlying indicators. This suggests that the vast majority
of shocks to output also cause meaningful corresponding changes in the financial
integration factor. Therefore financial integration in the sample does not appear to
have been very robust to shocks that affect macroeconomic conditions. However this
conclusion cannot be absolute, as the financial integration factor does not capture
some aspects of equity market integration, which may have had a different level
of resilience to shocks. Hence the results of the third test are negative, but not
necessarily totally negative.
Therefore, the result of the first test is fairly positive while the results of the
second and third tests are fairly negative, although none of the three results is
absolute. This suggests that there is a joint driver of most price and quantity
indicators of financial integration but it is primarily cyclical and vulnerable to shocks
that affect macroeconomic conditions. Thus it appears that most of the changes in
empirical financial integration measures are not high quality. Cyclical changes in the
underlying risk of assets or aversion to them, such as the behavioural counter-cyclical
risk aversion demonstrated in Cohn et al. (2015), seem the most likely drivers of such
financial integration.
2.5 Conclusion
Financial integration that results from reductions in international financial frictions
has the potential to improve capital allocation and risk sharing, but may also in-
crease the possibility of financial contagion and instability. Measuring this kind of
integration is also challenging, as empirical financial integration measures also cap-
ture changes in the underlying risks of assets and aversion to them that will not
necessarily have risk sharing and capital allocation benefits. It is therefore very im-
portant to assess the quality of changes in financial integration, i.e. how likely the
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changes are to cause net economic benefits, as well as simply measuring them. In this
chapter we statistically analyse three aspects of the quality of changes in financial
integration indicators that have been discussed in the policy literature. These are
whether there is a joint driver of changes in price and quantity integration, whether
the changes in financial integration are permanent and whether financial integration
is robust to macroeconomic shocks.
We suggest a new methodology to overcome the econometric difficulties asso-
ciated with producing an index of financial integration from many non-stationary
financial integration indicators and conducting the three tests. Our methodology,
which is based on a Bayesian FAVAR, allows us to produce a non-stationary finan-
cial integration factor. It also lets us conduct the three tests by testing the signs
of the factor loadings on price and quantity indicators, testing whether there are
important deterministic or stochastic trend movements in the factor and testing the
correlations between changes in the factor and changes in output driven by structural
shocks identified with sign restrictions.
We then apply this methodology to the case of financial integration in the EU
from 1999 to 2019. The results suggest that there is an important common factor
that has jointly driven price and quantity indicators of financial integration in the
EU in this period. This common driver loads strongly on the vast majority of
banking, corporate bond and government bond indicators, but not most equity
indicators. However financial integration has been very cyclical: any permanent
changes have been small relative to long-term cyclical changes. It has also been
vulnerable to shocks that affect macroeconomic conditions, as virtually all shocks
to macroeconomic conditions also cause important corresponding effects in financial
integration. It is possible, however, that there has been some limited robust and
permanent financial integration, particularly in European equity markets.
We conclude that most changes in EU financial integration in the 21st Century
thus far do not appear to have been of particularly high quality, so may not have
produced large net economic benefits. Instead, they seem more likely to have been
primarily driven by cyclical changes in the underlying risks of European assets and
aversion to these risks.
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Chapter 3
Behavioural finance at home:
house price cycles in the USA
3.1 Introduction
Housing is the largest asset on most households’ balance sheets, as well as one of the
largest items of consumption, in many developed countries (Piazzesi and Schneider,
2016; Musso et al., 2011), so it is important to understand house price1 movements in
themselves. However the cyclical movements in house prices have also been shown
to be intricately linked to financial cycles (Borio, 2014) and their downturns are
associated with some of the most serious recessions (Jorda et al., 2015b), so it is
also important to understand them because of their wider implications.
One key consideration is whether changes in house prices are the result of changes
in rational expectations of fundamentals, because otherwise this implies the poten-
tial for housing bubbles that could cause serious macroeconomic shocks when they
burst (Glaeser and Nathanson, 2015). There are very different approaches to the
issue of housing bubbles in the existing literature. The vast majority of theoretical
macroeconomic models that incorporate housing surveyed by Piazzesi and Schneider
(2016) do so in settings in which agents have full information rational expectations2
1Throughout this chapter and in Appendix D house prices, housing values, housing rents and
other related variables are all considered in real terms unless stated otherwise.
2Full information rational expectations are defined as agents expectations being equal to the true
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and there are few frictions in housing markets. As a result house prices in the mod-
els surveyed are equal to the full information rational expectations of the present
value of the stream of future rents. This is referred to as the fundamental value
of a housing asset3. Therefore changes in house prices in these models are always
due to changes in the fundamental value of housing. In reality there are frictions
in housing markets, such as search costs, and it is possible to extend this approach
to construct an adjusted fundamental value that also incorporates these features, as
shown by Dusha and Janiak (2018). However there is also a large behavioural hous-
ing literature, surveyed in Salzman and Zwinkels (2017), that suggests that house
prices may deviate from fundamental values, even after adjusting for transaction
costs and frictions. These deviations may result from behavioural features such as
non-rational expectations, so changes in house prices need not result from changes
in the fundamental value of housing.
Providing empirical evidence on whether house prices are equal to their funda-
mental value is very hard. Testing the proposition directly is limited by the im-
possibility of estimating the fundamental value of housing without making extreme
approximations, such as those in Mayer and Sinai (2007). Testing the proposition
indirectly is more plausible but has its own problems. If asset prices are equal to
their standardly defined fundamental value then the asset market is efficient, so tests
of efficiency can be used as tests for consistency with asset prices being given by
their fundamental value (Fama, 1970). Even so, testing market efficiency in aggre-
gate house prices remains difficult. Aggregate house price series are not available at
high frequencies, so it is hard to rule out the possibility that time series and event
study predictability of house prices and excess housing returns reflect changes in
risk premia rather than deviations from efficiency. Additionally after adjusting for
transaction costs and rigidities in housing markets the adjusted fundamental value
relation no longer necessarily implies market efficiency. These rigidities include the
time spent searching for a house, property transaction taxes and the institutional
conditional expectations of a future variable, conditioning on complete knowledge of the economy:
see the survey in Coibion et al. (2018) for a detailed discussion.
3This definition can be taken from Santos and Woodford (1997) under the condition that there
are no ‘rational bubbles’ or from Glaeser and Nathanson (2015) who use it in a housing context.
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feature of US housing markets that prices are often committed to before exchange
takes place. Therefore a lack of efficiency in housing markets does not necessarily
show an inconsistency with house prices being equal to their adjusted fundamental
value. The test is based on the reaction of house prices to monetary shocks at time
horizons shortly after the shock, but long enough to allow for contractual rigidities.
Monetary shocks are relatively unique as a variable in that the adjusted fundamental
value of housing should have an unambiguously signed reaction to monetary shocks
as soon as the contractual rigidities in housing markets no longer bind. I illustrate
why this is likely to be the case using two conceptual frameworks that build on
the fundamental value of housing: one that also considers the roles of consumption
demand and housing supply and one that also considers the role of search frictions,
as well as relevant empirical work on the transmission of monetary shocks. This is a
test of consistency with house prices equalling their adjusted fundamental value, as
it is possible that house prices could still react to monetary shocks as soon as con-
tractual rigidities no longer bind but still not be given by their fundamental value.
However if house prices do not react at the specified horizon then this rejects house
prices being always equal to their fundamental value, but is consistent with several
alternate behavioural explanations of house prices.
I implement this test using narrative shocks in a local projections specification.
This lets me obtain potentially consistent estimates of the timing of the effects of
the shocks, which could be significantly distorted in an auto-regressive model if the
model is mis-specified. The narrative shocks I use are based on the natural ex-
periment approach in Romer and Romer (2004), however I build on this approach
by additionally controlling for information related to housing and financial markets
to ensure that the estimates are as accurate as possible. The results show that
house prices barely react to monetary shocks at a horizon of one to two months,
the length of contractual rigidities, but have clearly statistically and economically
significant reactions at horizons greater than a year. This provides strong evidence
against house prices always being equal to the fundamental value of housing, even
adjusting for the rigidities in housing markets. These results could be explained by
imperfect information, for instance agents in housing markets not observing macroe-
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conomic shocks perfectly, or behavioural features such as non-rational expectations,
for instance agents in housing markets not understanding the functioning of housing
markets perfectly. I suggest that both of these features are likely to be important.
As a secondary piece of work I use an approach inspired by the conceptual frame-
works to provide estimates of the relative importance of the consumption demand,
asset demand and supply channels in driving US house price cycles. I use band-pass
filters to capture the cycle in US housing variables and then use sign analysis based
on the linear and rank correlations between the cycles in different series to assess
the relative importance of different channels. I find that consumption demand is
the most important channel. Asset demand also appears to be relatively important,
particularly in some time periods, whereas the supply channel appears to be by far
the least important of the three.
Overall, I conclude that aggregate house prices do not appear to be always equal
to their fundamental value. Limited information on shocks, non-rational expecta-
tions and behavioural features may all be important features of housing markets.
This suggests that macroeconomic models that are based on full information ra-
tional expectations may be seriously mis-specified. It also suggests that changes
in consumption and asset demand, which are the most important proximal drivers
of house price cycles, may not have their origins in changes in fundamentals, so
investors and policymakers should view them with caution.
This chapter is primarily related to two main strands of the existing literature.
The first of these is the empirical literature on whether housing markets can be
explained as the full information rational expectation net present value of a stream
of rents and hence whether housing markets are efficient. Many papers surveyed in
Ghysels et al. (2013) show strong predictability in house prices and excess returns to
housing, so the predictability does not just stem from movements in rents or discount
rates. This predictability has been known since at least Case and Shiller (1989) and
has been confirmed with more modern econometric methods for variables including
past returns (Schindler, 2013), valuation ratios (Campbell et al., 2009) and housing
wealth to income ratios (Balcilar et al., 2019). This predictability has also been
confirmed with respect to specific policy changes in event study approaches, such as
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that in Jung and Lee (2017). The predictability also gives rise to clear cycles in house
prices, the stylised facts of which are summarised with a US focus in Sinai (2015), in
the context of financial cycles in Drehmann et al. (2012) and in the context of bubbles
in Glaeser and Nathanson (2015). It is hard to rule out completely time-varying
risk premia as an explanation of these results, but the strength and patterns of the
predictability lead the authors of most of these studies to conclude that housing
markets are inefficient, so deviate from their fundamental values. In a survey of the
literature Glaeser and Nathanson (2015) suggest that deviations of house prices from
their fundamental values could theoretically be explained by search and institutional
frictions in housing markets, but the size of deviations leads them to conclude that
additional factors like non-rationality are also likely to be needed to explain the
deviations. However there do not appear to have been attempts in this literature
to empirically test whether housing markets deviate from their fundamental values
after taking into account search costs and contractual rigidities.
I primarily contribute to this literature by introducing an empirical method to
study whether house prices are consistent with always being equal to their adjusted
fundamental value, instead of just their fundamental value, which is also robust
to changes in time-varying risk premia. Specifically I study whether there is a
reaction of house prices to monetary shocks as soon as contractual rigidities no longer
bind, as these shocks should have clearly signed effects on adjusted fundamental
values at this horizon. This approach is in the spirit of event studies but focuses on
whether there is a reaction of house prices as soon as prices can respond to the event,
rather than focusing on whether there are lagged reactions which may result from
changes in risk premia or search costs. This is a test for consistency with adjusted
fundamental values, so positive results can theoretically prove that house prices are
not always equal to their adjusted fundamental value, but negative results cannot
prove that they are always equal to their adjusted fundamental value. I implement
this test using narrative monetary shocks in a local projections approach to provide
clear empirical evidence on the timing of the reaction of house prices to monetary
shocks. The results show virtually no reaction of house prices to monetary shocks
at the horizons when contractual rigidities stop binding, despite statistically and
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economically significant reactions with sensible signs at much longer horizons. This
strongly suggests that house prices are not equal to their adjusted fundamental
value, so housing market inefficiencies are not simply the result of search frictions
and contractual rigidities.
I make an additional contribution by providing new stylised facts on house price
cycles. Specifically I provide empirical estimates of the relative importance of the
consumption demand, asset demand and supply channels in driving US house price
cycles, on the basis of a sign decomposition suggested by the conceptual frameworks.
I find that the consumption demand channel is the most important and the supply
channel is by far the least important.
The second strand of work that this chapter is related to is the empirical mone-
tary shocks literature. This literature aims to estimate the effects of monetary policy
shocks on a number of different macroeconomic variables, of which house prices are
usually just one. Individual papers take different approaches to this. Older papers,
such as Fratantoni and Schuh (2003), tended to use recursive restrictions to iden-
tify monetary shocks in auto-regressive models. Concerns over the identification of
shocks using this method then led to a series of papers which either augmented or
replaced these zero restrictions with sign restrictions (Del Negro and Otrok, 2007;
Jarocin´ski and Smets, 2008; Musso et al., 2011). Most recent papers have used narra-
tive shocks, which can be used in either autoregressive models (Miranda-Agrippino,
2016), local projections (Jorda et al., 2015a) or both (Coibion et al., 2017). The
broad conclusion of these empirical papers is that expansionary monetary shocks
increase house prices, although these increases often only occur with a lag and the
extent and significance of the increases are fairly variable between papers4. These
results are also broadly consistent with empirical partial equilibrium estimates based
on regulatory changes, such as Bhutta and Ringo (2017), and surveys, such as Fuster
and Zafar (2015). This is because these approaches suggest that changes in interest
rates cause little reaction in house prices at short horizons but may ultimately in-
crease house prices as the quantity of purchases and willingness to pay for housing
4Results from the literature are also compared to the equivalent empirical results produced in
this chapter in Section 3.4.
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rises.
I contribute to this literature in two ways. Firstly I contribute by explicitly
studying the response of house prices to a monetary shock at the horizon which
corresponds to contractual rigidities no longer binding, as well as producing an
impulse response function (IRF) in the style of the existing literature. Secondly I
also consider the addition of controls that are chosen to be specifically relevant to
housing in the generation of my narrative monetary shocks and the estimation of
the shocks effects on house prices. The IRFs produced including these controls are
fairly similar to those produced without the controls and those from the existing
literature. Therefore these results also allow one to have greater confidence in the
estimated effects of monetary shocks on house prices from the existing literature,
even when this literature focuses on estimating the effects of monetary shocks on a
wide range of variables.
The rest of this Chapter is laid out as follows: Section 3.2 sets out how I use
monetary shocks to test whether house prices are consistent with always being equal
to the adjusted fundamental value of housing, Section 3.3 presents the results of this
test and the effects of monetary shocks on aggregate house prices in the US, Section
3.4 presents the new stylised facts on the relative importance of different proximal
drivers of US housing cycles and Section 3.5 offers some concluding remarks.
3.2 Testing whether house prices are consistent
with fundamentals using monetary shocks
The fundamental value of a house in the absence of rational bubbles is defined as
the full information rational expectation of the net present value of the stream of
rents that are either received from renting the property or saved by living in it
(Glaeser and Nathanson, 2015). Assuming or using assumptions that imply that
house prices are equal to their fundamental value is extremely common across the
housing literature: it is used in virtually all of the macroeconomic models of house
prices surveyed by Piazzesi and Schneider (2016) and is the basis of many of the
papers of housing cycles considered in Glaeser and Nathanson (2015). House prices
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being equal to their fundamental value can be mathematically expressed as:
HPt = Et (
∞∑
k=0
HRt+k
DRt+k
) (3.1)
where HP = real house prices, HR = real housing rents, DR = real discount
rate and t denotes the time period.
The logic that is sometimes used for this valuation is that if the price of housing is
below (above) its fundamental value then agents would demand more (less) housing,
increasing (decreasing) house prices and restoring the condition. However there are
rigidities in housing markets, such as search frictions and contractual rigidities, that
may mean that this logic is not applicable. Papers such as Dusha and Janiak (2018)
show how the fundamental value can be adjusted to also incorporate transaction
costs, such as the cost of time spent searching for the right house. In this case house
prices are equal to the net present value of the housing rents to sellers plus sellers
transaction costs and are also equal to the net present value of the housing rents to
buyers minus buyers transaction costs. One then also needs to adjust for the fact
that in the US house prices are set when both parties sign a legal contract, which
is usually between two and eight weeks before the closure of the deal5. It is not
then generally possible to renegotiate the price unless property specific issues are
found and penalties, such as the loss of earnest money payments, are often imposed
if a party withdraws from the transaction. Therefore the expectations used in the
adjusted fundamental value should be lagged to reflect this. Therefore house prices
being equal to their adjusted fundamental value can be mathematically expressed
as follows:
Et−1 (
∞∑
k=0
HRst+k
DRst+k
+ TCst ) = HPt = Et−1 (
∞∑
k=0
HRbt+k
DRbt+k
− TCbt ) (3.2)
where HP = real house prices, HR = real housing rents, DR = real discount
rate, TC = real transaction costs, b denotes for buyers, s denotes for sellers and t
denotes the time period.
5See the origination insight reports from Ellie May for survey data supporting this.
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The logic in this case is similar to above but indicates that more agents will search
for (try to sell) housing if the price is below (above) their fundamental valuation
after adjusting for transaction costs at the horizon that accounts for agents having
to make legal offers prior to exchange.
The test I use for whether house prices are consistent with being equal to their
adjusted fundamental value is based on their reaction to monetary shocks. Mone-
tary shocks are relatively unique in that if house prices are equal to their adjusted
fundamental value they should have a clearly signed response to monetary shocks
as soon as contractual rigidities stop binding. Monetary shocks are by definition
unexpected (Ramey, 2016), so their effects cause changes in the expected values of
sellers and buyers in Equation 3.2 once the contractual rigidity no longer binds and
new expectations can be used. By considering their likely effect through each of the
channels in Equation 3.2, one can demonstrate that the effects through all channels
are likely to imply that expansionary (contractionary) monetary shocks imply in-
creases (decreases) in house prices if they are equal to the adjusted value of housing
once new expectations can be used. The following paragraphs consider each channel
at a time under the null hypothesis that house prices are equal to their adjusted
fundamental value.
The effects of an expansionary monetary policy shock through discount rates
are relatively clear. The shock will reduce base rates directly. It is also likely to
reduce risk premia, illiquidity premia and other premia that drive the difference
between the housing discount rate and base rates. Theoretically this is likely to be
true as improved economic and financial conditions could reduce housing risk and
risk aversion while increasing housing liquidity, while empirically this is likely to be
true as Gertler and Karadi (2015) show that expansionary monetary policy shocks
reduce the housing finance premium. Therefore the shock is very likely to reduce
discount rates and so increase house prices through this channel.
The effects through housing rents and transaction costs are less simple, and so
are explained with reference to two simple conceptual frameworks that build on the
adjusted fundamental value of housing and are included in Appendix D. The first
also includes consumption demand and housing supply to explain the rents channel
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and the second also includes search frictions to explain the transaction cost channel.
The first framework explains the linked markets for housing consumption and hous-
ing ownership in terms of a consumption demand curve in the housing consumption
market, a supply curve in the housing ownership market and an asset demand curve
in both markets. This framework helps to demonstrate why the effect of an expan-
sionary monetary shock on house prices through the consumption channel is very
likely to be positive, even though housing rents themselves may not rise. Theoret-
ically consumption demand is very likely to rise as a result of improved economic
conditions and empirically other forms of consumption rise (Coibion et al., 2017).
This should place upwards pressure on rents in the housing consumption market
and the value of housing in the housing ownership market. However the increase
in asset demand resulting from reduced discount rates will place positive pressure
on house prices in the housing ownership market but negative pressure on housing
rents in the housing consumption market. Therefore the overall effect on housing
rents is ambiguous, although the effect on house prices should be unambiguously
positive.
The second framework in Appendix D helps to demonstrate how even though part
of the adjustment to an expansionary monetary shock could occur through search
costs, part of it should unambiguously occur through house price rises. Equation 3.2
suggests that the only way house prices could fall is if transaction costs for sellers
fall and/or transaction costs for buyers rise sufficiently to outweigh the increases in
the discounted stream of rents through the channels discussed above. However this
cannot happen as a result of changed search costs because it would be inconsistent
with bargaining. It would imply that there are more buyers relative to sellers,
which would increases the bargaining position of sellers, as their outside option has
improved, while agents’ valuation of owning a house would increase due to the shock.
Therefore, bargaining should ensure that house prices increase, even if the shock
causes a change in market tightness that affects search costs. There are also more
unusual ways that expansionary monetary shocks may act through search frictions
to increase house prices: for instance the analysis in Ngai and Tenreyro (2014)
suggests that there will be thick market effects if the expansionary shock increases
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the quantity of housing traded, as seems likely after an expansionary monetary
shock.
Therefore one can be confident that monetary shocks should have unambiguously
signed effects on house prices once contractual rigidities no longer bind if they are
equal to the adjusted fundamental value of housing. This is not true for most other
shocks, as the reaction of base rates will act in the opposite direction from most
other channels in aggregate demand shocks and the reaction of housing supply will
operate in in the opposite direction from most others channels in aggregate supply
shocks. Therefore we cannot say that there should be a clearly signed response of
house prices to most shocks: in theory it will be ambiguous and even in practice if
we suspect a sign it may well be sufficiently small that we cannot detect it.
The null hypothesis of the test of whether house prices are consistent with al-
ways being equal to there adjusted fundamental value is therefore that expansionary
(contractionary) monetary shocks increase (decrease) house prices at a horizon of
one to two months. This is only a test of consistency with house prices being equal
to their adjusted fundamental value, as alternate explanations of house prices may
also imply that they respond to monetary shocks rapidly. Therefore the test can, at
least in theory, reject the hypothesis that house prices are equal to their adjusted
fundamental value, but it cannot prove it. However several prominent alternate ex-
planations of house prices could imply that house prices respond much more slowly
to monetary shocks. For instance agents may not have accurate information on
shocks in real time, violating the full information assumption, so would not be able
to react to shocks as rapidly. Agents may also have non-rational expectations as
they may not use all available variables when forecasting, due to the amount of
effort involved, or may not adjust forecasts to complex new information, due to not
understanding it. Therefore they may not react until easily accessible and under-
standable information on shocks becomes available. Indeed, even if there are only
some agents that have non-rational expectations then those agents that do have
rational expectations may exacerbate deviations from fundamental values (Brun-
nermeier and Oehmke, 2013), as no agent is wealthy enough to materially affect
aggregate US house prices alone. Therefore evidence against the hypothesis would
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fit with these alternate explanations of house prices.
To identify monetary shocks I build on the narrative approach of Romer and
Romer (2004)6. These shocks were originally constructed by regressing the intended
change in the effective federal funds rate around Federal Open Market Committee
meetings on the Federal Reserve’s internal forecasts of its macroeconomic targets.
However Ramey (2016) suggests that one could also control for the broader state
of financial markets, which transmit monetary policy and so are also taken into
account by the Federal Reserve. This is likely to be especially important in the
case of an asset price like house prices, so I also include the Chicago Fed financial
conditions index, the effective federal funds rate, the 5 year term spread and the 30
year mortgage rate as additional financial controls in the baseline case. However I
also repeat the estimation without these additional controls to assess the changes
they may cause. The baseline generating regression is therefore:
∆iintt = φ
1 + φ2iintt +
∑
i
φ3i ∆EFR(pit+i) +
∑
i
φ4i EFR(pit+i) +
∑
i
φ5i∆EFR(grt+i)
+
∑
i
φ6i EFR(grt+i) +
∑
i
φ7i EFR(unt+i) +
∑
j
φ8j fin
j
t + t (3.3)
where iintt = the intended federal funds rate, EFR(x) = the federal reserve’s
expectations of variable x, pi = inflation, gr = GDP growth, un = unemployment
and fin = financial control variables, t denotes the time period, i denotes the quarter
of the forecast and ranges from -1 to 2, j ranges from 1 to 4.
To estimate the effect of monetary shocks on real house prices, I use these narra-
tive monetary shocks in the local projection method of Jorda (2005). This approach
is robust to the exact data generating process of real house prices and directly esti-
mates their response to the narrative shocks at each forecast horizon. This is crucial
when the timing of effects is of particular interest, as it allows me to be confident
6I don’t use high frequency shock measures based on futures markets for two reasons. Firstly,
Miranda-Agrippino (2016) as well as Romer and Romer (2000) suggest that Federal Reserve fore-
casts are better than private sector forecasts. Secondly, I want to include the largest natural
experiment in the modern era of US monetary policy: the period of non-borrowed reserve target-
ing, and data on high frequency measures is only available for more recent periods.
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that the timing results from the genuine correlations between real house prices and
monetary policy shocks at different lags and not simply from a mis-specified model.
Ramey (2016) also suggests that the small sample estimates with narrative mon-
etary shocks could be improved by including additional lagged controls, so I also
include short (one year) and long (four year) real house price changes, real housing
rents changes and housing starts. I also repeat the estimation without these addi-
tional controls to assess the changes they may cause. The baseline local projections
regressions are therefore:
∆hlnHPt+h = β
hst + +
∑
k
γk HV kt−1 + εt (3.4)
where lnHP = log real house prices, s = the narrative monetary shocks, HV =
housing control variables, t denotes the time period, h denotes the horizon and k
ranges from 1 to 6.
I bootstrap across both stages of the process to account for the generated regres-
sors in the standard errors. Specifically, I use a block normal bootstrap with block
length of a year to allow for the additional variance produced by any remaining
auto-correlation in the errors. This bootstrap approach is computationally efficient,
as it only requires bootstrapping moments of the distribution instead of its extreme
values, so I use 1000 repetitions at each forecast horizon.
I can then formally test whether there is a statistically and economically signif-
icant reaction of real house prices to monetary shocks at a horizon of one to two
months. I can also calculate estimated impulse response functions of real house
prices to monetary shocks. These let me compare my results to those from the ex-
isting literature and check that the overall sign of the response of real house prices
is consistent with the narrative shocks not simply capturing endogenous movements
in base rates and that the shocks are not so rapidly reversed that an identified
expansionary shock is effectively a contractionary shock.
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3.3 Conducting the test with narrative monetary
shock data
I now move on to conducting the test of whether US real house prices are consistent
with always being equal to their adjusted fundamental value by estimating the
response of aggregate US house prices to narrative monetary shocks at different
horizons.
As discussed in Section 3.1, I produce the narrative shocks by using the ap-
proach of Romer and Romer (2004) but also including additional financial control
variables. I therefore estimate Equation 3.3 and take the residuals as the narrative
monetary shock series. This approach yields shocks which have very low levels of
auto-correlation and are highly variable, so to present them graphically I take a
one year moving sum. The resulting series is plotted in Figure 3.1. There are sev-
eral periods in which the existing literature identifies clear narratives for exogenous
loosening or tightening based on a combination of political and operational reasons.
The first and largest of these is the period of non-borrowed reserve targeting from
1979-1982. However political pressure for loose policy in the late 1970s and the
early 2000s as well as the desire to gain credibility in the 1990s are also commonly
suggested7. All of these are visible in the shock series.
To estimate the effect of monetary shocks on real house prices, I use the narrative
monetary shocks in the local projection method of Jorda (2005) with additional
lagged housing controls, as discussed in Section 3.1. I therefore estimate Equation
3.4 at each horizon considered to produce an IRF of real house prices to a monetary
shock. The data used is the monthly repeat transactions house price index produced
by Freddie Mac deflated with CPI index. In Appendix D I also repeat the main
analysis in this chapter using Case-Shiller data and the results are very similar.
Figure 3.2 shows the IRF of real house prices to a one percentage point decline in
the narrative shock measure, which is a large expansionary shock but less than the
largest absolute value observed in the shock series. The IRF is plotted to a horizon
of eight years and a 95% confidence interval is shown along wit the central estimates.
7See Romer and Romer (2004) and the sources cited therein for details
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Figure 3.1: Moving sum of monetary shocks
Notes: Plot of the one year centered moving sum of the narrative monetary shocks gener-
ated from Equation 3.3. The vertical axis is in percentage points and the horizontal axis
is in years.
It is clear that the effects of the shocks near impact is virtually zero. This is not just
because the effects of the narrative monetary shocks are always small, which could
be the case if the monetary shocks measure partly capture endogenous influences or
if monetary shocks are rapidly reversed and overcompensated for. The cumulative
effect slowly rises from approximately zero to economically and statistically signifi-
cant responses that are maintained over horizons of several years before declining to
ultimately have effects close to zero again. The maximum effects occur at horizons
of approximately two to five years, where a one percentage point expansionary shock
causes an approximately three percentage point increase in real house prices, which
is generally statistically significant at the 95% level. Therefore the monetary shocks
do have significant effects, they just do not appear to occur near impact.
Table 3.1 plots the effects of a one percentage point decline in the narrative
monetary shock measure at a horizon of one and two months to more formally ex-
amine the results at the horizons indicated by the test. The effect of the shocks at
these horizons is virtually zero, both economically and statistically, quantitatively
confirming what can be seen visually in Figure 3.2. The change corresponds to
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Figure 3.2: Impulse response function of real house prices to a monetary shock
Note: Plot of the estimated cumulative log change in real house prices in response to a one
percentage point decrease in the narrative federal funds shock measure with bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals. The vertical axis is is units, so 0.05 corresponds to a 5% increase,
and the horizontal axis is in years since the shock.
only about a tenth of a percentage point in real house prices after a large (one per-
centage point) monetary shock and is not statistically significant at any reasonable
level. There is, therefore, effectively no response near impact. The scale of the
actual changes caused by the shocks in the data reinforces the messages above. The
estimates suggest that even the approximately 3 percentage point increase in the
narrative shocks at the height of the period of non-borrowed reserve targeting, easily
the largest shock in the series, caused virtually no change in real house prices near
impact, but caused a fall in real house prices of approximately 8% after two to three
years.
The result that monetary policy shocks have no effect on house prices near impact
is also consistent with visual inspections of IRFs of real house prices to monetary
shocks near impact in existing empirical work. The vast majority of work appears to
find essentially no effects near impact, but significant effects of with a lag measured in
years. This is true for older papers, such as Fratantoni and Schuh (2003), Del Negro
and Otrok (2007), Jarocin´ski and Smets (2008) and Musso et al. (2011), that use
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Table 3.1: Response of real house prices to monetary shocks near impact
Cumulative real house price growth h = 1 h=2
Monetary shocks -.001 -.001
(-.002 to .001) (-.004 to .002)
House price growth (1 year) .118* .235*
(.069 to .167) (.135 to .334)
House price growth (4 years) -.011 -.025
(-.033 to .010) (-.068 to .019)
Housing rents growth (1 year) .014 .015
(-.105 to .133) (-.232 to .262)
Housing rents growth (4 years) -.005 -.008
(-.048 to .037) (-.094 to .079)
Log housing sales (1 year) -.000 -.001
(-.001 to .000) (-.002 to .001)
Log housing sales (4 years) .000 .000
(-.000 to .000) (-.001 to .001)
Constant .015 0.024
(-.089 to .120) (-.187 to .236)
Adjusted R2 0.382 0.413
Notes: The left column shows estimates of the effects of a one percentage point increase
in the narrative federal funds shock measure at a one month horizon and the right column
shows estimates at a two month horizon. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals are shown
and * = significant at the 5% level.
timing and sign restrictions in auto-regressive models. It is also true of newer papers,
such as Jorda et al. (2015a), Ungerer (2015), Coibion et al. (2017) and Alessi and
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Kerssenfischer (2019) that mainly use narrative shocks. These papers find that a
one percentage point expansionary monetary shock has a maximum positive impact
on house prices of between one and ten percent. Therefore the existing empirical
literature implicitly provides strong support for the results of my test.
It is also necessary to consider the effects that the control variables have on my
results, as some of these controls are an addition to those commonly used in the
literature to estimate the empirical effects of monetary shocks. Figure 3.3 shows
the IRFs produced using no additional controls in the shock generation estimation
(upper panel) or the local projection estimation (lower panel). The results are
broadly similar to those in the baseline case, especially for the upper panel. All three
IRFs have virtually no effects near impact, then slowly rise to have economically and
statistically significant effects of approximately three percent at horizons of several
years before declining again. The only clearly noticeable differences between the
IRFs are whether real house prices are just above or just below their initial level
at horizons over six years and even these differences are not large. Therefore the
controls do not appear to be responsible for changing the results of the estimation
dramatically.
This increases the confidence one can have in the results presented here, as the
results in Figure 3.3 function as robustness checks. However it also may increase
the confidence one could have in the results from the literature that estimate the
effects of narrative monetary shocks on a wide variety of variables without including
variable specific controls because, at least in the case of housing, these additional
controls do not appear to be necessary.
Taken together, these results provide strong evidence against the hypothesis that
house prices are always consistent with being equal to their fundamental value, even
after this fundamental value is adjusted for search frictions and contractual rigidities.
The results are, however, consistent with agents not observing monetary shocks well
in real time or agents’ expectation not reacting rationally to available information
on monetary shocks. I would suggest that both of these factors are likely to play
a role in explaining the results. Identifying monetary shocks in real time is clearly
hard, as even experts struggle to identify monetary shocks (Ramey, 2016). Also
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Figure 3.3: Impulse response function of real house prices to a monetary shock with
fewer controls
Note: Plots of the estimated cumulative log change in real house prices in response to a one
percentage point decrease in the narrative federal funds shock measure with bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals. The vertical axis is is units, so 0.05 corresponds to a 5% increase,
and the horizontal axis is in years since the shock. The upper panel uses no additional
controls in the shock generation estimation and the lower panel uses no additional controls
in the local projection estimation.
many agents in housing markets are clearly not experts and so survey evidence,
such as that in Case et al. (2012), suggests that some homebuyers do not have
rational expectations. Monetary shocks do not seem relatively harder to measure or
understand than many other shocks. Indeed, identifying monetary shocks benefits
from the Federal Reserve having very clearly specified aims, presenting its policy
tools in quantitative form and publishing information which Ericsson (2016) shows
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can be used to essentially infer its information. The equivalent is not necessarily
true for other shocks, such as productivity shocks or financial shocks. This suggests
that agents may struggle to observe or use expectations that respond rationally to
many macroeconomic shocks. Therefore models of housing markets based on full
information rational expectations, which are common in macroeconomics, may be
seriously mis-specified so their implications could be very misleading.
3.4 New stylised facts on the drivers of housing
cycles
The two conceptual framework in Appendix D are primarily introduced to explain
why monetary shocks are very likely to have an unambiguously signed effect on house
prices once contractual rigidities no longer bind. However the first framework also
implies a sign decomposition8 that can be used to analyse the relative importance
of proximal drivers of house price movements. These proximal drivers are some
of the channels through which the ultimate shocks that drive housing cycles are
transmitted. This first conceptual framework explains the linked markets for housing
consumption and housing ownership with a consumption demand curve that directly
affects the housing consumption market, a supply curve that directly affects the
housing ownership market and an asset demand curve that directly affects both
markets. This implies the following effects of shifts in the curves, where all effects
are normalised to increase real house prices: shifts in housing supply, such as those
generated by housing regulation or building cost changes will reduce the quantity
of housing and increase real rents. Shifts in consumption demand, such as those
generated by higher incomes or consumer confidence, will increase the quantity of
housing and real rents. Shifts in housing asset demand, such as those generated
by increased real house price expectations or easier housing credit will increase the
quantity of housing and reduce real rents. This implies the correlation structure for
movements driven by each type of shift in Table 3.2.
8This sign decomposition is also very likely to remain valid if the search frictions in the second
framework are included too, as discussed in Appendix D.
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It is important to note that these frameworks aim to capture some of the main
mechanisms in housing markets and I do not claim to capture all mechanisms in
housing markets. This is why I limit the models to sign analysis that seems unlikely
to be invalidated by including other variables. One aspect of this simplification
is that I use one variable for each series, rather than including separate variables
for each expected future value of the series. Therefore it is appropriate to apply
the sign restrictions to components of the variables that have enough persistence9
that there will not be lagged effects that more than offset the effects of an initial
change in a variable. As a result of this, and the interest in housing cycles due to
their macroeconomic consequences, I focus on the cyclical components of housing
variables. Burns and Mitchell (1946) historically suggested that business cycles
occur at lengths of 1.5 to 8 years, however Drehmann et al. (2012) suggests that
more recent housing cycles can have longer lengths, so in the baseline case I extract
cyclical components with cycles of between 3 years and 40 years. However, I extract
cyclical components with longer maximum cycle lengths and shorter minimum cycle
lengths in Appendix D and there are no meaningful changes in my main results.
The correct filter to extract cycles from data depends upon the exact data being
analysed. Parametric approaches such as unobserved components models require
a model with very specific assumptions over the form of the components to be
kept or removed. Therefore the cycle obtained can reflect the assumed model as
much as the data in question. Non-parametric approaches, such as band-pass filters,
overcome this main problem. These filters aim to isolate the components of a variable
driven by cycles at a specified range of frequencies and so fit with the definition of
housing cycles used here. It is necessary to difference any data used to remove
unit roots before applying these techniques (Murray, 2003) and use a finite sample
approximation to the ideal filter (Baxter and King, 1999). Band-pass filters include
the desired frequencies from all components of the series: signal components and
9This is one of the reasons why it was necessary to confirm in the previous section that the
narrative monetary shocks do have sensibly signed effects on house prices at reasonable horizons, as
otherwise they might be so rapidly more than reversed that what was identified as an expansionary
shock would effectively be a contractionary shock.
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Table 3.2: Cyclical correlations implied by the first conceptual housing market
framework
HP HQ HR
HP 1
HQ - 1
HR + - 1
HP HQ HR
HP 1
HQ + 1
HR + + 1
HP HQ HR
HP 1
HQ + 1
HR - - 1
Notes: Cyclical correlations based on shifts in the three curves in the first conceptual
housing market framework. The top correlation matrix denotes a shift in housing supply,
the middle correlation matrix denotes a shift in housing consumption demand and the
bottom correlation matrix denotes a shift in housing asset demand. HP = real house
prices, HR = real housing rents and HQ = the quantity of housing.
noise components. Therefore it is important to check that there really are strong
auto-correlations in the data before being using a band-pass filter. Therefore, in
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practice, one has to understand the order of integration and persistence of the data
before deciding exactly how, and whether it is appropriate at all, to use them. To
aid this decision in the case of real house prices, Table 3.3 displays the results of
applying integration tests to real house prices in levels and growth rates and the
auto-regressive parameters from the augmented Dickey-Fuller test.
Table 3.3: Integration and persistence properties of monthly real house prices
Level Growth rate
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test - *
Phillips-Perron test - *
Elliot et al. test * *
Dickey-Fuller persistence parameter 1.00 0.88
Notes: Results of applying integration tests to real house prices in levels and growth rates.
The null hypothesis of the tests is integration of order of at least one and * = significant
at the 5% level.
Despite the low power of unit root tests, the results support the assumption used
in previous work, such as Drehmann et al. (2012), that real house prices contain a
unit root in levels but not in growth rates. Therefore there is no non-stationary
issue when applying a band-pass filter to real house price growth. The real house
price growth series is highly persistent in growth rates, so I use the Christiano and
Fitzgerald (2003) filter. This filter is fairly accurate for persistent processes, as it
is derived from a random walk, and has the advantage of allowing filtered values to
be constructed for all time periods in the sample. The high persistence of the series
and visual inspection of the raw data suggest that the filter will primarily capture
cyclical signal, rather than certain frequencies from noise.
Figure 3.4 shows the extracted cyclical component of monthly real house price
growth data. A very clear cyclical component emerges, which is similar to that
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produced in Drehmann et al. (2012). It is associated with US recessions: it has
small troughs alongside the 1980s Volcker recessions and the early 1990s recession
and a significant trough alongside the great depression. In all these cases it also
peaks towards the end of the preceding booms. The only exception to this is that
there is little decline around the dot-com recession.
Figure 3.4: Cyclical element of real house price growth
Notes: Plot of the component of monthly real house price growth rates with frequen-
cies that give cycles of between 3 and 40 years in length, extracted with the Christiano-
Fitzgerald filter. The vertical axis is in percentage points and the horizontal axis is in
years.
I now produce equivalent cycles for rents and the quantity of housing supplied.
Since real house prices are in growth rates I would ideally also take the growth rates
of real rents and the housing stock. For real rents I use the growth rate of the
CPI rent of primary residence series. Since there is no complete time series data
on the US housing stock available, I use housing starts from the Census Bureau as
a proxy. These series also conform to typical guides for stationarity. I apply the
same Christiano-Fitzgerald filter to these series as applied to real house price growth
to housing starts and real rental price growth. These cyclical components of these
two variables are plotted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. They both appear
reasonable: the cyclical component of housing starts appear to be fairly similar to
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the real house price cycle and so is also related to the US business cycle, as measured
by NBER recessions. There does not appear to be as clear a cycle in rents as the
other two variables, but some downturns are visible.
Figure 3.5: Cyclical element of housing starts
Notes: Plot of the component of monthly log housing starts (scaled up by 100 in construc-
tion) with frequencies that give cycles of between 3 and 40 years in length, extracted with
the Christiano-Fitzgerald filter. The vertical axis is in units and the horizontal axis is in
years.
I now have data series which correspond to the cyclical changes in the three main
variables from the conceptual framework. Therefore their empirical associations can
be used to judge the relative importance of housing consumption demand, housing
asset demand or housing supply, based on which of the predicted associations in
Table 3.2 are closest to the empirical associations. This may seem similar in principle
to a sign restricted VAR or FAVAR, however there are important differences. Firstly,
in my setting I do not assume that the changes I am capturing are independent
and exhaustive, as I am clear in my conceptual framework that I am identifying
transmission mechanisms, not structural shocks. For instance, a credit supply shock
is extremely likely to influence both the asset and consumption demand for housing
over time. Secondly, I don’t use a very specific statistical model to try to remove all
past correlations and trends, but instead aim to keep particular cyclical components
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Figure 3.6: Cyclical element of real housing rental price growth
Notes: Plot of the component of monthly real housing rental price growth rates with
frequencies that give cycles of between 3 and 40 years in length, extracted with the
Christiano-Fitzgerald filter. The vertical axis is in percentage points and the horizon-
tal axis is in years.
of interest, so have far more flexibility and robustness. On the other hand this
flexibility implies that I cannot conduct the formal decompositions associated with
sign restricted VARs or FAVARs and can only compare relative importance. Thirdly,
sign restricted VARs impose their restrictions, so give no evidence as to the validity of
the restrictions themselves, whereas I do not impose my restrictions when calculating
correlation structures, so could obtain a result which simply supports the rejection
of the conceptual framework.
To study the empirical associations between the three variables I calculate stan-
dard linear correlations and Spearman rank correlations, in case there are important
non-linear associations. In both cases I produce confidence intervals using a block
normal bootstrap with block length of a year, which is asymptotically valid as both
statistics are asymptotically normal. The linear correlation matrix and 95% confi-
dence intervals are displayed in Table 3.4. The results show a very strong positive
and significant correlation between the house price series and the housing starts
series. Even at the lower end of the confidence interval this correlation is still eco-
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nomically significant and at the top end it is close to perfect positive correlation.
The correlations between the housing rents series and the other two series are also
positive, but they are weaker and only significant in one of the two cases.
Table 3.4: Housing market cyclical linear correlations
HP HN HR
HP 1
HN 0.62* 1
(0.40 to 0.83)
HR 0.27* 0.27 1
(0.06 to 0.49) (-0.03 to 0.56)
Notes: Linear correlations between the cyclical components of real house price growth,
real rental price growth and housing starts. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals are
also shown and * = significant at the 5% level. HP = real house prices, HR = real housing
rents and HN = the quantity of new houses started.
Table 3.5 shows the Spearman rank correlation matrix. The rank correlations
are extremely similar to the linear correlations: there is a very strong positive and
significant correlation between the house price series and the housing starts series
and the correlations between the housing rents series and the other two series are
also positive, but they are weaker and less significant. Therefore there do not appear
to be important non-linear associations between the variables and the results of the
rank correlations simply support the results of the linear correlations.
The strong and significant positive correlations between the house prices and
housing starts variables shows that housing supply shifts are clearly the least im-
portant of the three cyclical transmission mechanisms. This does not imply that
there are no supply effects, but only that they are strongly outweighed by consump-
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Table 3.5: Housing market cyclical rank correlations
HP HN HR
HP 1
HN 0.64* 1
(0.41 to 0.87)
HR 0.31* 0.27 1
(0.04 to 0.57) (-0.03 to 0.57)
Notes: Linear correlations between the cyclical components of real house price growth,
real rental price growth and housing starts. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals are
also shown and * = significant at the 5% level. HP = real house prices, HR = real housing
rents and HN = the quantity of new houses started.
tion and asset demand shifts as a driver of housing market cycles. The positive
correlations between the housing rents variable and each of the other two variables
suggests that consumption demand is the most important driver of housing cycles.
However, the correlations between housing rents and the other two variables are
weaker than those between house prices and housing starts and only two of the four
correlations are statistically significant. Therefore, asset demand changes may also
have been important and in particular unusual periods could even have been the
most important driver. For instance it is interesting that the only period in which
cyclical real house price growth and housing starts appear to grow significantly ac-
companied by a decrease in cyclical real rental price growth is during the early 2000s
housing boom, suggesting that shifts in asset demand may have outweighed shifts
in housing consumption in this period. However over most of the sample shifts in
consumption demand were the most important, shifts in asset demand were also
relatively important and shifts in housing supply were the least important proximal
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drivers of US housing cycles.
3.5 Conclusion
It is important to understand if house price fluctuations are driven by changes in
fundamentals, because if they are not then this implies the potential for housing
bubbles that could have serious macroeconomic consequences. However assessing
whether changes in house prices are driven by changes in the fundamental value of
housing is extremely difficult, especially once the definition of fundamental value
is adjusted to account for the search frictions and contractual rigidities in housing
markets.
In this chapter I introduce a new test of whether real house prices are consistent
with always being equal to the adjusted fundamental value of housing. This test is
based on the idea that monetary shocks should cause clearly signed reactions in the
adjusted fundamental value of housing as soon as contractual rigidities no longer
bind: an idea that I support with two conceptual frameworks and references to ex-
isting empirical work on the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. Therefore
I test whether real house prices have a significant reaction to monetary shocks at
the horizon when contractual rigidities no longer bind, which is within two months.
I implement this test using narrative monetary shocks, which are constructed
with the Romer and Romer (2004) approach, but augmented with finance and hous-
ing specific controls. The reaction of real house prices to these shocks is estimated
using local projections to accurately capture the timing of the reactions. The results
show that there are no statistically significant or economically meaningful reactions
of real house prices to monetary shocks within two months of a monetary shock.
However IRFs show that there are statistically significant and economically mean-
ingful responses at horizons greater than a year and are similar to IRFs in the
existing literature. Therefore the results provide strong evidence that house prices
are not consistent with always being equal to the fundamental value of housing, even
after this fundamental value has been adjusted for search frictions and contractual
rigidities.
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Instead the results are consistent with explanations such as agents’ inability to
observe monetary shocks precisely in real time or agents expectations not reacting
rationally to available information about monetary shocks. Monetary shocks are
not necessarily harder to observe than other shocks, and may well be easier, as the
Federal Reserve publishes a large amount of information on its aims, expectations
and policy tools in quantitative form. No similar information is available for other
shocks such as productivity or financial shocks, suggesting that agents are unlikely
to precisely observe and adjust their expectations rationally to these shocks either.
As a result the many recent macroeconomic models that assume agents in housing
markets use full information rational expectations may be seriously mis-specified
and so may be of little practical relevance.
In additional work I also use a sign decomposition, suggested on the basis of
the conceptual frameworks, to analyse the relative importance of different proximal
drivers of US housing cycles. I implement this decomposition using linear and rank
correlations between the cyclical components of different housing variables, where
the cyclical components are extracted using an appropriately chosen band-pass filter.
I find that the consumption demand channel has been the most important proximal
driver of housing cycles, the asset demand channel has also been relatively important
and the housing supply channel has been clearly the least important.
These results suggest that changes in house prices do not always result from
changes in the fundamental value of housing, even after adjusting for the frictions in
housing markets. The results are instead consistent with agents not observing many
shocks and not adjusting their expectations rationally in reaction to information on
shocks. Therefore housing cycles are likely to arise from the partially behavioural
reaction of housing markets to shifts in the demand for housing consumption and
housing assets.
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Appendix A
Supplement: Behavioural financial
cycles as the cause of perpetual
business cycles
Currently the role of financial fluctuations in driving business cycles is mainly mod-
elled using one of two broad approaches. The first approach, which is dominant
in mainstream academia, uses dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models with
financial frictions and is summarised in Brunnermeier et al. (2011), whereas the
second approach is based on Minsky cycles and is summarised in Nikolaidi and
Stockhammer (2017).
The first approach suffers from potentially serious deficiencies. It is built on
rational expectation maximisation of utility functions, or very minor departures from
such behaviour, which is very unrealistic given that most people in most countries
do not display basic financial literacy (Lusardi and Mitchell, 2014). As a result,
models based on this approach may also be very unrealistic, despite being relatively
complex and opaque. The second approach does not suffer from these deficiencies.
However it is built on Ponzi financing regularly occurring and driving financial cycles,
which is not an accurate characterisation of most financial cycles: for instance it is
not mentioned in surveys such as Borio (2014). It also implies the existence of a
predictable cycle in asset or credit returns from which pure risk-adjusted profits
could be made, despite even experts in the financial services industry struggling to
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predict such a cycle well enough to act upon it (Cheng et al., 2014).
In this supplement I develop a simple conceptual framework of how financial
cycles drive continual macroeconomic cyclicality: a result which can also be found
in the Minsky approach but is not a feature of the DSGE approach. However my
approach does not require Ponzi financing or an easily predictable cycle from which
pure risk-adjusted profits could be made. The conceptual framework is built upon
realistic psychological preferences, such as fear that reacts to events (Guiso et al.,
2018) and optimal feasible expectations, which are introduced in Chapter 1 of this
thesis.
This framework is intended to be a parsimonious conceptual framework to ex-
plain the ideas presented, rather than a technical and complex mathematical model.
It therefore focuses on the key elements in financial markets needed to explain how
simple and realistic behaviour could lead to a permanent financial cycle, which could
in turn drive a permanent business cycle. My core analysis is conducted under the
assumption that no excluded variables or features have sufficiently large counteract-
ing effects to change the core analysis, although I do discuss how several additional
features could be added to the framework. Given this, the framework does not at-
tempt to derive exact quantitative relationships between variables, but focuses on
giving signed and relative effects. As a result its implications are not dependent on
any specific mathematical formulations and can be understood relatively easily.
I first introduce the three main areas of the framework: the determination of
aggregate risk aversion, the determination of expected and realised excess returns
on risky assets and the determination of macroeconomic variables. I then explain
how these features could generate a permanent behavioural financial cycle and how
this could be transmitted to generate a permanent business cycle. Finally I discuss
the implications of these ideas.
I start with the determination of aggregate risk aversion. Aggregate risk aversion
rises after large unexpected negative returns on assets, as these events provoke fear,
however because the salience and memory of these events fades over time these events
have less impact if they are further in the past. To capture this mathematically I
specify that aggregate risk aversion is a negative function of the number of periods
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since the last large unexpected decline in asset prices.
rat = f1(
−
ts) (A.1)
where ra = aggregate risk aversion, ts = the number of periods since the realised
excess return on risky assets, eri, was sufficiently less than the expected excess return
on risky assets, Eofi−1(eri), to provoke an increase in fear-based preferences, t denotes
in time period t and fx denotes a function with the sign of differentials given by +
or - above variables.
Next I consider the determination of the excess returns on risky assets, defined
as the difference between the return on these assets and the base rate set by the
central bank. These assets could include equities, property, higher risk corporate
bonds and higher risk bank assets. Investors will purchase assets until the expected
return is equal to the individual compensation that they would require for bearing
the asset risk implied by holding a particular quantity of assets given their level of
individual risk aversion. This implies that their expected excess return is equal to
the compensation required by investors in aggregate for bearing the asset risk given
aggregate risk aversion.
Eoft (ert+1) = f2(
+
rat) (A.2)
where Eof = optimal feasible expectation, er = excess return on risky assets, ra =
aggregate risk aversion, t denotes in time period t and fx denotes a function with
the sign of differentials given by + or - above variables.
I now consider the difference between realised excess returns and agents’ previous
expectations of those real returns. Realised excess returns also contain the effects
of shocks from economic and financial changes that are unrelated to the economy
when expectations were formed, so by definition could not have been included in
agents’ expectations.
However the effects of these shocks are not the only difference between realised
excess returns and agents’ previous expectations of those real returns, as agents form
their expectations using optimal feasible expectations based on common measures
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of forecast error1. Optimal feasible expectations are predicted to minimise the rele-
vant measure of forecast error out of the set of expectations that agents can feasibly
estimate, so capture the optimum trade-off between conditional forecast bias and
conditional forecast variance2. It is hard for agents to quantitatively measure ag-
gregate risk aversion, as it is only weakly related to each individual’s risk aversion
and its dependency on past excess returns is complex and time-varying. It is also
hard for agents to precisely estimate the effect of aggregate risk aversion on excess
returns, as these effects are complex and time varying while excess returns are also
subject to regular shocks. As a result it is optimal to shrink expected excess returns
towards statistically simple forecasts. Therefore expected excess returns react less
to aggregate risk aversion than realised excess returns do and may react in a more
simplified form.
Eoft−1(ert) = ert − f3(
+
rat−1)− t (A.3)
where Eof = optimal feasible expectation, er = excess return on risky assets, ra =
aggregate risk aversion,  = the effects of shocks that are unrelated to past events,
t denotes in time period t and fx denotes a function with the sign of differentials
given by + or - above variables. The true conditional expectation of excess returns,
Etct−1(ert), is therefore equal to f2(rat−1) + f3(rat−1).
Illustrative functions of agents’ expected excess returns produced with optimal
feasible expectations and the true conditional expectation of excess returns, both in
terms of risk aversion, are plotted in Figure A.1. The general results do not rely on
the exact shape of the illustrative functions used in the figure, as only the general
patterns of optimal feasible expectations described above are required.
I now consider the determination of the macroeconomic variables. The central
bank sets base rates using a Taylor rule, based on current inflation and unemploy-
ment, to try and achieve its inflation target. The base rate reduces consumption and
1I assume that it is not psychologically possible for agents to trick themselves into not becoming
afraid by deliberately using expectations that have worse forecast performance but are less likely
to produce results that raise risk aversion.
2I also assume that for similar reasons agents do not perfectly adjust other conditional expec-
tations, such as the conditional expected dispersion in excess returns, to account for this effect.
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Figure A.1: Expectations of excess returns
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Notes: Plot of how the illustrative functions of agents’ current expectations of future excess
returns, formed with optimal feasible expectations, and the true conditional expectation
of future excess returns vary with current aggregate risk aversion. TC = current true
conditional expectations of future excess returns and OFE = current optimal feasible
expectations of future excess returns.
investment through both its effect on risky asset returns and its effect on non-risky
asset returns, so reduces the demand for goods and workers and hence increases un-
employment. However higher expected excess returns also reduce consumption and
investment, so increase unemployment, at a given level of the base rate. Therefore
these effects combine to give an aggregate demand curve. Unemployment decreases
if inflation increases, due to the response of the central bank to inflation, and de-
creases if expected excess returns increase, due to its direct effects.
unt = f4(
+
pit,
+
Eoft (ert+1)) (A.4)
where un = unemployment, pi = inflation, Eof = optimal feasible expectation, er =
excess return on risky assets, t denotes in time period t and fx denotes a function
with the sign of differentials given by + or - above variables.
In each period lower unemployment raises firms unit production costs but nom-
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Figure A.2: Aggregate supply and demand
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Notes: Plots of the aggregate demand and short-run aggregate supply curves in terms of
unemployment and inflation. A dotted line showing the flexible price level of unemploy-
ment is also included. SAS = short-run aggregate supply, AD = aggregate demand and
pit−1 = inflation in period t−1 and Eoft (ert+1) = agents’ expectations in period t of excess
returns in period t+ 1.
inal rigidities, from wage and price rigidities, limit the extent of price increases and
cause price changes to also depend on past price changes. Therefore this gives a
short-run aggregate supply curve, as inflation falls with unemployment but rises
with past inflation. This curve is defined so that inflation can only be constant at
the level of unemployment that would prevail if there were no price rigidities and
prices were perfectly flexible3.
pit = f5(
−
unt,
+
pit−1) (A.5)
where un = unemployment, pi = inflation, t denotes in time period t and fx denotes
a function with the sign of differentials given by + or - above variables.
3This level is interpreted as being fixed here however hysteresis after financial crises, as suggested
by the results in Cerra and Saxena (2011), could increase the macroeconomic impacts of the
financial cycle described below.
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Illustrative functions for aggregate supply and aggregate demand and the flexible
price level of unemployment are plotted in Figure A.2. As with the illustrative plots
of excess returns the results do not require the specific shapes of the functions used
in the figure.
These components can generate a realistic continual financial cycle that drives
a continual business cycle. In the description of this process below the following
notation is used: ra = risk aversion, er = excess returns on risky assets, Eof (er) =
agents’ expectations of the future excess return on risky assets, Etc(er) = the true
conditional expectation of the future excess return on risky assets,  = a default or
payoff shock, un = unemployment and pi = inflation. All variables except inflation
are expressed in real terms and exclude any long-term structural changes. The
process is continuous, so the description could be started at any point in the cycle.
It operates by cycling through the three following categories of periods:
1. Standard periods. Fear falls as memories of large unexpected negative returns
slowly fade over time, so behavioural risk aversion decreases over many years.
Therefore individual investors require less compensation for bearing asset risk,
so increased asset demand reduces agents’ expected excess returns. However
agents expectations of excess returns decrease by less than the true condi-
tional expectation of excess returns as a result of optimal feasible expectations.
Therefore the probability of excess returns well below agents expectations rises.
The reduction in agents expected excess returns places upwards pressure on
aggregate demand, however it occurs over a long enough time period that
the effects of this on unemployment and inflation can mainly be counteracted
by monetary policy. The movements of the variables are therefore typically:
ra :↓, Eof (er) ↓, Etc(er)− Eof (er) ↓, un− / ↓, pi − / ↑.
2. Distress periods. After enough time a negative shock of sufficient size to
act as a trigger will occur. While the direct effects of this shock might
not be very large they will cause an excess return well below agents’ ex-
pectations, as these were previously conditionally biased towards their long-
term average. This will then trigger a rise in fear-based risk aversion and
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so a large rise in required expected future excess returns as a result of de-
creased asset demand. This will then cause a large reduction in aggregate de-
mand that significantly increases unemployment and, over time, significantly
reduces inflation. The movements of the variables are therefore typically:
initial  :↓, ra :↑↑, Eof (er) ↑↑, Etc(er)− Eof (er) ↑↑, un ↑↑, pi ↓↓.
3. Recovery periods. After the downturn caused by this financial distress, ag-
gregate demand is slowly restored by monetary and possibly other macroeco-
nomic policies, so unemployment declines and inflation rises. Risk aversion
will also fall slightly as a result of a slight reduction in fear, however this re-
duction will only be fairly small as the financial distress will still be salient
in investors’ memories since it will still be quite recent. Therefore agents’
required compensation for bearing risk, their expectations of excess returns,
only decrease slightly. The movements of the variables are therefore typically:
ra :↓, Eof (er) ↓, Etc(er)− Eof (er) ↓, un ↓, pi ↑.
Therefore the financial cycle is primarily driven by slow declines in risk aversion
after periods of financial distress reducing agents’ expected excess returns, but by
less than they reduce true conditional expected excess returns due to optimal feasi-
ble expectations, so increasing the probability of a new period of financial distress
being triggered. However this process occurs stochastically and is too unpredictable
for it to be optimal in terms of forecast performance to try and include it fully in
expectations. It is possible for large exogenous shocks to cause financial distress
even relatively soon after the recovery from previous periods of distress: it is just
that a smaller trigger would be needed longer after the recovery so such a trigger is
more likely to occur. This perpetual financial cyclicality causes perpetual macroeco-
nomic cyclicality through the effects of agents’ expected excess returns on aggregate
demand4. Therefore the macroeconomy will be characterised by an uncertain but
perpetual cycle.
This conceptual framework could also be widened to include other features. For
4This does not however exclude the possibility of significant macroeconomic shocks that do not
cause periods of financial distress.
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instance one could incorporate the zero lower bound by changing the sign of the
effect of inflation on unemployment below a particular level of inflation. One could
also incorporate forecast-performance reducing mistakes in expectations when con-
sidering markets where this seems likely, such as the housing market, by making
agents’ expected returns also depend upon features such as behavioural optimism
and pessimism. These features would be interesting, but they are not required to
explain the key ideas presented here so are not included in the main conceptual
framework for the sake of parsimony.
This framework has three main implications. Firstly, we need to be very aware
of the perpetual cycle in financial and macroeconomic conditions, due to realistic
behavioural risk aversion and expectations, and embed this in current thinking and
analysis. These concepts are missing in the DSGE models used by many central
banks, so these models will not provide accurate explanations of financial cycles.
These models should be replaced with frameworks that incorporate realistic be-
havioural risk aversion and expectations.
Secondly, we need as good real-time measures of financial cycles as possible. The
suggestion to use house prices and credit quantities as measures of financial cycles
in Drehmann et al. (2012) is a good place to start. These capture the aspects of
financial cycles that could have particularly large real effects, as credit and housing
markets are particularly powerful transmitters to the real economy (Jorda et al.,
2015b), and have been shown to forecast financial distress in real time (Borio, 2014).
However more work in this area is needed, as financial cycle indicators should receive
a comparable level of attention to that received by business cycle indicators.
Thirdly, we need macro-prudential policy tools to counter the issues presented
by continual financial cyclicality. Monetary policy will respond indirectly to these
issues, as they potentially affect the future paths of inflation and unemployment as
well as the transmission of monetary policy. However, it does not generally seem
sensible for monetary policy to be used to directly counteract potential financial cy-
cles, as this could impose huge costs in terms of macroeconomic stability (Williams,
2015). Therefore it is very important to develop cyclical macro-prudential policy
tools that particularly target financial stability and keep these distinct from the
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conventional and unconventional monetary policy tools that are directly used for
inflation targeting.
The conceptual framework in this supplement suggests that macro-financial cycli-
cality is an inherent part of our economic system. However, with better understand-
ing, monitoring and policy responses we might be able to reduce the extent of this
cyclicality and the damage that it causes.
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Appendix B
Appendix of ‘Optimal feasible
expectations in our uncertain
economy’
B.1 Variables used to construct factors
The following tables contain a complete list of the variables used in Chapter 1 and
the transformations applied to them. APC stands for annual percentage change and
the sources and transformations are discussed in Section 1.3.
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Table B.1: List of dependent, non-factor and price factor variables
Transformation Source
CPI: Index APC Fred MD
Annual inflation expectations None Michigan Consumer Survey
Trade-weighted exchange rate index APC Fred MD
Average hourly earnings APC Fred MD
Narrative monetary shocks None Ramey (2016)
PPI: Finished Goods APC Fred MD
PPI: Finished Consumer Goods APC Fred MD
PPI: Intermediate Materials APC Fred MD
PPI: Crude Materials APC Fred MD
Crude Oil, spliced WTI and Cushing APC Fred MD
PPI: Metals and metal products APC Fred MD
CPI: Apparel APC Fred MD
CPI: Transportation APC Fred MD
CPI: Medical Care APC Fred MD
CPI: Commodities APC Fred MD
CPI: Durables APC Fred MD
CPI: Services APC Fred MD
CPI: All Items Less Food APC Fred MD
CPI: All items less shelter APC Fred MD
CPI: All items less medical care APC Fred MD
PCE: Chain index APC Fred MD
PCE: Durable goods APC Fred MD
PCE: Nondurable goods APC Fred MD
PCE: Services APC Fred MD
CPI: Food at home APC BLS
CPI: Food away from home APC BLS
CPI: Rent of primary residence APC BLS
CPI: Fuel and utilities APC BLS
CPI: New and used motor vehicles APC BLS
CPI: Motor fuel APC BLS
CPI: Medical care services APC BLS
CPI: Other goods and services APC BLS
PCE: Excluding food and energy APC BEA
PCE: Energy goods and services APC BEA
PCE: Food APC BEA
Sticky price index APC Atlanta Fed
Sticky price index less food and energy APC Atlanta Fed
Sticky price index less shelter APC Atlanta Fed
Flexible price index APC Atlanta Fed
Flexible price index less food and energy APC Atlanta Fed
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Table B.2: List of business cycle factor variables
Transformation Source
Real Personal Income APC Fred MD
Real personal income ex transfer receipts APC Fred MD
IP Index APC Fred MD
IP: Final Products and Nonindustrial Supplies APC Fred MD
IP: Final Products APC Fred MD
IP: Consumer Goods APC Fred MD
IP: Durable Consumer Goods APC Fred MD
IP: Nondurable Consumer Goods APC Fred MD
IP: Business Equipment APC Fred MD
IP: Materials APC Fred MD
IP: Durable Materials APC Fred MD
IP: Nondurable Materials APC Fred MD
IP: Manufacturing APC Fred MD
IP: Residential Utilities APC Fred MD
IP: Fuels APC Fred MD
Civilian Labor Force APC Fred MD
Civilian Employment APC Fred MD
Civilians Unemployed - <5 weeks APC Fred MD
Civilians Unemployed - 5-14 weeks APC Fred MD
Civilians Unemployed - >14 weeks APC Fred MD
Civilians Unemployed - 15-26 weeks APC Fred MD
Civilians Unemployed - >27 weeks APC Fred MD
Initial Claims APC Fred MD
All Employees: Total nonfarm APC Fred MD
All Employees: Goods-Producing APC Fred MD
All Employees: Mining APC Fred MD
All Employees: Construction APC Fred MD
All Employees: Manufacturing APC Fred MD
All Employees: Durable goods APC Fred MD
All Employees: Nondurable goods APC Fred MD
All Employees: Service-Providing APC Fred MD
All Employees: Transport and others APC Fred MD
All Employees: Wholesale Trade APC Fred MD
All Employees: Retail Trade APC Fred MD
All Employees: Financial Activities APC Fred MD
All Employees: Government APC Fred MD
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Table B.3: List of financial cycle factor variables
Transformation Source
Commercial and Industrial Loans APC Fred MD
Real Estate Loans at All Commercial Banks APC Fred MD
Total Nonrevolving Credit APC Fred MD
Nonrevolving consumer credit to Personal Income APC Fred MD
Consumer Motor Vehicle Loans Outstanding APC Fred MD
Total Consumer Loans and Leases Outstanding APC Fred MD
Securities in Bank Credit at All Commercial Banks APC Fred MD
Total Consumer Credit Owned and Securitized APC Fed Board
Total Revolving Credit Owned and Securitized APC Fed Board
House prices: National index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: New York index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Los Angeles index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Chicago index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Dallas index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Houston index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Washington index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Miami index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Philadelphia index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Atlanta index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Boston index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Phoenix index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: San Francisco index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Riverside index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Detroit index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Seattle index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Minneapolis index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: San Diego index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Tampa index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Denver index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: St Louis index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Baltimore index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Orlando index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Charlotte index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: San Antonio index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Portland index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Sacramento index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Pittsburgh index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Las Vegas index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Cincinnati index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Austin index APC Freddie Mac
House prices: Kansas index APC Freddie Mac
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B.2 Training set size robustness
This section of the appendix contains the robustness checks from using different
proportions of the sample as the training sample. In particular, it repeats analysis
from Section 1.4 but takes either 60% or 80% of the full sample as the training
sample, instead of the 70% in the baseline analysis.
Figure B.1: Forecast error with shrunken inflation factor, business cycle factor and
financial cycle factor
Notes: This figure repeats the graphs in Figure 1.4 but with estimates based on training
sample of 60% of the total dataset.
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Figure B.2: Forecast error with shrunken exchange rates, wages and narrative federal
funds market monetary shocks
Notes: This figure repeats the graphs in Figure 1.5 but with estimates based on training
sample of 60% of the total dataset.
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Figure B.3: Forecast error with shrunken inflation factor, business cycle factor and
financial cycle factor
Notes: This figure repeats the graphs in Figure 1.4 but with estimates based on training
sample of 80% of the total dataset.
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Figure B.4: Forecast error with shrunken exchange rates, wages and narrative federal
funds market monetary shocks
Notes: This figure repeats the graphs in Figure 1.5 but with estimates based on training
sample of 80% of the total dataset.
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B.3 Forecast performance measure robustness
This section of the appendix contains the robustness checks from using a different
measure of forecast performance. In particular, it repeats analysis from Section 1.4
but uses the mean square forecast error instead of the mean absolute forecast error
as the measure of out of sample forecast performance.
Figure B.5: Forecast error with shrunken inflation factor, business cycle factor and
financial cycle factor
Notes: This figure repeats the graphs in Figure 1.4 but uses the mean square forecast
error instead of the mean absolute forecast error.
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Figure B.6: Forecast error with shrunken exchange rates, wages and narrative federal
funds market monetary shocks
Notes: This figure repeats the graphs in Figure 1.5 but uses the mean square forecast
error instead of the mean absolute forecast error.
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Appendix C
Appendix of ‘Asset price
convergence, international asset
holdings and the quality of
financial integration’
C.1 Gibbs sampler
The Gibbs sampler consists of five main steps at each iteration. These steps are to
draw in turn from:
1. p(fi|Γ,Λ,Θ,Φ,Ω,Σ, y): Equations 2.1 and 2.2 describe a state-space system
so the conditional posterior given the parameters and the data is normally
distributed and can be calculated using the forward and backward recursions
of the Carter and Kohn (1994) algorithm.
2. p(Θ,Φ|fi,Σ, y): Equation 2.2 becomes a multivariate regression once we con-
dition on financial integration, so if we also condition on Σ then the conditional
distribution of Θ,Φ is available from the natural conjugate case of the mean
of a multivariate normal distribution with known variance and is normally
distributed.
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3. p(Σ|fi,Θ,Φ, y): Equation 2.2 becomes a multivariate regression once we con-
dition on financial integration, so if we also condition on Θ,Φ then the con-
ditional distribution of Σ is available from the natural conjugate case of the
variance of a multivariate normal distribution with known mean and is dis-
tributed inverse-Wishart.
4. p(Γ,Λ|fi,Ω, y): Each of the first n rows of Equation 2.1 become univariate
regressions once we condition on financial integration, so if we also condition
on Ω then the conditional distribution of each element of Γ,Λ is available from
the natural conjugate case of the mean of a univariate normal distribution
with known variance and is normally distributed.
5. p(Ω|fi,Γ,Λ, y): Each of the first n rows of Equation 2.1 become univariate
regressions once we condition on financial integration, so if we also condition
on Γ,Λ then the conditional distribution of each diagonal element of Ω is
available from the natural conjugate case of the variance of a univariate normal
distribution with known mean and is distributed inverse-Gamma.
Each step then uses the draws from the current iteration of parameters which
have already been drawn and the draws from the previous iteration when they
have not been drawn. For the generalised recursions of the Carter-Kohn algorithm
for a state-space system and generalised expressions for the conditional posterior
multivariate and univariate distributions see Blake and Mumtaz (2017).
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C.2 Signed impulse response functions
This section of the appendix contains the impulse responses of the seven macroeco-
nomic variables and the financial integration indicator to a one standard deviation
change in the joint and separating shocks. As discussed in Section 2.4 these are
not particularly informative. This is because we classify the shocks into two types,
rather than individual shocks, so the responses of different variables may reflect the
impacts of different shocks.
Figure C.1: Main impulse response functions
Notes: Each line plots the posterior median of the impulse response of a variable to a one
standard deviation change in the joint or separating shocks. In each case the area between
the 5th and 95th posterior percentiles is shaded.
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Figure C.2: Other impulse response functions (one of three)
Notes: Each line plots the posterior median of the impulse response of a variable to a one
standard deviation change in the joint or separating shocks. In each case the area between
the 5th and 95th posterior percentiles is shaded.
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Figure C.3: Other impulse response functions (two of three)
Notes: Each line plots the posterior median of the impulse response of a variable to a one
standard deviation change in the joint or separating shocks. In each case the area between
the 5th and 95th posterior percentiles is shaded.
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Figure C.4: Other impulse response functions (three of three)
(C.1)
Notes: Each line plots the posterior median of the impulse response of a variable to a one
standard deviation change in the joint or separating shocks. In each case the area between
the 5th and 95th posterior percentiles is shaded.
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C.3 Convergence robustness
We check the numerical convergence of the markov chain monte carlo method by
using a different initialisation and increasing the number of repetitions of the al-
gorithm. Specifically we use an arbitrary initialisation based on matrices of zeros
and ones and then take 100,000 draws and burn the first 50,000. The results of this
procedure are shown below and are virtually identical to those in the main text,
confirming that convergence is not an issue.
Figure C.5: Convergence (one of two)
Notes: This repeats the graph from Figure 2.3 but taking 100,000 draws from the MCMC
algorithm and burning the first 50,000.
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Figure C.6: Convergence (two of two)
Notes: This repeats a graph from Figure 2.4 but taking 100,000 draws from the MCMC
algorithm and burning the first 50,000.
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C.4 Prior robustness
As discussed in Section 2.2, our priors are selected based on the typical approach in
the literature and are set to be fairly loose. However it is still useful to check whether
the results are robust to the choice of hyperparameter values. To do this we repeat
the estimation with looser and tighter priors. In the first case we loosen the priors.
We do this by doubling the hyperparameters where a higher value corresponds to
a looser prior and halving the hyperparameters where a higher value corresponds
to a tighter prior. In the second case we tighten the priors by reversing which
hyperparameters we double and halve from the baseline values. It is reassuring that
the results remain relatively similar given the fairly large changes in prior tightness.
Figure C.7: Prior robustness - looser priors (one of two)
Notes: This repeats the graph from Figure 2.3 but with slightly looser priors.
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Figure C.8: Prior robustness - looser priors (two of two)
Notes: This repeats a graph from Figure 2.4 but with slightly looser priors.
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Figure C.9: Prior robustness - tighter priors (one of two)
Notes: This repeats the graph from Figure 2.3 but with slightly tighter priors.
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Figure C.10: Prior robustness - tighter priors (two of two)
Notes: This repeats a graph from Figure 2.4 but with slightly tighter priors.
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C.5 Extended dataset
There is limited comparable data on EU financial integration indicators going back
before 1999, as most datasets are collected by the European Central Bank, which
was only founded in 1998. There is even less comparable data on EU financial
integration indicators going back before 1995, as most early datasets were collected
by the European Monetary Institute, which was only founded in 1994. This issue is
acknowledged in existing work, such as Hoffmann et al. (2019) and so in this section
of the appendix we follow Hoffmann et al. (2019) and construct a much more basic
financial integration index based only on equity price indicators and government
bond price indicators going back to 1995.
Figure C.11: Basic financial integration index
Notes: Plot of the basic financial integration index produced by taking the cross-sectional
mean of the subset of price indicators that are available going back to 1995. The dashed
line shows the start of the sample in the analysis in the main text.
Since data to construct our macroeconomic variables is not available going back
to 1995 we cannot meaningfully generate a financial integration index in a FAVAR.
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This, coupled with the lack of any quantity financial integration indicators, means
that we cannot conduct the tests of the three aspects of the quality of financial
integration changes. Instead all we can effectively do is take a weighted combination
of the subset of price indicators that are available as a financial integration index:
here we do this by taking the cross-sectional mean of these indicators. The resulting
indicator is plotted in Figure C.11. This index is similar to the index in the main
text at the start and the end of the comparable sample, from 1999 onwards, however
it has an unusual decline from approximately 2004 to 2008. This decline does not
appear credible and reflects the limited nature of the data used to construct the
index. The index does appear to follow a broadly similar cyclical tendency in the
period before 1999 as the factor in the main text does afterwards though.
Ideally we would conduct the analysis in the main text using data that covers a
longer time period however, as this section of the appendix makes clear, this is not
possible by extending the dataset back to earlier periods. Indeed, the alternative
approach and data used in this section of the appendix to try and do this actually
highlight the usefulness of the methods and data that we use in the main text. It
would however be interesting for future research to return to the results in the main
text in the future and extend the dataset forwards to include the 2020s, so the sample
would also include the effects of Brexit and other macroeconomic developments.
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Appendix D
Appendix of ‘Behavioural finance
at home: house price cycles in the
USA’
D.1 Conceptual frameworks
This section of the appendix introduces two conceptual frameworks that build on
the expression for the fundamental value of housing1 introduced in Section 3.2. One
which uses the basic fundamental value expression in a system with housing con-
sumption and housing supply and one which uses the fundamental value expression
with search frictions and bargaining. The first of these demonstrates the transmis-
sion of monetary shocks through housing rents, and suggests a sign decomposition
for the proximal drivers of house price fluctuations, while the second demonstrates
the transmission of monetary shocks through search costs.
I start with the first framework, in which the housing market effectively consists
of two interrelated areas: housing consumption and housing ownership. The real
prices of housing consumption are real rents and the real prices of housing ownership
are real house prices. The total quantity of houses that people desire to own and the
total number of houses that people live in and so consume the housing services of are
1Throughout this section of the appendix house prices, housing values, housing rents and other
related variables are all considered in real terms unless stated otherwise.
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equal. Therefore there are three key variables in the market: real house prices, real
housing rents and the quantity of housing. Clearly these are not the only relevant
variables in reality, so I limit my analysis to the sign of likely effects and specify
that this is under the assumption that no excluded variables have sufficiently large
counteracting effects to change the signs implied here.
I initially consider the standard fundamental value condition and show that this
is likely to be a special case of a more general expression of housing asset demand in
this framework. The fundamental value condition is an expression for house prices
that is a positive function of housing rents. However it is also likely to be a negative
function of the quantity of housing agents choose to own, which I call housing asset
demand. This is because as agents choose to own more housing they will have to
bear more of the risks associated with housing, since asset classes are imperfect
substitutes for one another, so the premia attached to the specific risks in housing
are likely to rise. This in turn can be easily rearranged to give an expression for
the quantity if housing owned, i.e. housing asset demand, that falls with real house
prices and rises with real housing rents, as follows:
HPt = Et (
∞∑
k=0
HRt+k
DRt+k
)
HP = E (
∑ HR
DR(
+
HAD)
)
HP = g(
+
HR,
−
HAD)
HAD = f(
−
HP,
+
HR)
(D.1)
where HP = real house prices, HR = real housing rents, DR = real discount rate,
HAD = housing asset demand and fx denotes a function with the sign of differentials
given by + or - above variables.
This expression is sensible. Housing asset demand is very likely to increase in
real housing rents, as these, or the ability to forgo paying them to others, are part
of the real return of holding a housing investment along with expected price changes
and non-monetary benefits. Housing asset demand is also very likely to decrease
with real house prices, as this is the price of purchasing the expected stream of real
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returns.
I can then use similar logic to also construct equivalent signed expressions for
housing consumption demand and housing supply. I start by considering the sup-
ply of housing. It will be more profitable for businesses and households to supply
additional housing if the real price they receive for it is higher. Therefore housing
supply is very likely to increase with real house prices. Whereas, I assume that
housing supply only responds to real housing rents in so far as they affect real house
prices. Next I consider the demand for housing consumption, which includes the
consumption of housing services from houses that agents own. When real rents are
high agents face a high price for housing consumption and are very likely to demand
less of it. Therefore housing consumption demand is a negative function of real
housing rents. Whereas, I assume that the demand for housing consumption supply
only responds to real house prices in so far as they affect real housing rents.
Therefore the expressions for housing supply, housing consumption demand and
housing asset demand, plotted in Figure D.1, can be summarised as:
HS = f1(
+
HP )
HCD = f2(
−
HR)
HAD = f3(
−
HP,
+
HR)
(D.2)
where HS = housing supply, HCD = housing consumption demand, HAD = housing
asset demand, HP = real house prices, HR = real housing rents and fx denotes a
function with the sign of differentials given by + or - above variables.
If the housing market clears, so demand equals supply, then shifts in each of
the curves would have the effects in Table D.1, normalising the effect on real house
prices to be positive. Shifts in housing supply, such as those generated by housing
regulation or building cost changes will reduce the quantity of housing and increase
real rents. Shifts in consumption demand, such as those generated by higher incomes
or consumer confidence, will increase the quantity of housing and real rents. Shifts
in housing asset demand, such as those generated by increased real house price
expectations or easier housing credit will increase the quantity of housing and reduce
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Figure D.1: Plots of housing ownership and consumption markets in the first frame-
work
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Notes: Plots of the conceptual functions for housing supply, housing consumption demand
and housing asset demand, all measured in terms of the housing stock, as a function of
either real housing rents or real house prices in the first conceptual framework. The upper
panel shows the housing consumption market and the lower panel shows the housing
ownership market. HS = housing supply, HCD = housing consumption demand, HAD =
housing asset demand, HP = real house prices and HR = real housing rents.
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real rents. This directly yields the correlation structures implied by the three shifts
in Table 3.2. It is important to note that these three curves represent the main
transmission mechanisms which underlie the housing market, rather than structural
shocks. Structural shocks need to be independent of one another, which is not the
case for transmission mechanisms.
Table D.1: Signed effects of shifts in housing market curves
HP HQ HR
Supply + - +
Consumption demand + + +
Asset demand + + -
Notes: Effects implied by the conceptual framework of a shift in each of the three curves,
normalised to increase house prices. HP = real house prices, HR = real housing rents and
HQ = the quantity of housing. All effects are normalised to have a positive effect on house
prices.
The effects of an expansionary monetary shock on real house prices can then
be analysed as follows. The reduction in expected base rates, risk and liquidity
premia discussed in Section 3.2 will increase asset demand at any given levels of
housing rents and house prices, shifting the asset demand curve to the right in the
housing consumption and housing ownership diagrams in Figure D.1. This will
place upwards pressure on house prices and downwards pressure on housing rents.
The expected increase in housing consumption from expected increased economic
and financial conditions discussed in Section 3.2 will increase consumption demand
at any given level of housing rents, shifting the consumption demand curve to the
right in the housing consumption diagram in Figure D.1. This will place upwards
pressure on housing rents and so indirectly shift the asset demand curve to the right
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in the housing ownership diagram in Figure D.1, placing upwards pressure on house
prices. Therefore the overall effect on real housing rents is ambiguous, as the effects
through consumption demand and asset demand operate in opposing directions, so
it is possible for real housing rents to fall in reaction to an expansionary monetary
shock. However real house prices will unambiguously rise, once contractual rigidities
allow them to change, as the asset demand and consumption demand channels will
both drive increases in house prices.
I now move onto the second framework, in which I only consider the market for
housing ownership but now introduce search frictions in this market. Specifically
I assume that it takes time for buyers and sellers to match with one another and
the probability of a successful match in any period for a buyer (seller) decreases
(increases) with the market tightness, i.e. the number of buyers relative to the
number of sellers. I therefore only consider two main variables in this setting: real
house prices and the market tightness. As with the first conceptual framework,
I acknowledge that these are not the only relevant variables in reality, so I limit
my analysis to the sign of likely effects and again specify that this is under the
assumption that no excluded variables have sufficiently large counteracting effects
to change the signs implied here.
I initially consider the adjusted fundamental value condition, introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2, with a particular focus on the adjustment for transaction costs, which in
this setting will be driven by the search frictions. I treat the discounted sums of
rents as exogenous valuations of owning a house for buyers and sellers. Since the
time spent searching for a house will be costly, as it will imply reduced leisure or
working time, the longer an agent expects to spend searching the higher their trans-
action costs are. This implies that if the market is tighter, so search time increases
for buyers and decreases for sellers, then transaction costs increase for buyers and
decrease for sellers. With exogenous valuations this implies that house prices must
fall to stop it being profitable for a net increase in sellers in the market to occur.
Therefore the adjusted fundamental value of housing implies that house prices are
a negative function of market tightness in this setting, as follows:
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Et−1 (
∞∑
k=0
HRst+k
DRst+k
+ TCst ) = HPt = Et−1 (
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k=0
HRbt+k
DRbt+k
− TCbt )
E (HDSs + TCs(
−
HB
HS
)) = HP = E (HDSb − TCb(
+
HB
HS
))
HP =m1(
−
HB
HS
)
(D.3)
where HP = real house prices, HR = real housing rents, DR = real discount rate,
TC = real transaction costs, HDS = the real discounted sum of rents, HB
HS
= market
tightness, b denotes for buyers, s denotes for sellers and mx denotes a function with
the sign of differentials given by + or - above variables.
After a match occurs then the buyer and the seller have to bargain over the price,
as the buyers willingness to pay is greater than the sellers reservation price. Their
relative bargaining strength will determine which level between these two values the
agreed house price is set at. This bargaining strength will be affected by the value
of each negotiators reserve option of returning to search, which will be lower for
the buyer and higher for the seller if the market is tighter. Therefore house price
bargaining implies that house prices are a positive function of market tightness, as
follows:
HP = HDSs + φ (HDSb −HDSs)
HP = HDSs + φ(
+
HB
HS
) (HDSb −HDSs)
HP = m2(
+
HB
HS
)
(D.4)
where HP = real house prices, HDS = the real discounted sum of rents, HB
HS
= market tightness, φ = sellers’ relative bargaining strength between 0 and 1, b
denotes for buyers, s denotes for sellers and mx denotes a function with the sign of
differentials given by + or - above variables.
Therefore the relationships between real house prices and housing market tight-
ness implied by the conceptual functions for the adjusted fundamental value of hous-
ing and the house price bargaining condition have different signs. Since only the
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housing ownership market is considered and the discounted sum of rents is treated
as exogenous in this conceptual framework these two functions are the only ones
considered. They are plotted in Figure D.2.
Figure D.2: Plot of the housing ownership market in the second framework
Housing market tightness
H
ou
se
pr
ic
es
HPB AFV
Notes: Plots of the relationships between real house prices and housing market tightness
implied by the functions for the adjusted fundamental value of housing and the house price
bargaining condition in the housing ownership market of the second conceptual framework.
AFV = adjusted fundamental value of housing and HPB = house price bargaining condi-
tion.
The effects of an expansionary monetary shock in this framework can then be
analysed as follows. The effects on base rates, premia and consumption demand
would raise the discounted sum of housing rents for both buyers and sellers. This
would cause both the adjusted fundamental value curve and the house price bargain-
ing curve in Figure D.2 to shift upwards. Therefore the effect on market tightness
is ambiguous, so it is possible that the response to the shock includes a change in
market tightness. However both curves will place upwards pressure on house prices,
so house prices will unambiguously rise regardless of the change in market tightness.
It is also worth noting that one could expand the first framework, which includes
the housing ownership and consumption markets, to also include the search frictions
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from the second framework in the housing ownership market. In this case the es-
timated signed effects from the first framework would remain true as long as the
original mechanisms were not entirely counteracted by changes in search costs from
the response of market tightness. Such a change in market tightness in response
to shifts in housing consumption demand, housing asset demand or housing supply
shocks seem extremely unlikely to be compatible with both asset demand and house
price bargaining behaviour, even if these are not exactly as described in the second
framework. Therefore the signed effects of the shifts in Table D.1 are very likely to
remain the same in such a setup.
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D.2 Cycle periodicity robustness
This section of the appendix contains the robustness checks from increasing the
maximum cycle length and reducing the minimum cycle length of the cyclical com-
ponents extracted from the housing variables. The following graphs and tables show
the cyclical components and the associations between them but either extend the
maximum cycle length extracted to 50 years or reduce the minimum cycle length
extracted to 1.5 years. In both cases the results are similar to those in the baseline
case.
Figure D.3: Cyclical element of real house price growth with longer cycles
Notes: This repeats the graphs from Figure 3.4 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 3 and 50 years in length.
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Figure D.4: Cyclical element of housing starts with longer cycles
Notes: This repeats the graphs from Figure 3.5 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 3 and 50 years in length.
Figure D.5: Cyclical element of real housing rental price growth with longer cycles
Notes: This repeats the graphs from Figure 3.6 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 3 and 50 years in length.
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Table D.2: Housing market cyclical linear correlations
HP HS HR
HP 1
HS 0.60* 1
(0.39 to 0.81)
HR 0.26* 0.31 1
(0.03 to 0.48) (-0.01 to 0.62)
Notes: This repeats the results from Table 3.4 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 3 and 50 years in length.
Table D.3: Housing market cyclical rank correlations
HP HS HR
HP 1
HS 0.61* 1
(0.37 to 0.85)
HR 0.24 0.20 1
(-0.03 to 0.51) (-0.14 to 0.53)
Notes: This repeats the results from Table 3.5 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 3 and 50 years in length.
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Figure D.6: Cyclical element of real house price growth with shorter cycles
Notes: This repeats the graphs from Figure 3.4 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 1.5 and 40 years in length.
Figure D.7: Cyclical element of housing sales with shorter cycles
Notes: This repeats the graphs from Figure 3.5 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 1.5 and 40 years in length.
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Figure D.8: Cyclical element of real housing rental price growth with shorter cycles
Notes: This repeats the graphs from Figure 3.6 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 1.5 and 40 years in length.
Table D.4: Housing market cyclical linear correlations
HP HS HR
HP 1
HS 0.59* 1
(0.40 to 0.79)
HR 0.26* 0.20 1
(0.03 to 0.50) (-0.08 to 0.47)
Notes: This repeats the results from Table 3.4 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 1.5 and 40 years in length.
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Table D.5: Housing market cyclical rank correlations
HP HS HR
HP 1
HS 0.62* 1
(0.40 to 0.84)
HR 0.27* 0.23 1
(0.03 to 0.50) (-0.03 to 0.49)
Notes: This repeats the results from Table 3.5 but with frequencies that give cycles of
between 1.5 and 40 years in length.
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D.3 Housing data source robustness
This section of the appendix contains the robustness checks from using different real
house price data. It repeats the analysis in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 but using
the Case-Shiller real house price index. The following graphs and tables show the
cyclical components, the associations between them and the impulse response to a
monetary shock. In all cases the results are similar to those in the main text.
Figure D.9: Cyclical element of real house price growth
Notes: This repeats the graph from Figure 3.4 but uses the Case-Shiller real house price
index.
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Figure D.10: Cyclical element of real housing rental price growth
Notes: This repeats the graph from Figure 3.6 but deflating rents in line with the deflator
used in the Case-Shiller real house price index.
Table D.6: Housing market cyclical linear correlations
HP HS HR
HP 1
HS 0.61* 1
(0.39 to 0.82)
HR 0.21 0.25 1
(-0.03 to 0.45) (-0.05 to 0.55)
Notes: This repeats the results from Table 3.4 but with the Case-Shiller real house price
index and deflator.
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Table D.7: Housing market cyclical rank correlations
HP HS HR
HP 1
HS 0.63* 1
(0.40 to 0.86)
HR 0.24 0.20 1
(-0.04 to 0.52) (-0.10 to 0.49)
Notes: This repeats the results from Table 3.5 but with the Case-Shiller real house price
index and deflator.
Figure D.11: Impulse response function of real house prices to a monetary shock
Notes: This repeats the graph from Figure 3.2 but uses the Case-Shiller real house price
index.
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